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I. INTRODUCTION 
A significant portion of the budget for the Department of Energy 
consists of money set aside for fusion research and demonstration 
projects. Much progress has been made to date on thermonuclear 
reactor concepts. The attainment of breakeven seems to be relatively 
near at hand. The various reactor design concepts have their 
advantages and disadvantages. At present the major reactor concepts 
are the Tokamak, the Tandem Mirror and inertial confinement. There 
are a copious number of alternate reactor concepts, most with 
magnetically confined plasmas (1). For fusion to occur, atomic fuel 
must exist in the ionized state and then a combination of high 
pressure and high temperature causes the nuclei to be driven together. 
The sun accomplishes this act at roughly 15 million °C using extremely 
large gravitational forces. Unfortunately, the mass of the earth does 
not provide such gravitational forces. To overcome this shortcoming, 
man-made fusion devices must operate at temperatures over 100 million °C. 
Fusion research has been concerned with finding an efficient means of 
containing a plasma sufficiently long at an elevated temperature to 
cause fusion reactions resulting in a net gain in energy. The potential 
for generating energy by fusion is staggering. As an example, one 
cubic meter of water contains deuterium equal to the heat of combustion 
of 300 tonnes of coal or 1500 bbl of crude oil. There is sufficient 
lithium (used to produce tritium) in the United States to provide 
current energy requirements for 2500 years, fivefold future fossil 
2 
reserves (2). Breakeven will occur when the plasma density and the 
temperature are sufficient to create a self-sustaining reaction, 
conditions which have been met only individually. 
The primary magnetic confinement reactor concept is the Tokamak. 
This concept has received the greatest attention world-wide. Early 
plasma containment work centered about confining a plasma in a 
solenoid. There were large plasma losses out the ends. To overcome 
this problem the solenoid was twisted into a doughnut shape to join 
the ends. A new problem arose. Because of the doughnut shape and 
the use of finite sized current coils to generate the confining 
magnetic fields, the magnetic field was greater on the inside of the 
doughnut. The plasma quickly fled through the outer side of the 
doughnut. The answer was to propel the plasma particles from the 
weaker outside magnetic field to the stronger inside field. This was 
accomplished by creating an additional magnetic field perpendicular 
to the one forming the torus. The resulting magnetic field caused 
the plasma particles to orbit the torus in helical paths. This second 
magnetic field was generated by either inducing a current in the 
plasma, introducing field coils parallel to the plasma, or both 
(Figure 1.1). The stability of a Tokamak has always been a maj or 
concern of designers since an unstable plasma will rapidly expand to 
the vacuum wall which surrounds the plasma. 
The most likely fuel cycle for the Tokamak at present is 
deuterium and tritium. A high energy neutron is produced which causes 
first wall heat load and radiation damage problems. Escaping plasma 
•TRANSFORMER 
TOROIDAL 
MAGNET/ 
PLASMA CONTROL 
HELD COIL 
Figure 1.1. Schematic view of a Tokamak 
with its three basic coil 
systems (3) 
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particles add to this first wall problem. Frequent first wall 
replacement has become a major concern of Tokamak designers. 
A second approach to solving the end losses of the solenoid was 
to vary the strength of a series of magnets so that the end magnets 
produced the strongest fields. This way the escaping particles 
would be reflected back into the center of the reactor (Figure 1.2). 
Since the plasma is essentially collisionless, particle energy is 
conserved. As the particle approaches the end magnetic field, the 
velocity perpendicular to the field line will increase because of the 
increasing magnetic field strength until the velocity parallel to the 
field lines goes negative, causing the particle to change directions. 
The particle rebounds toward the other end undergoing the same process 
there. The critical problem is that the plasma is not completely 
collisionless. After a series of collisions a particle may have an 
energy giving it a velocity parallel to the magnetic field lines 
sufficiently large to overcome the barriers generated at the mirror 
ends. 
A similar device was conceived where the magnet coils were 
arranged in the shape of the stitching on a baseball. This geometry 
also generated a magnetic field configuration where the field strength 
increases radially outward as in the mirror; it is known as a 
minimum^B mirror. It too suffered from losses which in this case were 
fan shaped duetto the twisted bow tie shape of the confined plasma. 
However, electrons escape more readily than ions in this baseball coil 
thus leaving a positively charged plasma. The Tandem Mirror concept 
Simple 
mirror 
Neutral 
beams Tandem mirror 
Neutral 
beams 
Figure 1.2. Evolution of mirror 
fusion ideas (2) 
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takes advantage of this preferential leakage by placing two Yin-Yang 
coils, another minimum^B configuration, at the ends of the mirror to 
act as positively charged plugs to attenuate mirror plasma ion 
leakage (Figures 1.3 and 1.4). The best plugging occurs when the 
electron temperature in the baseball coil plasmas is very high 
causing rapid electron leakage. Thermal conduction (collisions) 
between the baseball coil electrons and those in the central mirror 
cell required the addition of a thermal barrier. The barrier consists 
of reduced magnetic field strength, plasma density and plasma 
potential between the central cell and the end plug plasmas. 
The third major concept is inertial confinement wherein no 
magnetic field is used to contain the plasma. A frozen pellet of fuel 
many times smaller than the head of a pin is irradiated by either 
laser or neutral particle beams. The intense rapid heating of the 
surface of the spherical pellet must cause the fuel to implode and 
build sufficient pressure and temperature to allow fusion, a 
controlled hydrogen bomb. This concept is not as advanced as the 
previous two and suffers low beam efficiencies and blast damage to 
the first wall and blanket. Recent designs have incorporated a 
liquid first wall of lithium by thin film seepage or centrifugal force 
to act as a blast cushion. 
Common to the above fusion reactor concepts is the problem of 
the first wall. Plasma particle leakage and bremsstrahlung radiation 
losses will subject the first wall to high thermal and mechanical 
stresses. Bremsstrahlung radiation is a natural byproduct of a high 
7 
Superconducting coils 
Confined 
plasms 
Figure 1.3. Plasma and coil geometry-
employing Yin-yang coils 
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CENTRAL CELL SOLENOID 
BARRIER COIL 
CIRCULARIZING COIL 
TRANSITION COIL 
PLUG YIN-YANG 
8. 
Potential 
r /\ Oc / \ 
Otntirf 
/Mot\ 
Figure 1.4. Magnetic coils required for the 
tandem mirror reactor (5) 
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temperature plasma and can be reduced only by reducing the number of 
collisions experienced by plasma electrons at which time they release 
photons due to a change in path direction. The logical choices are 
to either reduce the plasma temperature, reduce the number of free 
plasma electrons, or a combination of both. Any of these choices, 
however, can have an adverse effect on the reaction rate which will 
have an adverse effect on the energy balance. If a fuel cycle is 
used which results in the production of neutrons, e.g., D—T, the 
first wall will be bombarded by large fluxes of high energy neutrons 
with energies up to seven times greater (D-T) than that of the 
average fission produced neutron. Frequent replacement of a neutron 
activated first wall during reactor lifetime will likely be very 
expensive for a utility. Fuel cycles with tritium further shorten 
the lifetime of the first wall since tritium breeding will result in 
embrittlement of contacted surfaces. Being a hydrogen isotope, 
tritium permeates all known materials. 
In spite of the problems with tritium, the D-T fuel cycle is 
considered the best candidate to achieve initial breakeven. This is 
because the fusion cross section for the D-T reaction is the largest. 
Additionally, the energies required to achieve the necessary relative 
velocities are less since the particle masses are less than other 
possible candidates. At an energy of 10 keV, the reaction rate for 
D-T fusion is 100 times greater than any other (3). 
To put the fusion cross section in perspective, it can be compared 
235 to the fission of U. At 108 keV, the peak of the "low energy" D-T 
10 
cross section, the D-T fusion cross section is one hundredth that of 
235 U fission; at 10 keV it is one millionth. To add insult to injury, 
elastic scatterings in a D-T plasma are 30 times greater than fusion 
events at 108 keV and one hundred million times greater at 10 keV. 
Therefore, the plasma must be held for a very long time or it must be 
at a very high temperature. An increase in the number density is 
helpful, but leads to greater confinement efforts and radiation losses. 
Common to most thermonuclear reactor designs is the use of the 
thermal cycle as a means to recover plasma, fusion product and 
bremsstrahlung energies. Presently, the best thermal recovery 
efficiencies are on the order of 0.40. It has been suggested 
that the only way to make fusion competitive with conventional 
electric energy sources is to replace the boiler with a MHD generator 
(6). Closed system reactor concepts (Tokamak, etc.) do not lend 
themselves easily to connection to a MHD generator. Either a complex 
divertor system must be used or at the end of the reactor operating 
time all particles must be channeled into the generator. Open ended 
systems are much more compatible. The desire to use a MHD generator 
comes from the increase in energy conversion efficiency, on the order 
of 50% or greater (3). This would mean using those fuel cycles 
3 
which produce only charged fusion products, e.g., D— He. The tradeoff 
is between the higher reaction rate of the D—T fuel and the higher 
recovery efficiency of the MHD convertor. Another element in the 
tradeoff would be the increased bremsstrahlung radiation from a Z = 2 
plasma. 
11 
If one were to propose an alternate reactor design to those 
previously mentioned, it should perform in such a manner as to satisfy 
the following requirements. 
• Lowest possible bremsstrahlung losses 
• Lowest possible confinement cost 
• Lowest possible energy recovered thermally 
• Lowest possible first wall loading 
• Lowest possible ignition temperature 
• Highest possible reaction rate 
• Highest possible energy recovered directly 
In conventional thermonuclear reactor schemes, all fuel particles are 
contained in the plasma and are heated to temperatures necessary to 
produce the required fusion reaction .rate. Reducing bremsstrahlung 
losses and confinement costs also reduces the reaction rate which is 
undesirable. 
3 
By choosing the D- He fuel cycle one achieves the benefits of 
charged fusion products but at the cost of increased bremsstrahlung 
losses, confinement costs and ignition temperature. A reactor rich 
in helium-3 and lean in deuterium would virtually eliminate D-D 
reactions and thus greatly reduce the number of fusion produced 
neutrons. The neutron free reactions would greatly reduce 
radioactivity problems and increase first wall lifetime. Additionally, 
the following benefits would accrue. 
• No blanket 
• Direct conversion 
12 
• Reaction energy contributes directly to a 
self-sustaining plasma 
The net result would be a safer reactor capable of operation closer 
to high population centers (3). The problem is to realize the 
benefits of charged fusion products and not at the cost of the 
reaction rate while maintaining a low plasma temperature. One 
approach is to contain a single atomic species in magnetic confinement 
at a relatively low temperature and bombard the plasma ions with high 
energy injected particles of another or the same fuel species. The 
energy costs of the thermal plasma are minimized and the reaction 
rate, a function of relative velocity, is maximized in this two 
component system. Thus, a two component (target) reactor design seeks 
to improve operating conditions by lowering costs while maintaining 
energy gained. 
In a target reactor (Figure 1.5), the relatively cold plasma ions 
are bombarded by high energy particles. The injection energy is 
determined by the desire to provide a high fusion cross section while 
not incurring excessive injection costs. The burden of heating both 
plasma species in a thermonuclear reactor is replaced by that of 
injecting one fuel species at a high energy. The injected electrons 
of the injected neutral particles are of little consequence since they 
are injected at the same velocity as the nuclei but have little energy 
due to their small mass. This remains true as long as the number of 
injected electrons which thermalize remain insignificant. Lowering 
the plasma temperature will hopefully overcompensate for the injected 
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Figure 1.5. Simplistic power flow diagram for a target reactor 
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electrons which thermalize. 
Generally, target reactor electron temperatures have been found 
to be less than in conventional thermonuclear designs (7,8). 
Researchers have found the number density and confinement time 
requirements were reduced (7-17); this included the novel idea of 
separate Lawson criteria, nx, for the injected and target ions (15). 
A two component reactor is viewed as an energy multiplier. Fusion 
occurs predominantly during the slowing down of the injected ions (8). 
The bulk of the injection energy would be absorbed by the target 
plasma (13) and may be sufficient to maintain the target plasma 
temperature (11). Additionally, two component systems reduce side 
reactions (7) to the point of making inconsequential unwanted reactions 
3 
such as D-D, a neutron generator, in a D- He reactor (16). Relatively 
rapid fast particle slow down and plasma heating reduces bremsstrahlung 
and transport losses (7,11,16). Due to most of the previous 
advantages, the power density was found greater than in conventional 
fusion concepts allowing the design of smaller plant sizes (9) but 
requiring pulsed operation (17). 
As stated previously, closed reactor systems do not lend 
themselves easily to direct energy conversion, open systems are more 
adaptable. Because of the preferential leakage of plasma particles 
out open magnetic field lines, open systems would appear to be better 
suited for direct energy conversion than thermal energy conversion. 
Open systems include mirror machines and minimum—B devices such as 
those shown in Figures 1.3 arid 1.4. Another minimum-B magnetic field 
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Figure 1.6. Cusp configurations: (a) a-xisymmetric 
spindle cusp, (b) axisymmetric theta 
pinch with mirrors, Cc) two 
dimensional quadrupole, and (d) cusp 
ended theta pinch (18) 
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configuration is cusp geometry as shown in Figure 1.6. A review of 
the various cusp geometries can be found in Haines (19). Cusp shaped 
magnetic field configurations evolved from efforts to reduce the large 
end losses of the unstable solenoid. Cusp plasmas are stable since 
the magnetic field configuration causes escaping particles to 
experience increasing potential energy resulting in decreasing kinetic 
energy (20,21). This is not true at the cusps. Losses out the cusps 
have been the overriding problem of cusp shaped magnetic field 
configurations. The actual loss rates at reactor conditions are 
much debated. Dolan's (22) analysis of cusp shaped magnetic 
confinements showed large volume, high plasma density systems to be 
advantageous. Spalding (23) predicted reactor conditions will create 
plasmas with equal ion and electron temperatures. 
Cusp confinement schemes are part of a general class of 
configurations known as magnetic wells. Magnetic wells are often 
referred to as minimum-B devices because the magnetic induction 
reduces to a minimum strength at the center of the well (24). Cusp 
configurations are absolute minimum-B magnetic wells because they 
contain a large region where magnetic field lines do not penetrate 
and particle orbits are nonadiabatic. Cusp geometry has been divided 
into two regions, a field free core and a thin boundary layer where 
the magnetic field penetrates the plasma. 
Since Berkowitz et al. (25), most cusp magnetic field researchers 
have tried to solve the problem of large particle losses which were 
not completely eliminated by the increased stability of cusp 
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geometries. Spalding (18,23) has argued alpha particles will escape 
before thermalizing, even in a plasma kilometers in length. His 
hypothesis was founded upon the concept of free effusion through a 
fictitious "hole" producing losses equivalent to actual losses from 
a cusp (25). Early experimental results found the loss rates to be 
prohibitive (23). Recent experimental evidence points to much 
reduced loss rates. Current loss rate arguments are concerned with 
the influence of the size of the plasma. Some researchers maintain 
that leakage rates are independent of the plasma radius. The problem 
lies in the lack of understanding of the physical processes occurring 
in the boundary layer, commonly called the sheath. 
The sheath in a cusp geometry is believed to be a very complex 
region. The intermingling of plasma and magnetic field lines results 
in a relatively thin boundary layer wherein the magnetic field strength 
reduces to zero on the inside boundary and the number density reduces 
to essentially zero on the outside boundary. Particle orbits in the 
sheath are thought by some researchers (19) to be governed by the 
same forces as found in mirror geometry except for those constraints 
of a very thin layer, on the order of an ion Larmor radius or less. 
One finds electric fields in the sheath in addition to large density 
and magnetic field strength gradients. The behavior of a reflected 
particle at one cusp is believed immaterial to behavior at a previous 
cusp (25).  ^
An innovative reactor concept was conceived by Sadowski (26-28) . 
He proposed plasma confinement in a spherical multipole magnetic 
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field (SM) . His primary argument for this geometry was the 
elimination of the line cusps found in the basic spindle cusp 
(Figure 1.6). His minimum-B trap was to be composed of magnetic 
dipoles placed in a symmetrical arrangement on the surface of a 
sphere. Plasma lifetime in the SM containment was found to be 2.5 
to 3 times that in a spindle cusp (26,29,30). The elimination of the 
line cusps should have resulted in doubling the containment time, 
according to popular belief (18,19). Total point cusp losses have 
been thought to be equal to the ring cusp losses in a spindle cusp 
even though this has not been found to be the case in a few 
experiments (31,32). Should Sadowski (26,29,30) be correct, point 
cusps would be preferable to line cusps. 
The target plasma concept was married to an absolute minimum-B 
concept by Valfells et al. (33,34). An isotropic magnetic well 
configuration is possible using the suggested symmetrical polyhedra 
of Sadowski (26-30,35,36). The magnetic field configuration 
investigated by Valfells et al. (33,34), Chiu (37), Kaldenberg (38) 
and Kutbi (39) was based upon the relatively simple octahedron. It 
was named OSMAC for Octahedrally Symmetric MAgnetiC well. It is an 
absolute minimum-B well similar to that of Sadowski (26-30,35,36) 
except current loop pairs were used to generate the magnetic field 
instead of cylindrical permanent magnets. 
OSMAC is a trap composed of four current loop pairs placed on 
the surface of a sphere (Figure 1.7). The coils were placed such 
that each would be on one of the eight faces of an octahedron. Each 
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Figure 1.7. OSMA.C (38) 
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coil passes through three of the six points where each axis of 
rectangular coordinates concentric with the sphere cuts the surface. 
The symmetry axis of each loop pair is normal to two opposed parallel 
faces, triangular in shape, and pierces them in their geometric 
center. This paired configuration is similar to that of Helmholtz 
coils with the exception of the distance separating the loops in the 
pairs. OSIIAC pairs lie further apart by a factor of the square root 
of two. The axis of symmetry of each loop pair is angularly displaced 
from the other three as the four apexes of a tetrahedron. 
A magnetic field mapping study by Kaldenberg (38) found eight 
point cusps within the four loop pairs and six additional zeroes 
situated within the spherical triangles formed by the intersection 
of three coils. These extra axes are the result of ring cusp overlap. 
Kaldenberg (38) did not investigate in detail the shapes of the 
magnetic fields along these axes. He suggested triangular loop 
current geometries and particle stuffing techniques to eliminate these 
excess regions of weak magnetic field strength of unknown geometry. 
For this study these excess cusps were ignored. -
The OSMAC design will allow pulsed operation. Pulsed operation 
was deemed necessary since previous studies of two component reactor 
designs concluded high power densities would be attained and require 
pulsed operation (9,17). Beam injectors were to supply high energy 
ions through the eight point cusps. Negative ion source neutral 
particle injectors with a neutralizing plasma have shown promising 
results for fusion applications (Section II). The target plasma was 
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to be at operating conditions prior to the commencement of fast 
particle injection. Fusion was to be significant only during fast 
particle relaxation. Target particles were to be shunted to a direct 
energy conversion system. Fast particles with energy not yet delivered 
to the plasma at the end of the injection pulse were allowed to 
transport to the first wall and the associated energy recovered 
thermally. Bremsstrahlung energy losses were also recovered thermally. 
Relaxation of the magnetic field was to provide a constant plasma 
temperature. 
Previous studies (33,34,37-39) of OSMA.C have met with mixed 
sucess. A particle loss rate study (39) showed the concept to be 
promising but an energy balance study (40) for an infinite geometry 
target reactor resulted in very discouraging results; breakeven was 
found to be impossible. Beaman (40) concluded an error had been made 
in modeling the asymptotic slowing down number density used in the 
energy balance formula, but the exact cause was not found. 
Because of the positive results from previous studies of OSMAC 
a substitute model for the alleged erroneous asymptotic slowing down 
number density model used by Beaman (40) was developed here and used 
to calculate the energy balance for an OSMAC configuration with D-T 
3 
and D- He fuel cycles. This new model introduces geometry effects 
which are missing in other models. The D-T fueled reactor was 
examined in spite of fusion produced neutrons to allow comparison 
3 
with Beaman (40) and the preferred D— He fueled reactor. 
OSMAC lends itself to one applicaton of particular note. 
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Research has been performed concerning the use of a mirror reactor, as 
a propulsive fusion device (Appendix A). Previous concepts have the 
fuel species injected through one mirror end. These particles then 
undergo thermonuclear reactions. Escaping particles out the opposite 
end contain the additional energy of fusion. These particles are 
mixed with molecular hydrogen ejected near the magnetic field throat 
to produce thrust and specific impulse in the ranges needed for 
travel to the outer planets. OSMAC has the potential of such 
application through the weakening of one point cusp magnetic field 
barrier to act as a magnetic nozzle. 
It is convenient at this point to summarily explain the 
organization of the rest of this dissertation. Chapter II contains 
the literature survey concerning the energy balance calculations for 
a neutral particle beam driven plasma in an CS^ IAC configuration. This 
includes previous energy balances with emphasis on those suited for 
pulsed target reactors. To provide the necessary information for the 
development and examination of the new asymptotic slowing down number 
density model, fast particle relaxation rates were examined. Existing 
slowing down number density models are presented. Because of the 
development of finite geometry effects on the energy balance, a study 
of existing cusp leakage rate models and experimental evidence is 
presented. Information on the efficiencies of direct conversion 
systems and neutral particle injection systems are presented, also. 
In Chapter III, the energy balance used in this study is presented. 
Expressions used in the energy balance are also presented. The 
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derivation of the new asymptotic slowing down number density is shown. 
Also included in this chapter is the formulae used to calculate the 
Doppler broadened fusion cross section. This chapter further contains 
the results of the selection of the formulae for the energy lost 
during the slowing down of fast ions. The incorrect calculation of 
bremsstrahlung radiation losses by Beaman (40) is discussed and the 
proper formula presented. The loss rate model for the finite geometry 
effects is developed in this chapter. 
Chapter IV contains a brief discussion of the program logic of 
the computer codes developed to calculate the Doppler broadened fusion 
cross section and the energy balance terms. Chapter V presents the 
results of these computer codes. Additionally, numerical results are 
presented which represent some of the various theories and models 
discussed in Chapter II. Part of the discussion in Chapter VI entails 
the comparison of three slowing down models. The necessary numerical 
values are included in Chapter V. Chapter VI specifically addresses 
the validity of the new asymptotic slowing down number density as well 
as the results of the energy balance calculations. 
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II, LITERATURE REVIEW 
A. Energy Balance 
Since this study was partially designed to correct the work of 
Beaman (40), an energy balance was sought to describe the system energy 
flows. Beaman (40) discussed previous energy balance equations in an 
effort to explain the development of his equation for an infinite 
homogeneous fusion reactor with uniform high energy ion injection into 
a "cold" plasma. His balance equation considered the two component 
reactor system in a more complete, more accurate manner than the 
energy balances which he reviewed; Appendix B contains a brief 
discussion of his findings. One balance, reference 3 of Beaman (40). 
did not allow for fusion reactions during slowing down while a second, 
reference 10 of Beaman (40), allowed both thermal and fast fusion 
reactions by use of a beam multiplication factor, similar to the fast 
fission factor. Balances by Bathke, Towner and Miley (8); Dawson. 
Furth and Tenney (9); and Furth and Jassby (11) neglected thermal 
fusion reactions to model a pure beam amplification system. These 
last studies found they needed separate nx criteria for the beam and 
target ion species. 
Beaman (40) developed a comprehensive energy balance for pulsed 
operation. His equation improved upon these previous balances 
because it allowed for the favorable effects of energy deposition into 
the plasma due to the slowing down of fast injected particles and 
fusion reaction products. Fusion products were not born at a single 
average rate and energy as before. Energy and time dependence were 
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introduced through a slowing down number density and a fusion cross 
section as functions of beam particle velocity and the fusion products 
time of birth. 
Seaman (40) made the following assumptions. 
• The target plasma was composed of a single atomic 
species with Maxwellian distributions at constant, 
but unequal, ion and electron temperatures. 
• Injected electrons are only important for charge 
neutrality requirements. 
• The injected particles can be approximated as a 
pencil beam. 
• The reaction rate would be small enough to permit 
the assumption of a constant plasma number density 
and the slowing down number density can assume an 
asymptotic value derived without considering fusion 
reaction depletion. 
• The plasma was of infinite geometry and homogeneous 
in composition. 
• Operation time commences when injected ions first 
interact with the plasma and end when injection 
stops. 
• Injected ions were monoenergetic, isotropic, evenly 
distributed throughout the target plasma and 
instantaneously assumed an asymptotic energy 
distribution in the slowing down range. 
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• Cyclotron losses were negligible. 
• The velocity of the fast particle was much greater 
than the velocity of the thermal particle. 
• The thermal fusion reaction rate was insignificant. 
• Slowing down time was much shorter than operation 
time. 
• Bumup is ignorable. 
• Secondary fusion reactions are negligible. 
• Energy transferred to plasma electrons can be 
recovered at the same efficiency as ions. 
His equation was 
dtdv 
fp 
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The right hand side contains the recovered plasma energies from the 
initial plasma temperature and from injected particles, fusion products 
and bremsstrahlung radiation. He allowed for thermal conversion of 
uncharged fusion product energy, collisionless escaped charged 
particle energy, escaped injected particle energy and bremsstrahlung. 
An error occurs whenever slowing down times approach the operating 
time, an overestimation of energy deposited to the plasma results. 
Alternate energy balance equations can be found in Stacey (41), 
Rose (42), Kammash (43) and Reinmann and Rayle (44). These equations 
were written for thermonuclear reactors with particle injection to 
cover fusion and leakage losses only. Since this study envisioned a 
3 
D- He reactor, the formulation of Reinmann and Rayle (44) was examined 
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as representative of the others. Their equations were 
1 4n2 + % 
for deuterium and 
2 &(%^ h) = (°h°d <^ "f + i^ni + Vd ^^^ f^ 
for helium-3 with 
2 &(Ve) = ^d^h <*^^f + %p) - 2 ^ e ^^^d^h 
- T - T, _ T - r 
- -f n — - ^  n — P, - P (2.4) 
® E^(e-)-d) ® '^ E(e-^ h) 
for electrons. These equations include finite geometry effects in the 
parameters and x^ . In the balance equations, the rate of change 
in nT was equated to the injection energy at a rate equal to leakage 
and absorption, the fusion product energy given to the plasma species, 
the energy losses due to leakage, the energy exchange between ions 
and electrons, plus bremsstrahiung and synchrotron radiation losses. 
Looking at Equation 2.1, one notices a need to provide expressions 
for those parameters describing slowing down, confinement, direct 
energy conversion and fast particle injection. The next four sections 
will cover these areas. Even though Beaman (40) provided formulations 
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for these parameters, excluding confinement, a review was necessary 
in light of his failure to determine the root cause(s) of his 
disappointing results. 
B. Relaxation 
1. Relaxation rate 
Papers by Cox, Brown, Klavan and Bederson (45) and Taggart, 
Schumann and Brown (46) review the most popular fast ion energy 
deposition rate models. There were two basic models, binary collision 
theory and collective effects theory (wave theory). Binary collision 
theory treated charged particle interactions as a two body problem 
while wave theory examined particle dynamics in terms of the forces 
on a test particle due to the electric fields generated by oscillating 
plasma electrons and by the polarization of the plasma particles due 
to the motion of the test particle through the plasma. Neither theory 
accurately predicted experimental results. Since the early binary 
collision results were for small energy collisions, an electrically 
shielded particle model was introduced in an attempt to account for 
long range interactions. Results were still unsatisfactory. 
Consequently, the binary collision and wave theories were "married". 
To unite the two theories properly and to account for higher energy 
collisions, a fully quantum mechanical kinetic theory was developed 
which was valid over all energy ranges and could be reduced by proper 
limitation to all previous formulations. 
The current theories and formulations for the relaxation of a 
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fast test particle in a plasma began with the adaptation by Spitzer 
(47) of the work by Chandrasekhar (48,49) in describing the dynamics 
of a star passing through a star cluster. Appendix C. Stellar 
interaction was assumed to consist of binary gravitational collision 
results superimposed upon the orbit prescribed by the impinging star 
in response to a stellar background. Stationary background stars 
were assumed separated sufficiently to prevent multibody interactions. 
Spitzer (47) adopted this theory directly for the case of charged 
particles. All charged target particles were assumed identical. The 
rate of relaxation was formulated from 
where Vjj and vj^  represented the velocity components parallel and 
perpendicular to the initial particle direction before collision. The 
velocity increment terms were found from a direct two body collision 
analysis by Spitzer (47), Kammash (43), Butler and Buckingham (50) and 
Kammash and Galbraith (51) . The form derived by Spitzer (47) was 
m (2V<AV|| > + <Av|| > + <AV|>) (2.5) 
f 
(2 .6 )  
where 
3(4nE_) 
(2.7) 
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$(x) = erf(x) (2.8) 
and 
(2 .9)  
Subscript "f" refers to the field (plasma) particles, both ions and 
electrons. The term InA, Coulomb logarithm, has been defined as (24) 
where the Debye length has been chosen as the distance between 
charged particles analogous to that of the distance between stars by 
Chandrasekhar (48,49). Later studies (50-59) recognized the velocity 
increment.terms of Equation 2.5 as the Fokker-Planck coefficients and 
thus took second velocity moments of the Fokker—Planck equation to 
find the relaxation rate. 
Spitzer (47) made the following comments concerning the 
derivation by Chandrasekhar (48,49) as applied to a test particle 
encountering a "cold" plasma. Only those terms proportional to the 
Coulomb logarithm were retained as "dominant terms". He found InA to 
be roughly equal to the ratio of the dominant terms to the 
nondominant terms. He further found that in certain cases the 
nondominant terms actually exceeded the dominant ones, specifically. 
/^ max\ 
Vmin/ 
(2 .10)  
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2 2 in the <AVj| > term. Whenever the parameter x > Equation 2.9, 
exceeded InA the nondominant terms actually exceeded the terms 
2 
retained in Equation 2.6. The rigorous expression for <av|| > would be 
< A v ^ |  >  =  ( A v j j  ) j  -  ( A v | |  ) ( 2 . 1 1 )  
Should this occur one would then also need to reevaluate Chandrasekhar 
(48,49) order of magnitude arguments in going from Equation 10.4 to 10 
since he retained only those terms proportional to InA. Examining the 
parameter x one notices this problem may occur when the test particle 
velocity greatly exceeds that of the field particles since it is the 
ratio of the test particle speed to the field particle speed. 
Recalling that Chandrasekhar (48,49) chose the maximum encounter 
distance to be on the order of the average distance between stars, 
Spitzer (47) argued that one could choose a similar maximum encounter 
distance between field particles. He chose the Debye length. 
Spitzer (47) neglected the target velocity term of Chandrasekhar 
(48,49), Equation 10.4, and assumed that the target mass was much 
greater than the test particle mass. Authors choosing the velocity 
moment approach indirectly made the same assumptions since they chose 
to ignore any Fokker-Planck coefficients of order greater than <AvAv>. 
2 Should X exceed InA in a Fokker-Planck analysis of a fast particle 
slowing down in a plasma, the results may be significantly compromised 
This may become a problem should a study rely upon the standard 
Fokker-Planck equation under conditions with energetic fast particles 
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slowing down in a plasma of similar mass. 
To improve upon the previous efforts, studies were performed to 
calculate the average energy loss in a collision by integration over 
the reaction rate (43,50,51,60-62) 
These studies began with the Rutherford scattering cross section. 
Appendix D, for an unshielded potential (50), proceeded to the quantum 
mechanical approximations for high energy collisions (43,51,60) and 
finally suggested the first order Born approximation as the proper 
form of the scattering cross section (61,62) . Attempts were made to 
combine these classical and quantum mechanical velocity region 
theories by extending the asymptotic solutions (51,60). 
Although much effort was expended upon improving binary collision 
theory, some problems failed to be solved. Integral divergence 
continually led to a scattering angle cutoff limit, corresponding 
either to the classical Debye length or the quantum mechanical 
de Broglie wavelength. Debate arose concerning the validity of the 
Fokker-Planck collision approximation versus the Boltzmann collision 
term. Appendix E. Relaxation was believed to occur by many small 
angle scatterings. Fokker-Planck supporters argued since the 
derivation of the Fokker-Planck equation depended upon small velocity 
changes it was the proper formulation. Boltzmann collision integral 
(2.12) 
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advocates (60-62) countered by stating that by assuming only binary 
collisions and using the shielded Coulomb potential one should use 
the Boltzmann collision integral since it better models binary 
collisions between particles while the Fokker-Planck equation models 
multiple interactions between charged particles (63-70). Seaman (40) 
used relaxation rates derived by Husseiny and Sabri (61), Appendix F. 
An alternate model to the binary collision theory was the so 
called "wave" approach (24,71-73). The plasma was treated as a 
polarizable medium to model the multiple collision effects neglected 
in binary collision theory (75). In deriving the Fokker-Planck 
coefficients, the reaction of a test particle to a plasma was 
described by the forces on the test particle due to the electric 
fields generated by the oscillating plasma electrons and by the 
polarization of the plasma particles due to the motion of the test 
particle through the plasma. The resulting formulations exchanged 
the Debye length cutoff for a minimum impact parameter cutoff. Since 
wave theory was not valid at close range where binary collision theory 
was deemed satisfactory, the minimum impact parameter was felt to be 
an insignificant inconvenience (71,72). A variation of the wave 
theory was derived by Sigmar and Joyce (74) using quantum mechanical 
large angle scattering corrections. 
Hubbard (72) assumed that the electric fields could be accurately 
represented by a superposition of the dielectrically screened fields 
of the particles of the plasma, a plasma where the distribution 
function was velocity dependent only. He showed that the total 
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contribution of a particle "A" to the electric field at a point amounted 
to the ordinary Coulomb field of A at the point plus the displacement 
effects of A upon other plasma particles thereby causing a change in 
the other particles Coulomb fields at the point in question. If the 
argument of the Coulomb logarithm is much greater than unity, the 
characteristic time for deflection of the test particle is much greater 
than the characteristic period, the inverse of the plasma frequency, 
of the fluctuating plasma electric field. Thompson and Hubbard (71) 
then argued that one could model the motion of a test particle as 
composed of a mean motion and a small rapidly fluctuating motion 
about the mean. Then, the electric field at a point due to A would 
consist of that due to the mean motion plus that due to the motion 
fluctuations of A. But, these fluctuations are due to the action of 
the other particles on A, and since particle Coulomb fields are equal 
and opposite, this total electric field equals the screened field. 
The use of screened fields allowed them to neglect the fluctuating 
motion and deal only with the simpler rectilinear motion. Evaluation 
of a plasma with isotropic Maxwellian distributions yielded results 
similar to that of Chandrasekhar (48). 
These two theories were combined in a series of studies (75-87). 
It was recognized that the regions of validity for the binary collision 
and wave theories would greatly overlap since in a hot plasma >> b. 
An investigation by Hubbard (75) showed both collective effects, wave 
theory, and orbital curvature effects, binary collision theory, to be 
negligible in the overlap region, assuming the interaction energy was 
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small compared to the kinetic energy of the particles. After removing 
terms describing these effects from the two theories, he found 
identical equations describing the dynamics in the overlap region. 
Further studies expanded on this result until Honda (81) developed a 
fully convergent quantum mechanical approach to the derivation of the 
first and second velocity moments of the collisional change in 
velocity of the test particle. 
The expressions of Honda (81) for a slow, massive test particle 
2 2 
where m >> m^ and v << v^. were 
-4" 
m <AvAv> (2.13) 
where 
<AvZ\v> 
f 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
= (47T n^ ^ ( 2 . 1 6 )  
2 2 For a fast test particle, where v >> v^ , the results were the same 
as Honda (80). 
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As can be seen, Honda (81) retained more terms than Spitzer (47) but 
these terms still only accounted for the first two Fokker-Planck 
coefficients. 
A more extensive set of equations was derived by George et al. 
(83) and Hamada, Nakamura and George (84) based on the theory of 
Honda (80). They were 
dE 
dt 
(Ze) '  
V nxf) --f ^(Xf) ) 
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mT (2.31) 
X(p) = 1 - 2 p exp(-p^) I dp' exp (p')^ I 
Y(p) = /ir p exp (-p ) 
(2.32) 
(2.33) 
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H2(x,u) = H^(x,u) / ds exp{ - ( x  - s) } 
- exp{-(x + s) } Re {(iu/s)} (2.35) 
Xf = (m^/ZTg)^/^ V 
Ug = (Z ]Z^| / h) (mg/2T^)^/2 
(2.36) 
(2.37) 
where y is Euler's constant and $ the digamma function. In spite of 
the complexity of these equations, only the first two Fokker-Planck 
coefficients are retained. The authors assumed k >> k . For 
Qf Df 
distant collisions, the Born approximation formulation was believed to 
be in error at most of the order k^ /k . For close collisions, the 
Uf Vg 
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dielectric response function was replaced by unity; the errors 
involved were believed to be of the order (k^ /k ) ln(k /k ) -
Df Qf Of 
Experimental results were compared with unified theory (81,82) 
and binary collision theory (47,50). Both review papers (45,46) 
found excellent agreement between the data and the unified theory 
predictions of Itikawa and Aono (82). Differences between the data 
and binary collision theory were 20-30%. The experiments, however, 
involved relatively massive singly charged lithium and cesium ions 
at low temperatures, ~ 0.1 keV, with hydrogenic beam particles at 
energies of 1-3 keV. These conditions can hardly be called reactor 
conditions where plasma temperatures are expected to be near 10 keV 
and beam particle energies may reach 1 MeV. The results are 
encouraging, though. Experimental results were not compared with 
George et al. (83) and Hamada, Nakamura and George (84), Equations 
2.21 to 2.37. 
2. Relaxation number density 
Slowing down number density formulations are based upon the same 
binary collision theories as used in the derivation of the relaxation 
rates. The pencil beam approximation was used. A monoenergetic 
source of beam particles was assumed. The Fokker-Planck method (88—93) 
of solving for the number density involved the use of a polynomial 
expansion in the plasma electric field and a Legendre polynomial 
expansion for the angular distribution function representing injection 
at an angle to the magnetic field lines. The results for injection 
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parallel to magnetic field lines were 
(1 + u 3) y+ u ^ 
c \ c 
(2.38) 
where 
3 T A 
T 5 ^ (2.39) 
4 /27nn Zen InA 
e e 
u = (v /v. .) (2.40) 
c c inj 1 
V = (0.75 /iT m / m)^^^ v (2.41) 
c e e 
u = v/v. . (2.42) 
inj 
L = 3 - + 4 h^ h^ / + 2 h^ / (2.43) 
2 1 m V 
h^= I ^ ^ 2 (2.44) 
™ ^inj 
2 
V V. 
h_ = 0.66 ^ (2.45) 
"inj 
Good agreement was found with toroidal plasma experiments of energies 
300 eV (94) and 800 eV (95). 
Other researchers (64-70,96) used a Boltztnann type collision term 
method to find the slowing in number density. An encounter density 
was assumed in terms of the laboratory speed of the test particle. 
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The quantum mechanical Bom scattering cross section was used in place 
of the Rutherford cross section when 
and 
> 2.188 X 10^ Z cm/s, 
V > 2.188 X 10^ Z cm/s, < v 
e e 
(2.46) 
(2.47) 
Thermal velocities were 
^f = 
In the case v. < < v < (m/m )v^ (69) 
X e e 
n(E) dE = S /E dE 
(2.48) 
e e f f 
(2.49) 
/2 v 
T 3/2 m 
e 
E 
f=i 
m^ 
3. Slowing; down time 
Slowing down time has been defined as the time lapsed for an 
incident particle to lose energy by a factor e (43) and by (47) 
<AV|| >t = - V 
I I  s  
(2.50) 
where v represented the incident particle velocity with vy that 
component along the initial direction. In terms of mean kinetic 
energy, Spitzer (47) set = t^/2. Using the binary collision 
coefficients of Chandrasekhar (48,49), Spitzer (47) arrived at 
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t = 
s 
yi m V 
4Tr InA^ Y(Xf) 
(2 .51)  
where 
T(x) = $(x) - X $'(x) (2 .52)  
and X is defined by Equation 2.9. This reduces to Equation 2.39 for 
<< v^. Husseiny and Forsen (60) defined as the length of time 
for the test particle to transfer (E^^^ - E)/EL^j of its energy to the 
background particles. Their analytical result was 
X = 
s 
4ir Zg e /eq m h' n. 
li 
^inj 
,1/2 n 
in] 
- li 
m. 
J 
(2.53) 
for V > Vg. 
C. Confinement 
1. Loss rate 
Modeling the confinement of a plasma in a cusp shaped magnetic 
field configuration is a complex problem and has been hampered by 
relatively little understanding of the physical processes involved. 
Early models proposed a laminar sheath separating a collision free 
plasma from a magnetic field. This sheath represented the average 
penetration distance of the plasma particles into the magnetic field. 
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To find some expressions for the geometric effects of a cusp shaped 
magnetic field on a plasma, a knowledge of the sheath thickness is 
necessary. The sheath thickness could then be used in a model where 
the plasma is to freely effuse through holes characterized by the 
sheath thickness. 
Early analytical work (18,23,25,97) assumed a collisionless 
sheath with a uniform magnetic field, usually modeled by a step 
function. The magnetic field strength was balanced against the 
plasma pressure and electrons were allowed to move freely of the ions 
resulting in no charge neutrality. The loss rate of the two point 
cusps was believed equal to the line cusp because of magnetic flux 
area conservation arguments (98). Results of analytical expressions 
for line cusp width ranged from 2r^ (97) to (2/3)irr^ (25) because 
of the variation in methods of computing particle velocities. 
Experimental results (18,31,32) failed to agree with the 
analytical work except for those estimating results greater than or 
equal to r^. These experiments led analytical researchers to include 
turbulence and charge neutrality in their sheath-models. Subsequent 
analyses (18,19,22,23,99,100) did show instability in the sheath 
could possibly lead to a sheath thickness on the order of r^. Most 
authors ignored particle trapping in their analyses of sheath 
structure. Appendix G. In contrast, Morse (99,100) followed the 
adiabatic time development of plasma sheaths using a model that 
allowed electron but not ion trapping. The general shapes of the 
numerical results are shown in Figure 2,1. Morse (99) found the 
-20 
Figure 2,1. The coupled fields and plasma density as a function of x (in 
units of c/u) ) for T = T. of a cusp sheath (99) 
e el
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general structure of the sheath to be insensitive to temperature. 
In a subsequent paper, Morse (100) allowed the radial electric 
field to short out at the first wall. Sheath thickness expanded to 
r^ and a significant ion current evolved to counterbalance the ion 
pressure gradient. The intersection of the magnetic field lines with 
the first wall provided a path for escaping electrons to interact with 
the wall and return as "cold" electrons to "neutralize" the ions by 
sitting on the outside edge of the sheath. 
Theorists (101,102) eventually came to the conclusion that cusp 
losses could be modeled with a loss cone like that of mirror geometry. 
Kaye (103) developed the following expression for the ion loss rate 
out a point cusp 
The parameter c/u^ used by Morse (.99) was equal to 2r^. Figure 2.1 
shows a sheath thickness on the order of 10—20r^, a relatively thin 
sheath compared to an ion gyroradius which would scale as 
/m. /m- r ~ 43r . 
z e e  e  
1/2 r^ -
r 
P 
(2.54) 
where 
r^ = radius of plasma at line cusp hole 
c (3 T^) 1 /2  
i^ 
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BQ = maximum field strength along point cusp axis 
Numerical simulation studies were performed which did (104,105) and 
did not (106) agree with Equation 2.54. More recent experimental 
results (107-110) have also failed to agree with Kaye (103) and those 
of the early experimenters and the turbulent sheath models. The 
major difference between early and recent experimental procedures was 
in the methods used to create the plasmas. Early researchers ionized 
a gas in a vacuum chamber and then built up a confining magnetic 
field. Recent plasmas were created by electrical discharge or the 
ionization of a fuel pellet by a laser pulse. The later experiments 
did not allow the plasma to initially contact the vacuum vessel walls. 
As shown by Morse (100) this could explain the rather large sheath 
thicknesses of the earlier experiments. These experiments reported 
1 / 2  
a sheath thickness on the order of the hybrid gyroradius, (r^^r^) 
It has been postulated that the azimuthal magnetic field created by 
escaping particles and the electric fields found in linear pinch 
experiments may be the cause. This would invalidate previous theories 
where both were assumed zero and could reduce the sheath thickness to 
2r^ (19). Experiments by Sadowski (27-30,35,36) have cast further 
doubt on cusp sheath thickness models by showing a spherical point 
cusp reactor to have one-third the loss rate of a spindle cusp of the 
same plasma conditions. Conventional thinking would have predicted 
equal loss rates. Theoretical approaches by Haines (19) and Levine and 
Boozer (111), where a nonzero sheath electric field was assumed. 
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showed cusp geometry containment time constants to be larger than that 
of mirror configurations in contrast to Kaye (103). 
Hershkowitz et al. (108) have stated that an OSMAC-type well would 
not have a collisionless sheath. Two collisional sheath studies were 
performed. The results, however, are not very useful since the first 
(113) assumed 6 5^ 1 and the second study (114) gave results in terms 
of local ion velocity and electron—ion collision frequency. 
Hershkowitz further argued that the sheath thickness was not a 
function of the plasma radius, r^, as formulated by Kaye (103), 
Equation 2.54, but in the OSMAC configuration can be described by the 
hybrid radius (112). An experiment by Pechacek et al. (109) did not 
support Hershkowitz's claim that point cusps in an OSMAC configuration 
would be described by the hybrid radius. Discoloration of a nylon 
disc supported the earlier belief that point cusp leakage should 
equal one-half that of a ring cusp. To further confuse the issue, 
Pechacek et al. (109) used a spindle cusp magnetic field geometry 
and not the point cusp geometry of OSMAC and Sadowski (27-30,35,36). 
2. Energy loss per ion 
Only Kaye (103) analytically proposed a value for the energy loss 
per ion escaped. He found a value of 5/2 T for an ion effusing 
through a ring cusp the size of twice its own gyroradius. Since 
recent experimental results fail to support such a hole size his 
value is questionable. It appeared that his energy value was to 
include electron energy which had previously been neglected. 
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3. Confinement time 
To make an assumption that the target plasma density can be 
considered constant one must show that the confinement time is much 
greater than the reactor operating time. Previously, confinement 
times have been found by dividing the total mmiber of ions by the 
loss rate. 
4. Cusp plugging 
As pointed out by Kaldenberg (38) cusp losses could be mitigated 
by some sort of stuffing method. Two promising methods are radio 
frequency plugging and injection beam stuffing. Radio frequency 
methods allow selective plugging and can be used as a means to beat 
the plasma at the same time (115), Appendix H. Experimental evidence 
has shown a 90% reduction of ring cusp losses for a helium plasma at 
a temperature of 10 eV (116). Beaman (40) proposed using injection 
beams to impart momentum to an escaping particle away from a cusp 
loss cone. Allen et al. (32) presented experimental work supporting 
this concept. Point cusps were completely plugged when injection 
occurred through the cusps and 90% reduction occurred at a point cusp 
opposite a cusp experiencing particle injection. Spindle cusp 
geometry was used. This last reduction would seem to be contrary to 
the assumption that particle behavior at a cusp is not effected by 
behavior at another cusp. 
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D, Direct Conversion 
Direct collection of the leaking plasma would seem to be the 
best method of generating electricity since the vast majority of 
3 fusion products from D— He reactions are charged particles. The best 
candidates are the periodic focused and the Venetian blind collectors-
Venetian blind collectors are more efficient at mean particle energies 
of 300 keV or greater (7,117). A comparison of the two collector 
types can be seen in Figure 2.2. The efficiencies shown in this 
figure are for a mirror loss cone distribution. Another advantage of 
the Venetian blind collector over the periodic focused is the ability 
to handle greater amounts of energy at energies less than 300 keV. 
Contrary to the numerical results shown in Figure 2.2 from 
Miley (7), Moir, Barr and Haratani (118) performed a numerical study 
showing efficiencies up to 97% for average energies less than 100 keV. 
They investigated the ideal efficiencies of a series of N Venetian 
blind collectors converting escaping 90 keV deuterium plasma ions 
using a loss cone distribution with a cutoff energy of approximately 
65 keV- The ideal efficiencies, without auxiliary losses, ran from 
0.53 for one collector to 0.97 for twenty collectors. A summary of 
these results can be found in Table 3.1 of Miley (7). 
E. Injectors 
Particle injection can ^ e accomplished with either neutral 
particles or ions. Ion injectors would have higher efficiencies than 
neutral particle injectors since particle neutralization and charge 
Periodic focusing convertor 
Venetian 
blind 
convertor 
7.0 Mw/m 
T 
100 300 600 
Mean operating energy, keV 
Figure 2,2. Efficiency of direct collection including estimates of auxiliary losses versus 
mean operating energy of a mirror reactor (7) 
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exchange would be unnecessary. Space charge effects and magnetic 
field interference could be problems. Therefore, only neutral 
particle injectors were examined. There are two groups of neutral 
particle injectors which are differentiated by the charge on the ion 
accelerated out of the ion source. Negative ion sources actually 
incorporate a positive ion source but accelerate the ion after charge 
exchange produces a negative ion. 
Major problems occur with positive ion sources when producing 
high energy neutrals, e.g., decreasing neutralizer efficiency (119, 
120), excessive neutralizer gas pumping power requirements (119), 
and multispecies production (121). In a gas neutralizing chamber, 
the cross section for neutralization decreases much more rapidly than 
that for reionization. Efficiency can be reduced from ~ 0.90 to zero 
for energies from 10 to 1000 keV (120). The cold gas must be pumped 
out of the neutralizer and the charged fraction of the beam dumped. 
Rapid flows are required to minimize reionization. High energy beams 
would be required to handle large power densities of enormous totals. 
The production of undesirable species along with the preferred proton 
and deuteron high energy neutrals has been a very unpleasant drawback 
to positive ion sources. 
At energies of 500 to 1000 keV, negative ion sources are expected 
to operate at much greater efficiencies than positive ion sources. 
Early experimental work by Berkner, Pyle and Stearns (121) predicted 
an asymptotic efficiency of 0.62 in this energy regime for injected 
deuterons. Hovingh and Moir (120) predicted efficiencies of 0.80 to 
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0.90. 
Recent experimental work has shown increased efficiencies over 
that of Berkner, Pyle and Steams (121) . An improved negative ion 
source neutral beam injector concept has been reported by Cooper (122), 
Dagenhart et al. (123) and Anderson et al. (124). Experimental beam 
output has been within a factor of two of that envisioned for reactor 
application (122). Anderson et al, (124) predict an injector 
capable of continuous operation injecting 25 Mw of 800 keV deuterons 
into a plasma at an overall efficiency of 0,60 to 0.80. 
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III. METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
The primary objective of the study was to overcome the difficulties 
and errors of Beaman (40) and to extend his analysis to include finite 
geometry effects. To continue his analysis, an energy balance equation 
has been selected. Modifications and improvements have also been 
proposed to correct and improve the energy balance analysis. These 
modifications and improvements are both analytical and numerical. 
This chapter will cover the analytical changes in addition to the 
energy balance itself-
A. Energy Balance 
Beaman's (40) energy balance was chosen as the best balance for 
this study. Equations 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 are fine equations but were 
derived for injection of particles of thermal energy and fusion by 
thermonuclear reactions, not during fast particle slowing down. Other 
energy balances were rejected because of insufficient detail (7,8,11, 
17,25). 
In addition to the assumptions made by Beaman (40), listed in 
Section II, the following additional assumptions were made. 
• The use of a neutral particle injector would 
not cause a significant energy drain or lack of 
ionization due to expected high energies. 
# The ambipolar effect will cause the energy of the 
escaping ions to be enhanced to a sufficient degree 
so that plasma electron energy may be recoverable 
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as efficiently as plasma ion energy. 
• Cyclotron radiation losses can be ignored since 
6 = 1, 
• Injected particle interaction with the plasma would 
be sufficient to randomize particle direction 
to avoid uncollided particle escape through the 
opposing cusp. 
• During pulsed operation, the target ion loss rate 
will be negligible. 
The energy balance for pulsed operation was 
inj 
= n 
dc 
N 
S. .t inj op Is f). + V 
+ n 
/I "fp'op I  I  vn(E)„ .â^(E, I^)  ^  
I ^fp r^th r 6% / k=i J-, 
dE 
dt 
th vn(E)n^a^(E,T^) 
f dE (continued) 
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+ S . . t E. , inj op xnj 
(3.1) 
In this formulation, the relative velocity dependence has been 
retained in the Doppler broadened fusion cross section, a^(E,T^). 
Finite geometry effects will be accounted for in the formulation of 
the asymptotic slowing down number density to be discussed in the 
next section. It has been assumed that the loss rate due to fusion 
reactions will be negligible compared to the cusp loss rate. 
1. Asymptotic slowing down number density 
As mentioned previously, due to the unsatisfactory results of 
Seaman (40) an alternate slowing down number was derived. Consider 
a finite plasma, confined by a magnetic well. Let a particle beam, 
appreciably more energetic than the plasma, be injected into the 
confined target plasma through a cusp or across magnetic field lines 
as shown to be effective by Sadowski et al. (28), Sadowski (29,30), 
Allen and Spalding (31), Allen et al. (32), Berry et al. (94), Eubank 
et al. (95) and Goldston (125). The injected particles will be 
scattered about the plasma and disperse as they lose energy. The 
slowing down number density will thus be space and energy dependent. 
The space dependence of the slowing down density will depend 
upon the chracteristics of the magnetic field and the confinement 
B. Expressions Used in the Energy Balance 
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system as well as those of the plasma. It can not be characterized 
or analyzed as simple diffusion. However, at least in the field free 
region of the magnetic well the energy of a multiple scattered 
particle will depend only on the number of scatterings it has undergone, 
i.e., the total track length it has travelled. 
In order to simplify matters consider a hypothetical "Equivalent 
Linear System" (ELS) (112) wherein particles lose energy with total 
distance travelled in the same manner as test particles in a target 
plasma but do not change direction, i.e., not scattered out of the 
beam. In such a hypothetical system, the particles would lose energy 
with distance travelled but would not be dispersed (Figure 3.1). In 
this manner, the position dependence of the slowing do:fn density was 
assumed away but its energy dependence retained. 
The total number of encounters between test particles and target 
plasma ions and electrons remains the same as when the test ions are 
dispersed homogeneously, ignoring any nonlinear effects in the 
mathematical sense in the ELS. The difference is that with the ELS in 
the absence of leakage and any significant number of fusion reactions 
the flux, nv, may be considered constant. 
n(x) v(x) = n(0) v(0) (3.2) 
Both the density of the test particles, nCx), and their velocity, 
v(x), will be a function of position along the ELS. For the sake of 
2 
simplicity, let the cross sectional area of the ELS be 1 cm . Now, 
if we wish to find the equivalent density on an energy basis we can 
consider the number of particles contained in a space interval dx and 
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dx 
0 Total track length x 
dE 
Einj Energy 
Figure 3.1. Hypothetical "equivalent linear system" 
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that same number included in the corresponding energy interval dE, 
or 
n(x) dx = n(E) dE (3.3) 
The particles are treated as an ensemble of average particles. 
From Equation 3.3 one finds 
n(E) = n(x) 
= nCx) 42 (3.4) 
where dt is the time increment that it takes the particle at x and 
energy E to travel to x + dx and decrease in energy to E - dE. But 
since (dx/dt) is the velocity, then 
Now, in the absence of leakage and significant fusion reactions 
n(x) v(x) remains constant. The average energy loss by the test 
particles, dE/dt, to the target plasma ions and electrons can be 
calculated in a number of ways as described in Section II. We then 
have for the number of particles per unit energy interval in the ELS 
constant (3.6) (dE/dt) 
It is interesting to note that if Equation 3.5 was applied to a 
stream of neutrons slowing down in a moderator, in the ELS concept, 
the lethargy growth rate, du/dt, would be the average lethargy 
increment per collision, multiplied by the collision frequency 
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v(x)/Xg = v(x) where is the scattering mean free path and the 
macroscopic scattering cross section. Then, as (dE/dt) = |E(du/dt)| 
and v(x) = v(E) 
° (3.7) 
or 
n(E) v(E) = (3.8) 
S 
Replacing n(E)v(E) by ^^^E) and nCx)v(x) by the constant q one would 
have 
- Tfr- (3.9) 
s 
The above equation is the asymptotic solution to the slowing down 
equation in thermal reactor theory and in the ELS the constant q 
would be identical to the slowing down density. 
Because of the equivalence of the ELS to any system into which 
n(0)v(0) particles are injected per second, this will also be the 
density on an energy basis in any such system, in the absence of 
losses. Note that we are not speaking of spatial density. Thus, 
n(E)dE will designate all the test particles in such a reactor having 
energies between E and E + dE. 
We can consider n(E)v(E) to be the number of particles being 
slowed down past the energy level E in the ELS. This number would 
be directly related to the conventional slowing down density (on a 
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spatial basis) in the ELS, it would not be so in any other system 
where the spatial density would also be affected by particle dispersion. 
Let us therefore refer to this number as the slowing down number. 
The term n(0)v(0) would be the total source strength of the test 
particle emitter. 
In a target plasma reactor, the slowing down of the injected 
particles occurs predominantly by energy transfer to target plasma 
ions and electrons by Coulombic interaction. The slowing down, at 
least when the injected particles are appreciably more energetic than 
the target plasma particles, may be considered continuous as was 
essentially done in the preceeding discussion. Under the circumstances 
outlined above, the fusion cross section will be much smaller than the 
scattering cross sections, and hence, encounters leading to fusion 
will be relatively rare. Depletion of the injected ion population can 
then be treated as weak absorption during continuous slowing down. 
The number of fusion events occurring per second in an energy 
interval dE will be n^n(E)à^(E)v(E)dE, where n^ is the target plasma 
ion density and CT^(E) the Doppler broadened fusion cross section. 
The reaction rate in the energy interval will, in turn, equal the 
diminution of the slowing down number, dq^^ of the test particles 
traversing the energy interval, or 
dq^ = - n^ n(E) â^(E) v(E) dE (3.10) 
Furthermore, as q^ = n(x)v(x) and n(E) = n(x)(dx/dE) = n(x)v(x)/(dE/dt) 
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n q a_(E) v(E) 
dSn = - (dE/dt) as (3.11) 
Integration yields, for the fusion escape probability 
Pf(E) - î„(E)/q„(E >. 
I E n. a (E') v(E') Pj(E) . exp j - I ^ (aE'/dC) 
^inj 
In keeping with the fission reactor analogy, in the ELS where the 
slowing down number equals the slowing down density one would have for 
the case of neutrons being continuously slowed down at a rate ÇEI^v(E) 
and in the presence of weak absorption 
I n .  a  ( E - )  v(E-) "FISSION®) - EXP i - I ; E - Z  V ( E ' )  (3.13) i^.j ' I 
This is the expression for the resonance escape probability in a 
fission reactor under the above stated conditions. 
In the presence of fusion reactions, the density of the test ions 
on an energy basis will be n(E) = q^(E^^^)p^(E)/(dE/dt). The fusion 
rate in the energy interval, which is equal to -dq^(E), becomes 
n. q„(E.„.) Pf(E) â (E) v(E) 
- = "IdE/It) C3-14) 
Without leakage, the infinite reactor case, the overall fusion rate, 
-Aq^, will be 
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- Aq^ = - dq^(E) (3.15) 
^inj 
The applicability of the above equations is, of course, contigent 
Equation 2.1 was derived by Beaman (40) for a homogeneous, 
infinite plasma. The geometry effects of a finite plasma were 
introduced through the asymptotic slowing down density of the ELS 
model. When the previously developed equations are applied to a 
finite reactor allowance must be made for leakage. Contrary to the 
case for thermal fission reactors where the nonleakage probability can 
be expressed in a relatively simple manner in terms of the buckling, 
which can easily be related to the geometry of the reactor, the 
nonleakage probability for a target plasma reactor will depend on the 
geometry and magnetic field configuration in a much more involved 
fashion. The expression for the nonleakage probability will be unique 
for each type of system, i.e., open or closed, cusp or mirror 
configuration. 
In general, if the slowing down number density can be written 
q^ = n(x)vCx) in the ELS the decrease in q^ in each energy interval 
due to leakage alone will be 
where f(E) would be the fraction of charged particles in the energy 
interval dE that will be lost by leakage. Replacing n(E) by 
upon being approximately constant. 
dq^ = - n(E) f(E) dE (3.16) 
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n(x)v(x)/(dE/dt) = q^/(dE/dt) gave 
q f(E) dE 
44% = - (dE/dt) (3-17) 
In a fission reactor where neutrons are slowing down in the moderator 
f(E) = D(E)B^v(E) where is the buckling and D(E) the diffusion 
coefficient. 
Integration of the last equation and equating the nonleakage 
probability for projectile ions being slowed down to energy E, 
P(E^^^^E), to q^^E)/q^^E^^j) gave in the absence of absorption 
/ E P(E^^.*E) - exp j - I (3.18) 
^inj 
Thus, when the loss function f(E) has been developed for a 
specific finite system, the slowing down number and the fusion rate 
can be determined. In general, the function f(E) will consist of 
terms that pertain to leakage through cusps or mirror ends and terms 
pertaining to losses due to diffusion across magnetic field lines. 
Continuing with the fission reactor analogy, when f(E) = D(E)B^v(E) 
and (dE/dt) = gZ^vE as previously mentioned. Equation 3.17 yields 
I P(Ein.-.E) = exp j - I dE' 
-B^T 
= e F (3.19) 
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where x^. is the Fermi age of the neutron. As can be seen from this 
analogy, the function f(E) has units of inverse time. 
The resulting slowing down number density was, in the energy 
interval dE, 
,(E) dE - (3-20) 
The differential fusion reaction rate became, including plasma 
temperature effects, 
n. n(0) v(0) p.(E) P(E. .^E) a.(E) v(E) 
- (dE/dt) ' 
(3.21) 
where the parameters are also functions of the plasma temperature and 
V, the magnitude of the fast particle velocity. 
2. Doppler broadened fusion cross section 
Previously, reaction rates have been defined such that they 
contained a single parameter known as the reaction rate coefficient, 
<CTv>, evaluated for a Maxwellian plasma at an equilibrium temperature, 
T, and fast ion velocity, v. The reaction rate in this study was 
different in that the fusion cross sections were Doppler broadened 
functions of fast ion energy and equilibrium plasma temperature. The 
general form of the Doppler cross section is available in any standard 
nuclear physics or engineering text, e.g., Laniarsb CI26). 
In a cusp shaped confinement, the injection direction has been 
chosen as that along the z-axis and directed negatively. Written with 
the geometry of Figure 3.2 in mind, the Doppler broadened fusion cross 
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X 
Figure 3.2. Geometry used to calculate Doppler broadened 
-V 
cross sections; velocities v and v 
correspond to those of the fast and thermal 
particles, respectively 
f  dv* dVy dv. 
(3.22) 
d'^dVydVz 
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section was as shown in Equation 3.22. The target plasma was assumed 
to be Maxwellian at an ion temperature of T^. Using the transfer 
dv^ dv^ = 2ir vt dvt, the number density was written 
X  y  1 1  
(3.23) 
where and are the absolute target number density and the mass, 
respectively. Injection must include vj^ since the target mass is 
close to the test particle mass. If this was not the case. Equation 
3.22 could be reduced easily to a one dimensional integral over v^. 
The fusion cross section was written in terms of the relative 
velocity, v^, and this in terms of and v^ as follows: 
W^Cvî.v^.E)! . ^ 'z )' + (3-24) 
Actual expressions used for the non-Doppler broadened fusion cross 
section were derived in terms of the center of mass energy. Curves of 
3 4 4 the fusion cross section for the reactions He(d,p) He and T(d,n) He 
were found in Glasstone and Lovberg (127) and Miley, Towner and Ivich. 
(128). Since the curve of Glasstone and Lovberg (127) represented 
experimental data from charged particle accelerators where helium—3 
targets were bombarded by deuterons of known energies, it was assumed 
that the laboratory energy of the deuterons could be used as the 
center of mass energy in the range of beam energies expected in this 
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study, 50 keV to 1 Mev. The final expression for the Doppler 
broadened integration was as shown in Equation 3.25. Expressions for 
and subsequent evaluation are in the section on preliminary 
analyses. 
A recent development in theoretical physics by Kulsrud et al. 
(129) reported that fusion rates can be enhanced or suppressed by 
the proper alignment of reacting particles nuclear spins. They 
3 
reported D- He and D-T enhancement factors of 1.5. Polarization is 
to be accomplished with respect to the local magnetic field. 
Unfortunately, in an absolute minimum-B magnetic well the absence 
of a local magnetic field outside the cusps and sheaths make this 
development of questionable worth. The interaction rate between 
escaping and injected particles may be enhanced or suppressed should 
some such desire exist, e.g., cusp plugging. The introduction of an 
internal conductor to provide the necessary magnetic field for 
polarization may or may not be desirable since the cusp well 
stability could be endangered. 
3. Fractional loss rate 
In constructing the expression for the asymptotic slowing down 
number density in the ELS for a finite reactor, the fractional 
leakage rate function f(E) was introduced in Equation 3.16. The 
final expression for f(E) depends upon reactor geometry and loss 
mechanisms. Cusp shaped containments lose particles primarily through 
line and point cusps but also by diffusion across magnetic field lines. 
f ' f ' l  
I I exp -
a/-co C/Q ' 
in. 
2T. Of (|Vp(V2,Vj,E)| |Vp(v'.vi,E)| v| dVj-
noo m. 2T, (v|)^ + (v^ |v^(v^,vj^,n:) I vj^ dvj^ dv i , i 
(3 .25 )  
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Kutbi (39) has shown diffusion losses to be negligible in comparison 
to cusp losses. In this study, the six additional holes found by 
Kaldenberg (38) were neglected since no definitive study has been 
made of the local magnetic field and their complete elimination is 
possible (27,38). Interaction between escaping and injected 
particles was assumed representable in a parameter defined to account 
for stuffing effects, otherwise effects from this interaction were 
ignored since diagnosis of this situation was beyond the scope of this 
study. Experimental work by Allen and Spalding (31) and Allen et al. 
(32) have suggested such a stuffing effect. 
Kutbi (39) calculated the cusp loss rates and diffusion loss rate 
for the OSMAC geometry. He found the classical diffusion rate to be 
at most 0.0025% of that for the eight point cusps. However, he did 
not use area conservation of magnetic flux to calculate his point 
cusp "leakage cross sectional area" but instead used the hybrid 
radius. Area conservation would have resulted in an area 1458 times 
larger. The number density gradient was averaged over the distance 
between the wall and the plasma boundary. Assuming a gradient could 
be calculated across twice the sheath thickness to include "sputtered" 
particles trapped outside the sheath due to space charge effects, the 
resulting gradient would be 60 times larger. Diffusion losses would 
become 0.0001% of the point cusp losses. Hence, classical diffusion 
losses, assumed valid due to the inherent, stability of the cusp 
configuration, were ignored. Thermal conduction losses. Appendix I, 
were also ignored since electron energy loss would be included with 
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ion energy loss and real conduction loss was assumed to be negligible 
compared to escaping particle energy losses• 
Because of the general lack of agreement among previous research 
efforts on the sheath thickness, a variable point cusp loss rate was 
used. The final expression was based on the work by Kaye (103). Two 
multipliers were added to provide the degree of variability desired. 
The loss rate per point cusp for an ion of energy T^ was shown in 
Equation 2.54. To reduce this loss rate to agree with the nylon disc 
discoloration results of Pechacek et al. (109), a multiplier of the 
ratio of Kaye's (103) sheath thickness to twice the hybrid radius was 
defined. 
(3 /8)l/2 r. 
Y = ^ 
2yr rT 
e 1 
V 3 77 r. ^ (3.26) 32 r e 
The second multiplier, T, was variable to allow for plugging effects 
and to make Kaye*s (103) loss rate comparable with that of Sadowski 
(29,30) and Hershkowitz et al. (108). The final form was 
f = TT ^ ^ 
Ipoint 2 ? V \*i/ P 1 3 \27t tJ r P (3.27) 
A similar expression for the beam ions was found by substituting 
an arbitrary isotropic number density for the Maxwellian used by 
Kaye (103) into the following equation. 
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F . ^ = 4n 
point ///«"• Pq,x) dH dp- dx 
= 471 ï  a (H) dH / /2H TTH , â: '^"e 
+ / j  
I 
+ "?8|4P8 
= 471 I n(H) 
'0 
dH (3.28) 
To arrive at an expression for an energy dependent fractional rate of 
fast ion point cusp losses, one uses 
f CH-) = dH JL 
point ^ n(H) dH V (3.29) 
and then substitute H = E/m. A close examination of Equation 3.29 
revealed that one simply has to divide the integrand of Equation 3.28 
by the number density. The final form was 
_E_ E + I e^/2 
6*0 4n2(2m)3/2 
1 
V (3.30) 
where 
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= — (3.31) in 
4. Relaxation rate 
No specific relaxation rate formulation was chosen at this time. 
A comparison of the results of Spitzer (47), Equation 2.6, Husseiny 
and Sabri (61) as used by Seaman (40), Appendix F, Honda (81), 
Equations 2.13 to 2.20, and Hamada, Nakamura and George (84), Equations 
2.21 to 2.37, was performed. The complicated formulation of Hamada, 
Nakamura and George (84) was considered "exact." If Honda's (81) 
results were sufficiently close to the "exact" results it was to be 
used, otherwise an attempt was to be made to simplify and approximate 
by polynomials the "exact" solution. 
5. Bremsstrahlung 
Plasma electrons are accelerated when colliding with charged 
particles and bremsstrahlung radiation is emitted as the electric 
fields around the electron are spilled. Quantum mechanics must be 
used to calculate the bremsstrahlung accurately. If the electron 
energy is not very large, a semiclassical analysis is sufficient 
(130). The bremsstrahlung power radiated per unit volume is (47) 
16 Z,2 - -
)^ c^ m h \ ^ ™e / ^ 3 (4.=0 3 3 , I 3 m /
for a Maxwellian electron distribution of energy T^. The parameter 
gg^ is the Gaunt factor expressing the deviation of bremsstrahlung 
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from the classical value (57) and may be estimated from the results 
of Greene (131). However, the most useful approximation to the exact 
Gaunt factor, the Elwert approximation, is a very complex integral 
form requiring numerical integration. A third order polynomial to 
approximate the results of Greene (131) was used. 
grr = 1.23 - 0.055 InT + 0.00754 (InT )^ - 0.000273 (InT )^ 
rr e e e 
(3.33) 
where T is in units of keV. 
e 
As noted in Appendix J, Bearaan (40) used Equations 17.2 and 17.3 
to account for photon emission by electrons after scattering by ions 
and other electrons- He erroneously added the values found by these 
two equations. In terms of a 50—50% D-T reactor mixture. Equation 
17.2 could reduce to 
P, = 3.34 X 10~^^ Z.2 n % (T )^^^ keV/cm^-s (3.36) b. X e e 
xe 
-3 
where n is in units of cm and T in keV. An examination of Equation 
e e 
17.3 showed, for of the order 1-10 keV, Equations 17.3 and 3,34 to 
be nearly equal. Glasstone and Lovberg (127) used the same source 
for bremsstrahlung formulae, Wandel, Jensen and Kofoed-Hansen (132), 
and found at T =25 keV that the ratio of P, to P, was only 0.06. 
e b b. 
ee xe 
Hence, Seaman (40) further compromised his results by this error in 
the treatment of electron-electron bremsstrahlung energy which resulted 
in roughly twice the actual bremsstrahlung radiation emitted. The 
formula from Wandel, Jensen and Kofoed-Hansen (132) is as shown by 
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Beaman (40) but does not agree with the general arguments presented in 
the former work that the ratio of electron-electron bremsstrahlung to 
electron-ion bremsstrahlung is of the order 
^b T 
p-^ = —^ (3.35) 
b. m c le e 
Wandel, Jensen and Kofoed-Hansen (132) actually presented Equation 
17.3 as the total bremsstrahlung radiation emitted. For this study 
the following formula was used for the total bremsstrahlung radiation 
losses in Equation 3.1. 
/ 1 + 0.00624T \ 
\ • 1 1 + 0.00208T° ) " + 0,0009T^)Pj, C3.36) 
where is defined in Equation 3.32. 
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IV. COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
A. Energy Balance 
The energy balance of Equation 2.1 was developed and computer 
coded by Seaman (40). This code has been modified to provide 
increased flexibility concerning the interchange of relaxation rates 
and asymptotic slowing down number densities. Complete modification 
to allow the conversion of the main program to object deck form was 
not accomplished. The creation of some subroutines was necessary. 
most notably the relaxation rate function RELAX, because of multiple 
calls by the main program and the complexity of the coded formulae. 
The asymptotic slowing down number density was encoded in the main 
program in the form shown in Equation 3.20 since any change in the 
number density model can easily be accomplished by the appropriate 
formulation of the relaxation rate and the fusion escape probability. 
As can be seen in Appendix L, the code does not include finite 
geometry effects which were introduced into the asymptotic slowing 
down number density through Equations 3.16 and 3.18. Inclusion of 
finite geometry effects would be a simple matter accomplished in the 
same manner as the fusion escape probability, PF/FEPCE). One may use 
a variable to represent the nonleakage probability for projectile ions 
slowing from the injection energy EO to interaction energy E. 
Slowing down times used in Equation 3.1 are found by numerical 
integration, Euler's method, of the relaxation rates. The crudity of 
this method is unfortunate but the integration endpoint is determined 
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by an energy value rather than the integration variable time. Fusion 
escape probabilities and the reaction rates were calculated using 
Simpson Rule integration. Doppler broadened fusion cross sections were 
interpolated from input data by the method of cubic splines. This 
program can be merged with the Doppler broadened cross section routine 
discussed next if one chooses. No merging was done so that the Doppler 
program would remain in a general form. 
The energy balance computer program logic is 
1. Bremsstrahlung radiation loss is calculated. 
2. Constant terms are calculated. 
3. The left hand side of Equation 3.1 is computed. 
4. The fast particle slowing down time, is computed 
by numerical integration of the total particle 
relaxation rate until the operating time is 
reached, or until the energy of the injected 
particle reaches the minimum energy of the 
slowing down range. 
5. The energy deposited by the injected ions to 
the plasma is computed. 
6. Step 4 is repeated for the maximum possible 
interaction times of the fusion products. 
7. The time to slow to energy E, is determined by 
numerical integration of the relaxation rates until 
the velocity v corresponding to the energy E is 
obtained-
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8. Energies deposited by the fusion products to 
the plasma are computed. Integration times 
are t - t, or t - whichever are 
op 1 op s^' 
shorter. 
9. The injected particle velocity is incremented 
downward and Steps 7 and 8 are repeated. 
10. Step 9 is repeated until the injected particle 
velocity corresponds to, or becomes less than, 
the velocity reached by the injected ions after 
time T . 
s 
11. The total energy deposited by the fusion products 
is calculated by summing the energies deposited 
in each incremental pass through Step 8. 
12. Energies of the injected ions and fusion 
products remaining after the time t^^ has elapsed 
are computed. 
13. The right hand side of Equation 3.1 is computed. 
As can be seen, there is no comparison of right hand and left hand 
sides. Breakeven is found by random search. 
The energy balance program has retained the single target ion 
species nature of Seaman (40). In terms of Equation 3.1, the 
summations on target plasma constituents has been limited to only one 
ion species. Fast particle interactions with previously thermalized 
fast particles are not considered. Beaman (40) reported insignificant 
errors due to the exclusion of these encounters with relatively small 
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number densities. Modification to include more than one target 
species, including fast particle buildup, is possible. Changing 
reactor operating conditions is accomplished entirely through the 
input data. Only one set of operating conditions is allowed per 
running of the program. 
Of special concern in the input data are the time and velocity 
integration increments for the numerical integration of the terms on 
the right hand side of Equation 3.1. As Seaman (40) has suggested, 
these values may be decreased by an order of magnitude until the 
desired accuracy has been found as indicated by the program output. 
This can be a very expensive guessing game. In terms of the velocity 
increment used for the reaction rate integration, this task is quite 
straightforward since integration is over velocity only. Integration 
of the relaxation rate is limited by a cutoff energy below which 
slowing down is ignored. The fact that all relaxation rate 
integrations are limited by the same lower limit on slowing down 
energy is a shortcoming of this program; a necessary shortcoming to 
avoid integration over thermal velocities. The net result is a small 
amount of energy left with the thermalized fast particle, injected or 
fusion, produced, which Is not considered part of the plasma energy to 
be converted at direct conversion efficiency. The pencil beam 
assumption makes this energy quite small. The cutoff energy is 
primarily used to limit the reaction rate integration and to find 
slowing down times to compare with the reactor operating time. 
Of a more serious note is the accuracy required to meet the 
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proper cutoff energy value. When numerically integrating the 
relaxation rates, the fast particle energy after each time step is 
compared with the cutoff energy as well as the total elapsed time with 
the remaining operating time. Overshoot of this cutoff energy is a 
problem. Decreasing the time increment does not always improve the 
computation since the last energy decrement prior to overshoot is 
sensitive to both the time increment and the closeness of the energy 
associated with this last step. A smaller time step may result in a 
relaxation rate value which overcompensates for the smaller time step 
resulting in a larger overshoot. This is not an overpowering problem 
but it is suggested that separate programs be developed to find the 
necessary increments to avoid the expense of randomly varying four 
incremental values. 
Functions FEP and RELAX have been included in the program due to 
calculation complexity and the desire for model flexibility. The 
function FEP, fusion escape probability, has been used in place of 
directly encoding the statements in the main program. It was decided 
that the clarity of the program logic was better preserved in this 
manner at what was considered an insignificant cost. RELAX is in a 
function format to provide for ease of replacement. The functions 
PCUBIC and DCUBIC perform cubic spline interpolations on the Doppler 
broadened fusion cross sections and the real part of the complex 
digamma function, respectively. Subroutine COEFS is used to calculate 
invariants in the relaxation rate formulary. 
Breakeven is not actually determined by this energy balance 
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program. It merely calculates both sides of Equation 3.1. The user 
must redefine the reactor operating conditions to determine breakeven. 
Seaman (40) seems to have suggested the operating time is the most 
significant variable. Increasing the reactor operating time simply 
reduces the effect of the initial plasma operating temperatures, n^T^ 
and n^T^. The section on conclusions contains a discussion on the 
influence of changing input parameters on the energy balance. 
B. Doppler Broadened Cross Section 
The Doppler broadened cross section formulation of Equation 3.25 
has been encoded. Subroutine DXSECT is supported by three other 
subroutines, one of which requires the user to supply formulae to 
calculate the non—Doppler broadened cross section, subroutine OBIWAN. 
Simpson Rule integration is used to integrate Equation 3.25. An 
option to use a cubic spline interpolation routine to generate 
Simpson points for integration over the target particle velocity 
parallel to the impinging particle velocity is included. This saves 
cpu time and is recommended when the cross sectional data are well 
behaved in the mathematical sense. One Doppler broadened cross section 
value is calculated per call of DXSECT. 
The Doppler broadened cross section subroutine logic is 
1. Subroutine is called to calculate a Doppler 
broadened cross section at one specific 
fast particle energy. All other parameters 
required for the computation are passed through 
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a common statement. 
2. Integrand values for integration over the target 
particle velocity perpendicular to the direction 
of the impinging particle are calculated. 
3. Integrand values are examined to avoid 
unnecessary summation of insignificant values. 
Integration limits are changed and new values 
computed. 
4. Integrand values for integration in the direction 
parallel to the velocity of the impinging particle 
are found by Simpson Rule summation of the 
previous integrand values. 
5. Should the cubic spline interpolation option 
be selected, subroutine SHEPAN is called to 
generate the additional Simpson Rule points. 
If the interpolation option has not been chosen 
the procedure jumps to Step 9. 
6. Subroutine SHEPAN begins by manipulating the 
incoming parallel velocities and corresponding 
integrand data using nondimensionalization or 
the taking of logarithms to reduce numerical errors. 
7. Cubic spline coefficients are generated. 
8. The required Simpson Rule points are generated and 
the values are reverted to incoming units. 
9. Simpson Rule integration over the parallel 
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target velocity component is performed. 
10. The Doppler broadened cross section is returned 
through the calling statement. 
The units used in this subroutine are mks. 
The cubic spline option has been included in the integration 
along the parallel velocity direction to save on cpu time. The 
savings come about due to the reduction in the number of perpendicular 
direction summations required. An assessment of this option can be 
found in Section V. The number of Simpson Rule points and cubic 
spline points for interpolation must be specified by the user in a 
common statement in the calling program. The IMSL subroutine ICSCCU 
has been incorporated into subroutine SHEPAN. Data for ICSCCU are 
generated by SHEPAN. 
As mentioned in the introduction to this section, DXSECT 
incorporates a procedure to avoid summation of insignificant 
perpendicular direction integrand values. Integrand values are 
compared with the maximum value found. Because of the behavior of 
the Maxwellian function and the smoothness of the cross section data, 
energy ranges where the integrand values are less than four orders of 
magnitude smaller than the maximum value are eliminated by changing 
the energy limits of integration. New Simpson Rule points are then 
generated. This procedure increases the accuracy of the Simpson Rule 
integration by insuring the integrand values are of sufficient number 
and magnitude. A comparison with Breit—Wigner formulae for the 6.67 ev 
238 
resonance of U can be found in Section V. 
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V. RESULTS 
A. Ionization 
Seaman (40) seemed to have assumed complete ionization of the 
incoming fast particles even though he did not make such a statement. 
All ion beam energy was passed to the plasma by Coulomb scattering 
or recovered thermally in the first wall. No allowance was made for 
incomplete ionization or recombination. In this work, an estimate of 
the fractional ionization of a high energy deuterium beam impinging 
on a helium-3 and a tritium plasma was made by using the methodology 
of Miller (133) (Appendix M) even though the formulation was for 
injection near equilibrium plasma energies. Use of the analytical 
results of Riviere (134) corrected for a deuterium beam impinging on a 
helium-3 target plasma yielded the values shown in Table 5.1: 
Table 5.2 for a deuterium beam impinging upon a tritium target 
plasma. Obviously, the fractional ionization will be very high. It 
was anticipated that the size of a workable reactor design would be 
greater than 1 m. The values shown in the two tables should be 
taken as indications of ionization. It was concluded that ionization 
could be assumed at 100%, thus supporting this unstated assumption by 
Seaman (40). 
S. Comparison of Relaxation Rates 
The energy balance of Equation 3.1 required expressions for fast 
particle energy relaxation rates and asymptotic slowing down number 
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Table 5.1. Ionization fractions for. a deuterium beam impinging on a 
22 —3 helium-3 target plasma of density 10 m at 10 keV 
Equivalent target 
diameter (TO) 300 
Beam energy 
(keV) 
600 1000 
<av> 
cx 
<av> 
0.00468 0.000499 0.0000666 
a 
-t 
1190 
1 . 0 0  
800 
1.00 
605 
1.00 
<av> 
cx 
<cjv> 0.00468 0.000499 0.0000666 
a 
-t 
5950 
1 . 0 0  
4000 
1.00 
3025 
1 . 0 0  
<0V> 
cx 
<av> 
10 0.00468 0.000499 0.0000666 
a 
-t 
11900 
1.00 
8000 
1.00 
6050 
1.00 
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Table 5.2. Ionization fractions for a deuterium beam impinging on a 
22 -3 tritium target plasma of density 10 m at 1 keV 
Equivalent target 
diameter 
Cm) 90 
Beam energy 
(keV) 
180 270 
<0V> 
cx 
:av> 
0.0627 0.0107 0.00318 
a 
-t 
4380 
1-00  
2900 
1 . 0 0  
2350 
1.00 
<av> 
cx 
<av> 
a 
-t 
0.0627 
21900 
1 .00  
0.0107 0.00318 
14500 
1.00 
11 800 
1 . 0 0  
<av> 
cx 
<av> 
a 
ft 
10 0-0627 
43800 
1.00 
0-0107 0-00318 
29000 
1 . 0 0  
23500 
1 . 0 0  
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densities. As postulated in Section III, the asymptotic slowing down 
number density for the injected particles can be represented by an 
injection rate divided by the relaxation rate. The choice of 
relaxation rate will then, presumably, determine the accuracy of the 
slowing down number density. This section contains the results of 
numerical calculations of the representative formulae discussed in 
Section III. One major decision was made at the outset of the 
calculations: rejection of the formulae of Hamada, Nakamura and 
George (84) as being much too cumbersome. 
The energy relaxation formulae of Hamada, Nakamura and George (84) 
was considered in Section III to represent the datum against which 
the rates by Spitzer (47), Husseiny and Sabri (61), and Honda (81) 
were to be compared. Early in the analysis of the formulae by Hamada, 
Nakamura and George (84) it became obvious that numerical evaluation 
would be a burdensome task involving much more effort and calculation 
time than was thought necessary for this study. Also, it appeared in 
the literature in general that acceptance of the seemingly more exact 
model by Honda (81) was yet to be widespread. A comparison between 
computational times using the asymptotic representations for the 
functions "F^(x), F^Cx) ,u), and of Equations 2.26, 2.27, 
2.34 and 2.35 resulted in roughly 10 cpu seconds per relaxation rate 
value as opposed to 0.77 cpu seconds for 23 evaluations each of the 
formulae by Spitzer (47), Husseiny and Sabri (61), Honda (81), Beaman 
(40) and an electron—free form of the Beaman (40) formulation run all 
at one time. 
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The first term in Equation 2.21 for the case of a helium—3 ion 
target particle at 10 keV with the injected deuteron at 600 keV was 
at least two orders of magnitude greater than any other term except 
for which was an order of magnitude smaller (19.7 vs. 2.24). 
Assuming the plasma electrons were at 10 keV, the results of the 
numerical evaluation were mixed; the first term was ti<ro orders of 
magnitude greater than the other terms except for and which 
were of the same magnitude as the first term and larger. The function 
exhibited a margin of error greater than its asymptotic value. The 
primary problem with these asymptotic functional representations 
was that the limits were not matched; for the target ion = 9.48 
which was not >> 1 and = 5.47 which was also not >> 1. For the 
electron, Xg = 0.128 which was not << 1 and = 0.0738 which was not 
<< 1. As the injected particle (deuteron) energy became smaller x^^ 
and Xg became smaller but not enough (2.7 and 0.04 at 50 keV). The 
parameters and do not change with fast particle energy. The 
mixed results seemed to indicate the need to properly formulate the 
relaxation rates of Hamada, Nakamura and George (84). In spite of 
these results, further computational effort was considered inappropriate 
due to the previously mentioned huge computational time required for 
a single evaluation of Equation 2.21. The multiple use of these 
relaxation rate formulae in the energy balance program would have 
been prohibitive. 
The results of the numerical evaluation of the relaxation rates 
of Spitzer (47), Husseiny and Sabri (61) and Honda (81) are shown in 
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Figures 5.1 to 5.11. Figures 5.1 to 5.4 contain the results for a 
deuteron impinging upon a helium—3 plasma. Results for a helium—3 
ion impinging upon a deuteron target plasma for the same target and 
injection energies used in Figures 5.1 to 5.4 are in Figures 5.5 to 
5.8. The next three figures, 5.9 to 5.11, represent a deuteron 
impinging upon a tritium plasma, the reactor configuration considered 
by Seaman (40). As can be seen from these figures, the relaxation 
rate of Husseiny and Sabri (61) usually generated smaller values than 
the other theories. As the target plasma temperature increased the 
difference between the rates of Spitzer (47) and Honda (81) with 
those of Husseiny and Sabri (61) decreased. At high target plasma 
temperatures, the theoretical results of Husseiny and Sabri (61) 
closely matched those of Honda (81) . The wide discrepancies at low 
target plasma temperatures can be attributed to the extremely low 
prediction by the formula of Husseiny and Sabri (61) of the transfer 
of energy to the plasma electrons. It is remarkable how well the 
Spitzer (47) theory agrees with the unified theory of Honda (81) at 
low target plasma temperatures. 
This close agreement between Spitzer (47) and Honda (81) is 
especially noteworthy since the order of magnitude constraints 
mentioned by Spitzer (47) concerning the retention of Chandrasekhar 
(48,49) "dominant" terms has been violated in most of the test cases 
run. The fast particle energies listed in Table 5.3 represent the 
energies at which the ratio of fast to thermal ion velocities 
squared. Equation 2.9, equals the value of the Coulomb logarithm. 
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Table 5.3. Fast particle energies at which the Chandrasekhar (48,49) 
2 
"nondominant" terras in <Avj| > become of the same order 
of magnitude as the retained "dominant" terms 
Case 
Target 
energy 
(keV) 
Coulomb 
logarithm 
Fast particle 
energy 
(keV) 
Injection 
energy 
(keV) 
D -> T O.I 
1 . 0  
10 .0  
1 2 . 0  
15.4 
18.9 
0 - 8 0  
10.3 
125 
180 
180 
180 
He 3.0 
1 0 . 0  
50.0 
100.0 
16.7 
18.5 
20.9 
22.0  
33 
120 
700 
1500 
600 
600 
600 
600 
He 3.0 
10 .0  
50.0 
100.0 
17.1 
18.9 
21.3 
22.3 
77 
280 
1600 
3300 
600 
600 
600 
600 
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Equation 2.7. Injection near or above these energies means the fast 
particle slowing down is not well modeled by Equation 2.6. At or 
near the energies Spitzer (47) claims the "nondominant" terms of 
Chandrasekhar (48,49) should be at least of the same order of 
magnitude as the retained "dominant" terms. Additionally, every 
relaxation rate for energy transfer to plasma ions required v^ << v. 
This was not the case near the cutoff energies except for the low 
plasma temperature D-T cases. The relaxation rate formulae of 
Honda (81) was chosen for the energy balance calculations. 
C. Comparison of Infinite Geometry Asymptotic 
Slowing Down Number Densities 
At this point, the question to be answered was how does the ELS 
slowing down number density compare with other infinite geometry 
theoretical models (10,32,63,64,65,67-70,88-93,96,109,110,113-120, 
122j123,130,134-136). Comparison with finite geometry models was 
impossible since the ELS slowing down number density is reactor 
geometry specific and no other models remotely similar to the ELS 
was found in the literature. This section contains•theoretical and 
numerical results of the comparisons between the ELS model and 
previous efforts. As stated, there have been two approaches to the 
determination of an asymptotic slowing down number density solution of 
the Fokker-Planck equation using series expansions and integration of 
the Boltzmann collision integral. Comparison was made with these 
two different approaches. An analytical comparison was made with the 
work by Rome, Callen and Clarke (93). 
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The Fokker-Planck solutions can be found in references 88-92, 135 
and 136. An examination of Equation 2.38 and Cordey (90) where 
f = S T exp (- I 3 ^ > 3—3 (5.1) 
T (x + W ) I V. , W 
cx 1 in] 
revealed that the general form of the asymptotic solution, v ^  0, of 
the Fokker-Planck equation is the source strength, S, times the 
slowing down time, multiplied by functions to correct the slowing 
down time formulation for the disparity in relaxation energy transfer 
to target electrons and ions. In the case when energy transfer from 
fast ion to plasma is primarily that of very fast ion to thermal 
electron. Equation 2.5 can be reduced to that of 
= m V <Av|| > (5.2) 
Use of Equation 2.6 for v. << v << v results in 1 e 
(5.3) 
/6 (dE/dt) 
On a per energy interval basis the slowing down Fokker-Planck 
distributions are 
E " 3(E,v^) YdlTdtT (5.4) 
g(E,v^) represents those coefficients containing the critical 
velocity and are of order unity. The function g(E,v^) can be 
described as a correcting function to account for the transfer of 
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energy to the plasma ions as well as to the electrons. Husseiny (69) 
derived a similar expression working in reverse. 
Rome, Callen and Clarke (93) derived 
n(s) = n(-™) exp 
~ I X(s') 
= n(-™) exp I - J n^(s') ds' | (5.5) 
The equivalent ELS number density would be 
n(E) = q (E. .) p_(E) /(dE/dt) 
n inj r 
n(0) v(0) Pg.(E) 
" (dE/dt) 
Comparison with Equations 5.5 and 5.6 with the help of Equations 3.4 
and 3.12 shows these to be equivalent forms, one a function of 
distance traveled and the other a function of energy at the same 
traveled distance. 
For the equivalent Boltzmann approach. Equation 2.49 can be 
written as (69) 
S. . dE 
This expression is similar to that of Equation 5.4 when g(E,v^) = 1. 
A comparison of the relaxation rates of Husseiny and Sabri (61) 
with the quantum mechanical slowing in distribution of Husseiny, 
Sabri and Harris (69) was impossible since the relaxation rates were 
derived using the classical Rutherford scattering cross section in 
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addition to the first Bom approximation. Comparison with the unified 
theories was also out of the question since no form of the slowing down 
distribution has been derived using the models of the unified theories. 
However, the above discussions appear to reinforce the form of the 
asymptotic slowing down number density shown by Equation 3.6. It 
appears that the ELS model would be a reasonable approximation to the 
asymptotic slowing in number density. It then follows that the 
approximation should be improved by use of the best available form for 
the rate of relaxation, i.e., that of the unified theories (75-84,87). 
Numerical comparisons were made between the Fokker-Planck 
solution from Cordey and Core (89), Equation 2.38, the Boltzmann 
solution from Husseiny, Sabri and Harris (69), Equation 2.49, and the 
ELS model using the unified theory of Honda (81), Equations 2.13-2.20. 
Figures 5.12 to 5.22 show the slowing down densities for the three cases 
3 3 D-^ He, He->-D and EH-T. The plots in these figures represent cases 
21 3 
where the injection rate was 10 ions/m /sec and the target density 
22 3 
was 10 ions/m . Figure 5.22 is an exception since these curves 
represent Beaman's (40) trial H where the number of injected ions 
equaled the number of target ions. Figures 5.12 to 5.15 are for 
deuterons impinging.on a helium target. Figures 5.16 to 5.19 for 
helium nuclei impinging on deuterons and Figures 5.20 to 5.22 for 
deuterons impinging on tritons. As can be seen, the model by 
Husseiny, Sabri and Harris (69), Equation 2.49, always resulted in 
larger values at all temperatures. The differences between Cordey 
and Core (89) and the ELS increased with increasing plasma temperature^ 
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Figure 5.12. Comparison of slowing down number densities calculated from formulae 
of Husseiny, Sabri, and Harris (69); Cordey and Core (89); and the 
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Equation 2.38 predicting ever smaller values. For low temperature 
plasmas the ELS agrees somewhat with Cordey and Core (89). 
Figure 5.22 shows number densities for trial H of Seaman (40). 
This case was included since one of the original objectives of this 
research effort was to overcome the problems encountered by Seaman 
(40). Originally, the number density used by Seaman (40) was thought 
to have been incorrect and therefore, the source of his failure to 
achieve breakeven. The curve representing the number density used 
by Seaman (40) is labeled "Seaman" and the density without the 
erroneous electron contribution is labeled "Corrected Seaman." 
During calculations these two formulae were found to be invalid and 
the proper form was that of Equation 2.49. This figure shows that 
the incorrect formula for the slowing down number density used by 
Seaman (40) actually provided values within the envelope created by 
the previously compared formulae. The expected benefit of using 
proper formulae did not materialize. 
D. Doppler Broadened Fusion Cross Section 
3 4 The fusion reaction cross section curve for He(d,p) He found in 
Glasstone and Lovberg (127) was approximated by polynomial expressions 
over discreet energy intervals. The expressions fitting the curve 
are, in units of bams, shown in Equation 5.8. The energy E is of the 
impinging deuterons in units keV. For the reverse when a helium-3 ion 
impinges on a deuteron, the energy of the belium-3 Ion was adjusted 
to provide the same cross section value for the same velocity as in 
r 22699 r  9 1 . 2 0 7 6 1  1.405 ^ J , E < 150 keV 
2.29253 X 10 11 
E 
3.01588 exp 
r 168.2031 
L /Ê J , 150 < E < 400 keV 
Of(E) = (5.8) 
4.505 + 2.8675 x 10 ^ E - 5.0 x 10 ^ E^ + 2.75 x 10 ^  E^, 400 < E < 700 keV 
3.3 - 7.38333 x lo"'^ E + 6.0 xlO^E^- 1.67 x lo"^ E^ , 700 < E < 1000 keV 
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the fast deuteron case. The lower energy equations were modeled after 
3 that used by Beaman (40). A formula for D->- He derived by Miley, Towner 
and Ivich (128) formulation was 
,4 2.59 X 10 
1.0 + (3.98 X 10 ^ E - 1.297)2 
; q 
647.0 
exp 89.27 -  1 . 0  
(5.9) 
Equations 5.8 and 5.9 are shown in Figure 5.23. The curve marked 
"Equation 5.8" also included a Miley-like expression for energies 
greater than 1 MeV. 
.4 2.59 X 10 
Gf(E) = 1.0 + (3.98 X 10 ^ E - 1.297)2 
+ 798.0 
exp 89.27 
/Ë 
-  1 . 0  
-, E > 1 MeV 
(5.10) 
Equations 5.8 and 5.9 were used for the curve fitting of 
experimental data displayed in Glasstone and Lovberg (127) . Likely, 
data scatter would make the expression by Miley, Towner and Ivich 
(128) satisfactory. The results of combining Equations 3.25, 5.8 
and 5.10 are shown in Figure 5.24 for deuterons impinging upon 
helium-3 ions and Figure 5.25 for heliuni-3 impinging upon deuterons. 
For the D-T study, the formulation of Miley, Towner and Ivich 
(128) was used. The equation was 
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Figure 5.23. Comparison of derived expressions with that of 
Miley, Towner and Tvich (128) for the D - He 
fusion cross section 
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Figure 5.24. Doppler broadened fusion cross sections as a 
function of energy, helium-3 target 
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Figure 5.25. Doppler broadened fusion cross sections as a 
function of energy, deuterium target 
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5.02 X 10^ 
+ 4.09 X 10 5 
exp 1.0 E 
C5.ll) 
where E is the deuteron energy in units keV and the cross section is 
in barns. Figure 5.25 shows the Doppler broadened fusion cross 
sections for a deuteron impinging upon a triton. The energy range was 
limited to 180 keV for energy balance comparisons with Bearaan (40). 
To insure that the computer program used to calculace these 
Doppler broadened cross sections was performing in a suitable manner, 
the routine was checked against the Breit-Wigner formula for an 
isolated resonance. The particular resonance chosen was that of 
at 6.67 eV. The results are shown in Table 5.4. The results were in 
very good agreement for single precision accuracy. The Breit-Wigner 
expression was numerically integrated in the same manner as the 
Doppler broadening routine. A linear extrapolation of the \li values 
found in Table 2-1 of Lamarsh (126) for ç = 0.50699 at 6.67 eV yielded 
a value 0.03% different than that found numerically, 0.34496 versus 
0.34507 barns. 
The cubic spline option mentioned in Section IV was briefly 
examined. Also examined was the effect of doubling the number of 
Simpson Rule points. The results are shown in Table 5.5. As can be 
seen, the increased cost of computer code running time would not be 
justified. All Doppler broadened cross section values in the energy 
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Figure 5.26. Doppler broadened fusion cross sections as a function 
of energy, tritium target 
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Table 5.4. Comparison of capture cross section by numerical Doppler 
broadened computer program and the Breit—Wigner formula 
238 (126) for the 6.67 eV resonance of U 
Cross section^ 
Energy Breit—Wigner Numerical Percent 
(eV) formulation integration error 
T = 0 T = 0.0253 eV T = 0.025 3 eV 
6.600 749.84 2152.0 2147.1 -0.23 
6.635 2700.9 5217.7 5226.9 
00 c
 
+
 
6.670 20800.0 7175.1 7197.5 +0.31 
6.705 2686.7 5190.1 5198.8 +0.17 
6.740 742.01 2129.5 2133.5 +0.19 
Numerical integration was by eighty point Simpson Rule with 
AE = 0.0035 eV. 
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Table 5.5. Doppler broadened fusion cross section 
3 
values. He ^  D, as a function of fast 
particle energy, number of cubic spline 
points, and number of Simpson Rule 
points; target at 3 keV 
Beam Number of cubic / Number of Simpson 
energy spline points / Rule points 
(keV) 22/80 22/160 44/80 
600 0.61999 0.62014 0.62008 
500 0.72523 0.72540 0.72534 
400 0.69874 0.69889 0.69876 
300 0.49459 0.49468 0.49448 
200 0.22049 0.22054 0.22032 
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balance and plotted in the preceding figures used twenty—two cubic 
spline and eighty Simpson Rule points. The three digit accuracy 
resulted from single precision calculations. The code has been 
modified for double precision accuracy. The increased accuracy is 
probably not necessary since the original "room temperature" cross 
sections were not as accurate. The code, even in single precision, 
gives greater accuracy than the field non—Dopplered cross sections 
allow. 
E. Infinite Geometry Energy Balance 
The energy balance co«de was run in an infinite geometry mode as 
a precursor to the finite geometry case. Three different fusion 
reactor fuel configurations were used. The primary fusion reaction 
investigated was 
D + \e -> ^He (3670keV) + p (14670keV) (5-12) 
This reaction was incorporated into two target plasma configurations 
where deuterons were injected into a helium—3 plasma and where helium—3 
ions were injected into a deuteron plasma. A comparison between the 
two configurations would indicate whether the savings in bremsstrahlung 
losses from replacing a helium plasma with a deuteron plasma would 
overcome the cost of lowering the injection velocity for the same 
injection energy and thereby result in a lower breakeven temperature. 
Of course, the unknown influence of the reaction rate was determined. 
Also included was an investigation into the D—T reactor configuration 
to reexamine cases similar to Seaman (40) . The reaction equation 
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was 
D + T ^  ^He (3480keV) + n (14100keV) (5.13) 
Seaman's (40) trial H assumed the neutron energy to be 18.9 MeV. 
Some of the input parameters were held constant throughout the 
22 —3 
cases. The target plasma number density was always 10 m . This 
equaled the density used by Beaman (40) in his study of a D-T fueled 
reactor. In spite of the obviously huge magnetic field strengths 
2 
required, up to 35 wb/m at the plasma surface for a 6 = 1 helium-3 
target plasma at 100 keV, this value was used in every energy balance 
calculation to act as a reference point for comparisons among the 
3 D- He and the D—T calculations of this study and those of Beaman (40). 
The value of 10^^ m ^ seems to have been chosen by Beaman (40) because 
Gallagher and Levine (reference 6 of Beaman (40)) reported confining 
a hydrogen plasma at 15 eV in a toroidal line cusp. The injection 
22 -3 -1 
rate was set either to 10 m sec for comparison with trial H or 
21 -3 -1 10 m sec to allow what was felt to be the largest possible 
3 injection rate and not violate the pencil beam assumption. The D— He 
injection energies were set at 600 keV and the D-T injection energy 
was always 180 keV as used by Beaman (40). Also, the target particle 
temperatures were set equal to each other. Finally, the efficiences 
chosen for the injection system, the direct conversion system and the 
thermal recovery system were 0.8, 0.6 and 0.4, respectively. Higher 
efficiencies have been reported for the first two (7,118,120) but more 
conservative values were estimated as more appropriate. The values 
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represented expected reactor grade system efficiencies. The thermal 
efficiency could become larger since liquid metals may be used as 
coolants at high temperatures. The above conditions were set to act 
as reference points to allow comparisons between calculations since one 
of the purposes of this study was to determine whether or not breakeven 
was possible, not to optimize reactor operating conditions. 
The results of the energy balance calculations are shown in 
Tables 5.6 to 5.14. Tables 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 contain results of the 
calculations for the helium—3 target plasma cases while Tables 5.9, 
5.10 and 5.11 contain the same information for the deuteron target 
plasma cases. Tables 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14 present results for the D-T 
reactor cases. The reaction rates of all cases were too small to 
allow breakeven except under conditions where all efficiencies were 
unrealistically high. For realistic conditions the best reaction 
rate was 2% for D-T at 10 keV which is much too low for breakeven. The 
necessary infinite geometry rate would be 12%. Table 5.15 lists the 
necessary infinite geometry breakeven reaction rates for the cases 
studied. A look at Table 5.15 shows that deuterium as a target 
plasma would be much preferred to helium—3 and that a temperature 
3 between 10 keV and 50 keV may provide the best D- He energy balance, 
albeit unsatisfactory. Even including a polarization correction 
factor of 1.5 (129), the reaction rate would be insufficient. The 
fusion escape probabilities of Tables 5.8, 5.11 and 5.14 further 
emphasize the scarcity of fusion reactions. The recovered energy was 
mostly bremsstrahlung and injected particle energy. 
Table 5.6. Energy balance results for a deuteron beam impinging on 
a helium-3 target plasma^ 
Plasma Slowing down Left hand side Bremsstrahlung 
temperature cutoff energy of Equation 3.1 losses 
(keV) (keV) (keV/m3) (keV/m^) 
3.0 50.0 5.90 X 1024 5.02 X lo24 
10.0 50.0 1.05 X 10^5 9.16 X 1024 
50.0 100.0 2.66 X 10^5 2.36 X 1025 
100.0 150.0 . 4.46 X 1025 3.93 X 10^5 
^Reactor operating conditions were a target plasma ion density 
22 -3 21 -3 -1 
of 10 m ; an injection rate of 10 m s at 600 keV; an 
operating time of 1 s ; and injection, direct conversion and thermal 
recovery efficiencies of 0.8, 0.6 and 0.4, respectively, unless 
otherwise stated. 
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Deuteron 
energy 
deposited 
(keV/m3) 
Fusion product 
energy 
deposited 
(keV/m-3) 
Right hand side 
of Equation 3.1 
CkeV/m3) 
Reaction rate 
per 
injected ion 
6.00 X 10 23 
6,00 X 10 23 
6.00 X 10 23 
2.23 X 10 
8.94 X 10 
22 
22 
2 .21  X 10 23 
2.45 X 10 24 
4.34 X 10 24 
1.13 X 10 25 
1.22 X 10 -3 
4.88 X 10 -3 
1.20 X 10 - 2  
6.00 X 10 23 2.22 X 10 23 1,89 X 10 25 1.21 X 10 - 2  
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Table 5.7. Slowing down times for a deuteron beam impinging on 
a helium-3 target plasma^ 
Plasma Injected Alpha Proton 
temperature particle particle (s") 
CkeV) (s) (s") 
3.0 6.20 X  10-4 5. 30 X  10-4 1.05 X  10-3 
10.0 1.94 X  10-3 1. 93 X  10-3 4.34 X  10-3 
50.0 3.96 X  10-3 6, 90 X  10-3 3.00 X  10-2 
100.0 4.12 X  10-3 9. 35 X  10-3 6.48 X  icT^ 
^These cases correspond to those in Table 5.6. 
Table 5.8. Fusion escape probability for deuterons impinging on a helium-3 target plasma^ 
Plasma Deuteron energy 
temperature (keV) 
(keV) 600 500 400 300 200 100 
3.0 1.0 0.999702 0.999353 0.999040 0.998847 0.998787 
10.0 1.0 0.998719 0,997302 0.996082 0.995356 0.995137 
50.0 1.0 0.996364 0.993041 0.990326 0.988458 
^These cases correspond to those in Table 5.6. 
Table 5.9. Energy balance results for a helium—3 beam impinging 
on a deuteron target plasma^ 
Plasma Slowing down Left hand side Bremsstrahlung 
temperature cutoff energy of Equation 3.1 losses 
(keV) (keV) (keV/tn^") (keV/m^) 
3.0 50.0 1.47 X  1 0 2 4  6.26 X  l o 2 3  
10.0 50.0 2.19 X  1 0 2 4  1.14 X  1 0 = 4  
50.0 100.0 5 . 2 1  X  1 0 2 4  2.96 X  1 0 2 4  
100.0 150.0 8,67 X  1024 4.92 X  1 0 2 4  
^Reactor operating conditions were a target plasma ion density 
22 -3 21 —3 -I 
of 10 m ; an injection rate of 10 m s at 600 keV; an 
operating time of 1 s; and injection, direct conversion and thermal 
recovery efficiencies of 0.8, 0.6 and 0-4, respectively, unless 
otherwise stated. 
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Deuteron Fusion product Right hand side Reaction rate 
energy energy oi: Equation 3.1 per 
deposited deposited (keV/m3) injected ion 
(keV/m3) (keV/mS) 
6 
o
 
o
 X  lo" 8. 59 X  icfi 6.59 X  1023 4.68 X  10-4 
6 . 0 0  X  1023 3. 65 X  1022 1.01 X  10=4 1.99 X  10-3 
6 . 0 0  X  1023 9. 14 X  icfz 2.45 X  10^4 4.98 X  10-3 
6 . 0 0  X  lo" 8. 87 X  10=2 4.15 X  1024 4.84 X  io"3 
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Table 5.10. Slowing down times for a helium-3 beam impinging on 
a deuteron target plasma^ 
Plasma Injected Alpha Proton 
temperature particle particle (s) 
(keV) (s) (s) 
-4 -3 -3 3.0 4.38 X  10 1.11 X  10 2.07 X  10 
-3 -3 8.80 -3 10.0 1.25 X 10 4.17 X  10 X  10 
-3 -2 -2 50.0 2.24 X  10 1.65 X  10 6.28 X  10 
-3 -2 -1 100.0 2.28 X  10 2.34 X  10 1.37 X  10 
^These cases correspond to those of Table 5.9. 
Table 5.11. Fusion escape probability for helitim-3 ions impinging on a deuteron target plasma^ 
Plasma 
temperature 
(keV) 600 500 
Helinm-3 ion energy 
(keV) 
400 300 200 100 
3.0 1.0 0.999832 0.999691 0.999595 0.999548 0.999547 
10.0 1.0 0.999316 0.998747 0.998319 0.998093 0.998019 
50.0 1.0 0.998436 0.997095 0.996057 0.995365 0.995019 
100.0 1.0 0.998509 0.997217 0.996178 0.995425 
^These cases correspond to those of Table 5.9. 
Table 5.12. Energy balance results for a deuteron beam impinging 
on a tritium target plasma^ 
Plasma Left hand side Bremsstrahlung Deuteron 
temperature of Equation 3.1 losses energy 
(keV) (keV/m3) (keV/m^) deposited 
(keV/n)3) 
0.1^ 2.06 X 10^'^ 2.39 X 10^^ 1.80 x icf* 
0.1^ 1.96 X 10^^ 1.34 X 10^3 1.80 x 10^^ 
0.1^ 3.18 X 10^^ 1.34 X 10^3 1.80 x 10^^ 
0.1® 3.62 X 10^^ 1.34 X lof^ 1.80 x 10^^ 
1.0 6.29 X 10^^ 3.74 x lof^ 1.80 x 10^^ 
10,0 1.67 X 10^^ 1.14 X 10"^ 1.80 x 10^^ 
^Reactor operating conditions were a target plasma ion density 
22 -3 21 -3 -1 
of 10 m ; an injection rate of 10 m s at 180 keV; an 
operating time of 1 s; a cutoff energy of 20 keV; and injection, 
direct conversion and thermal recovery efficiencies of 0.8, 0-6 and 
0.4, respectively, unless otherwise stated. 
^Beaman (40) trial H with corrected deuteron mass. 
''Beaman (40) trial H using the ELS model and corrected 
bremsstrahlung radiation losses. 
"^Beaman (40) trial H using the ELS model and an injection 
21 -3 -1 
rate of 10 m s in addition to the corrected bremsstrahlung. 
^Seaman (40) trial H using the ELS model; an injection rate of 
21 -3 -1 10 m s ; and injection, direct conversion and thermal recovery 
efficiencies of 0.8, 0.6 and 0.4, respectively-
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Alpha particle 
energy-
deposited 
(keV/iii3) 
Neutron 
energy-
deposited 
(keV/in3) 
Right hand side 
of Equation 3.1 
(keV/m3) 
Reaction rate 
per 
injected ion 
7.27 X 10 21 
3.96 X 10 21 
2.35 X 10 20 
2.35 X 10 20 
5.42 X 10 21 
3.95 X 10 22 
2.15 X 10 22 
9.53 X 10 20 
9.53 X 10 20 
2.20 X 10 22 
2.07 X 10 24 
1.94 X 10 24 
3.14 X 10 
1.60 X 10 
23 
23 
2.83 X 10 23 
2.09 X 10 -4 
1.14 X 10 -4 
6.76 X 10 -5 
6.76 X 10 -5 
1.56 X 10 -3 
6.94 X 10 22 2.81 X 10 23 8.96 X 10 23 1.99 X 10 - 2  
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Table 5.13. Slowing down times for a deuteron beam 
impinging on a tritium target plasma^ 
Plasma Injected Alpha 
temperature particle particle 
CkeV) (s) (s) 
0.1^ 1.30 X  10-4 1.10 X  ID' 
0.1^ 1.29 X  o
 1 UI
 
2.37 X  LO' 
0.1^ 1.29 X  
in 1 o
 2.37 X  LO" 
0.1® 1.29 X  10"^ 2.37 X  LO" 
1.0 2.68 X  
1 o
 3.26 X  LO' 
O
 
o
 
2.14 X  o
 1 w
 
4.62 X  LO' 
—4 
-5 
-5 
-4 
-3 
^Reactor operating conditions were a target 
22 -3 plasma ion density of 10 m ; an injection rate of 
21 -3 -1 10 m s at 180 keV; an operating time of Is; 
a cutoff energy of 20 keV; and injection, direct 
conversion and thermal recovery efficiencies of 0.8, 
0.6 and 0.4, respectively, unless otherwise stated. 
^Beaman (40) trial H with corrected deuteron mass. 
^Beaman (40) trial H using the ELS model and 
corrected bremsstrahlung radiation losses. 
^Seaman (40) trial H using the ELS model and an 
21 -3 -1 injection rate of 10 m s 
^Beaman (40) trial H using the ELS model: an 
21 -3 -1 injection rate of 10 m ' s ; an injection, direct 
conversion and thermal recovery efficiencies of 0.8, 
0.6 and 0.4, respectively. 
Table 5.14. Fusion escape probability for deuterons impinging on a tritium target plasma^ 
< 
Plasma Deuteron energy 
temperature (IceV) 
(keV) 180 140 100 60 20 
b 
0.1 1.0 0.999976 0.999954 0,999938 0.999932 
1.0 1.0 0.999440 0.998941 0.998576 0.998441 
10.0 1.0 0.991480 0.984995 0.981237 0.980057 
^Reactor operating conditions were a target plasma ion density of 10^^ m an 
21 -3 -1 
Injection rate of 10' m s at 180 keV; an operating time of 1 s ; and Injection, direct 
conversion and thermal recovery efficiencies of 0.8, 0.6 and 0.4, respectively. 
^Beaman (40) trial H using the ELS model and the above operating conditions. 
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Table 5.15. Required reaction rates per injection rate for infinite 
geometry breakeven 
Target T^ Required Calculated Ratio 
species reaction reaction calculated 
rate rate required 
Tritium 0.1^ 0,026 6.76 X  10-5 2.6 X  10 3 
1.0 0.046 1.56 X  10-3 3.4 X  10-2 
10.0 0.120 1 . 9 9  x  lO"^ 1.7 X  lO"^ 
Helium—3 3.0 0.429 1.22 X  10-3 2.8 X  10-3 
10.0 0.769 4.88 X  10-3 6.3 X  10-3 
50.0 1.91^ 1.20 X  10-3 
• 100.0 3 . 2 1 ^  1.21 X  10-3 
Deuterium 3.0 0.101 4 . 6 8  X  10-4 4.6 X 10-3 
10.0 0.148 1.99 X 10-3 1.3 X 10"^ 
50.0 0.344 4.98 X 10-3 1.4 X lO'Z 
100.0 0.567 4.84 X 10-3 8.5 X 10-3 
^Beaman (40) trial H using the ELS model and reactor operating 
22 -3 
conditions of target ion density 10 m ; injection rate 
10^^ m 3 s ^ at 180 keV; operating time 1 s ; and injection, direct 
conversion and thermal efficiencies of 0.8, 0.6 and 0.4, 
respectively. 
reaction rate greater than the injection rate. 
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A comparison of Tables 5-6 and 5-9 shows a reduction in 
bremsstrahlung losses by switching from the helium-3 plasma to 
deuterium but also at the cost of the reaction rate. As previously 
mentioned, the lower reaction rates were closer to those required 
for breakeven. 
The slowing down times correspond to the energy balance 
3 
calculations of the preceding tables. In general, for the D- He 
cases, the slowing down times were sufficiently small for the injected 
particles and the fusion produced alpha particles to avoid any 
significant errors due to the energy balance formulation for the 
distribution of fast particle energies. However, the proton did 
experience significantly larger slowing down times, especially in the 
deuteron plasma at high temperatures. The switch from a helium-3 
plasma to a deuteron plasma lowered the bremsstrahlung contribution 
over the same time inter^i-al but would require longer operating times 
to allow the protons to slow completely. Tables 5.16 and 5.17 show 
the slowing down times calculated by Equations 2.51 and 2.53. As can 
be seen, the analytical expressions were not very close to the results 
of the numerical integration method with the expressions of Husseiny 
and Forsen (60) generally closer. 
The results shown in Tables 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14 represent a more 
3 
extensive investigation of the D-T reactor case than the D- He cases. 
This was primarily caused by the desire to compare results with 
Beaman (40). The operating conditions for comparison were dictated 
by the amount of information available in Beaman (40) concerning his 
Table 5.16. Calculated slowing down times, 
plasma 
Fast Spltzer (47) 
particle Equation 2.51 
species 
(keV) (s) 
3.0 Deuteron 0.6837 x 10 ^ 
Alpha 0.2683 x 10~^ 
Proton 0,7153 
10.0 Deuteron 0.6318 x 10 ^ 
Alpha 0.2432 x 10~^ 
Proton 0.6455 
50.0 Deuteron 0.5946 x 10 ^ 
Alpha 0.2197 x 10~' 
Proton 0.5769 
100.0 Deuteron 0.5920 x 10 ^ 
Alpha 0.2129 x 10~^ 
Proton 0.5559 
Equations 2.51 and 2.53, for the hellum-3 target 
Ratio Husselny and Ratio 
Spltzer (47) Forsen (60) Husselny and 
energy balance Equation 2,53 Forsen (60) 
(s) energy balance 
11. 0.4626 X 10~^ 7.5 
51. 0.1214 X 10~^ 23. 
680 0.7532 720 
3.3 0.4485 X lO"^ 2.3 
13. 0.1178 X ]0~^ 6.1 
150 0,7319 170 
1.5 0.4109 X lO"^ 1.0 
3.2 0.1130 X lo"^ 1.6 
19. 0.7049 24. 
1.4 0.3788 X lO"^ 0.92 
2.3 0.1108 X lO"^ 1.2 
8.6 0.6936 11. 
Table 5.17. Calculated slowing down times, Equations 2.51 and 2.53, for the deuterium target 
plasma 
(keV) 
Fas t 
particle 
species 
Spltzer (47) 
Equation 2.51 
(s) 
Ratio 
Spitzer (47) 
energy balance 
Hiisseiny and 
Forsen (60) 
Equation 2.53 
(s) 
Ratio 
Husselny and 
Forsen (60) 
energy balance 
3.0 
10.0 
50.0 
100.0 
He Hum-3 
Alpha 
Proton 
He Hum-3 
Alpha 
Proton 
Helium-3 
Alpha 
Proton 
He11urn-3 
Alpha 
Proton 
0.5545 X K) 
0.7988 X 10 
2.439 
0.5074 X 10 
0.7244 X lO" 
2 . 2 0 8  
0.4668 X lo" 
0.6513 X 10 
1.972 
0.4747 X lO' 
0.6282 X 10 
1.893 
- 1  
- 2  
- 1  
- 1  
13. 
72. 
1200 
4.1 
17. 
250 
2 . 1  
3.9 
31. 
2 .  1  
2.7 
14. 
0.2461 X 10 
0.3171 X 10 
1.957 
0.2388 X 10 
0.3081 X 10 
1.903 
0.2190 X 10 
0,2959 X 10 
1.835 
0.2020 X 10 
0.2901 X 10 
1.806 
-2 
- 1  
- 2  
- 1  
- 2  
- 1  
- 2  
- 1  
5.6 
29. 
950 
1.9 
7.4 
220 
0.98 
1 . 8  
29. 
0.89 
1 . 2  
13. 
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program input parameters. Sufficient information was found only for 
his trial H, a tritium plasma at 0.1 keV where the total number of 
injected particles equaled the target density and all efficiencies 
were set equal to 0.99. The case marked by the superscript b 
duplicated Beaman's (40) results for trial H except the mass of the 
deuteron was correctly converted from units amu to kg. In the case 
superscripted by c the slowing down number density model of Husseiny, 
Sabri and Harris (65) was replaced by the ELS model and the 
bremsstrahlung radiation expressions were replaced by Equations 3.33 
and 3.36. The case superscripted by d additionally included the 
reduction of the injection rate by an order of magnitude. The last 
calculation for the 0.1 keV plasma, superscript e, further included 
the replacement of the excessively high efficiencies with 0.80, 0.60 
and 0.40 for the injection, direct conversion and thermal recovery 
efficiencies, respectively. The last two cases were similar to the 
case superscripted e and follow the general pattern of investigation 
3 
used in the D- He cases-
3 
As was seen in the D- He cases, the D—T case studies had such low 
reaction rates that the energy balance consisted primarily of 
recovering the energy costs, left hand side terms in Equation 3.1. The 
energy deposition by fusion products was roughly two orders of 
magnitude lower than the energy costs of the reactor operation, 
insufficient to overcome the losses due to the estimated efficiencies 
of the recovery and injection systems. Slowing down times were much 
3 
more satisfactory than for the D— He cases but this was due to the 
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absense of the proton. A comparison of the energy balance slowing 
down times with those of Spitzer (47) and Husseiny and Forsen (60) 
is shown in Table 5-18. As in the helium and deuterium plasmas, the 
results of the analytical expressions for slowing down times in the 
tritium plasma were not very close to the results of the numerical 
integration of the relaxation rate formulae of Honda (81) from 
injection to cutoff energies. 
Table 5.18. Calculated slowing down times, lîquatlons 2.51 and 2.53, for the tritium target 
plasma 
?! Fast Spltzer (47) Ratio Hutiselny and Ratio 
particle Equation 2,51 Spltzer (47) Forsen (60) Husseiny and 
species energy balance Equation 2.53 Forsen (60) 
(keV) (s) (s) energy balance 
0.1® Deuteron 0.6022 X 10-2 470 0.3275 X lO'^ 250 
Alpha 0.1371 5700 0.4735 X 10~^ 2000 
1.0 Deuteron 0.4724 X 18. 0.3073 X lO"^ 11. 
Alpha 0.1050 320 
-1 
0.4465 X 10 140 
10.0 Deuteron 0.3997 X lO"^ 1.9 0.2896 X lO"^ 1.4 
Alpha 0.8571 X 10"' 19. 0.4224 X lO"^ 9.1 
^Corresponds to case "e" In Table 5.12. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 
A. Relaxation Rates 
The comparison of relaxation rates was originally to include 
George et al. (83) and Hamada, Nakamura and George (84) as reference 
datum against Spitzer (47), Husseiny and Sabri (61), and Honda (81). 
In the process of evaluating the formulae it became obvious that the 
analysis of the George et al, (83) and Hamada, Nakamura and George (84) 
formulae would be too cumbersome requiring too much computational 
effort to be a candidate for the ELS number density model and the 
energy balance. The computation time required would have been 
prohibitive. Hence, the formulae by George et al. (83) and Hamada, 
Nakamura and George (84) were not fully analyzed. 
The formulae of Spitzer (47), Husseiny and Sabri (61), and 
Honda (81) produced values relatively close to each other. The results 
of Husseiny and Sabri (61) were usually smaller than the results of 
the other two theories. This can be attributed to the low rates of 
transfer of energy to plasma electron? by Equation 13.2. A? the plasma 
temperature increased, these effects appeared to become less important 
since the differences between the Husseiny and Sabri (61) results and 
those of the other two theories essentially vanished. Because of 
these results, it would seem that any low plasma temperature study 
using the Spitzer (47) formulae may significantly underestimate the 
effects of fast particle relaxation. The unified theory formulae were 
preferred to the binary collision formulae at all energies. 
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There is the argument of the Fokker—Planck theory, represented 
by Spitzer (47), against Boltzmann theory, represented by Husseiny 
and Sabri (61). These two theories showed greatest disagreement at 
the lower plasma temperatures. The Boltzmann results were generally 
smaller than the Fokker-Planck results. This can be attributed to 
the relatively insignificant plasma electron contribution to the 
relaxation rate of Husseiny and Sabri (61) . The transfer of fast 
particle energy to electrons as modeled by Husseiny and Sabri (61) 
was generally found to be an order of magnitude less than that found 
by the model of Spitzer (47). However, as stated in Section IV, the 
formulation of Spitzer (47) was frequently not valid because the 
Coulomb logarithm. Equations 2.7 and 2.10, was significantly less 
than the square of the ratio of the fast particle to target particle 
thermal velocities as defined by Equation 2.9. Spitzer (47) has • 
stated that when this happens the neglected "nondomlnant" terms of 
Chandrasekhar (48,49) may no longer be insignificant. The relative 
closeness of the Fokker-Planck theory to the unified theory at the low 
plasma temperatures where the problems with Spitzer's (47) formulation 
occur complicates the picture. A similar closeness between the 
unified theory and that of the binary collision theory of Sivukhin 
(137), the same as Spitzer (47), was exhibited in the results of 
Choi and Hsiao (138). Choi and Hsiao (138) used the nonqnantum 
mechanical expressions of Perkins (87). Their results can only be 
compared in terms of general agreement between the two theories since 
none of the cases can be compared to those in this study. Based upon 
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the results in Section V, it would appear that the Fokker—Planck 
formulation may be preferred at high plasma temperatures over the 
Boltzmann approach and conversely at low plasma temperatures. 
B. Slowing Down Number Densities 
One of the reasons for this study was to determine the viability 
of the ELS model in formulating an expression for the asymptotic 
slowing down number density for test particles. It was shown in 
Section V that the ELS formulation has the same general form as those 
of the Fokker-Planck and Boltzmann approaches and can be considered 
a viable alternate to these theories. The simplicity and relative ease 
of computation of the ELS further enhance the usefulness of the concept. 
This leads one to prefer the "best" formulation of the relaxation rate 
to find the "best" number density. The ELS was then combined with 
the unified theory to present what should have been the best number 
density model. Results of the numerical comparison showed the ELS 
estimates to be close to those of the Fokker-Planck approach (89) at 
low plasma temperatuers. Because of the results of the analytical and 
numerical comparisons, the ELS must be considered a viable alternate 
model for the asymptotic slowing down number density. Its ability 
to include geometry effects should make it a desirable choice. 
An important question to be answered by this study was how much 
were Beaman's (40) results in error due to his improper slowing down 
number density? The results of the comparison between number densities 
shown in the previous chapter were very surprising- It was believed 
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originally, before computations were done, that Seaman (40) had made 
an error of magnitude 5500 because of his inclusion of energy transfer 
to plasma electrons in a formula which was derived in the absence of 
the effects of plasma electrons. However, numerical results proved 
his incorrect number density to be relatively close to the results 
of Cordey and Core (89), Husseiny, Sabri and Harris (69), and the ELS 
formulary. Elimination of the electron contribution in the formula 
used by Seaman (40) produced an excessively over optimistic estimate 
of the slowing down number density. The net results was that the 
expected benefit of correcting Seaman's (40) number density did not 
materialize. The formula used by Seaman (40) was incorrect but the. 
values computed were not sufficiently different than those of correct 
formulae to significantly alter his results. This did not foretell 
promising results from the energy balance calculations. 
C. Breakeven 
The unfortunate conclusion to be drawn from the energy balance 
results presented in the preceding chapter is that the target plasma 
concept as envisioned in the Introduction cannot reach breakeven 
because the physics of the situation prevent such. The reaction rates 
were insufficient to allow breakeven in the infinite geometry case 
thereby condemning the finite geometry case. The energy balance 
results indicated that the primary energy flow would simply be the 
recovery of the injection energy and the bremsstrahlung energy. The 
discussion that follows will examine the energy balance and study 
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results to determine the possibility of changing operating conditions 
to achieve breakeven. 
The leading culprit for the inability of the target plasma to 
reach breakeven seemed to be the low reaction rates. At first it was 
believed that correcting the slowing down number density of Beaman (40) 
would enhance the reaction rate sufficient to reach breakeven but 
this did not happen because the inappropriate number density was 
found not to be that much different in magnitude than more appropriate 
formulae. Typical values of the asymptotic slowing down number 
density for an infinite geometry were 10^^ — 10^^ ions/m^/keV for an 
21 3 injection rate of 10 particles/m /sec. Maxwellian distributions 
at these energies would be two orders of magnitude larger, on the 
order of 10^^. To reach breakeven, reaction rates must increase by 
one to three orders of magnitude, the greater at higher plasma 
temperatures due to the large bremsstrahlung losses. The low reaction 
rates did not, of course, violate the ELS assumption that the slowing 
down density flux could be represented by a constant in Equation 3.2. 
Can the reaction rate be increased? The probability of fusion, 
the fusion cross section, has been enhanced to its limit in this study 
by the introduction of the floppier broadened cross section and 
polarization enhancement. Physics precludes any improvement here. 
What appears to be a simple solution is not: increase the target 
number density. The reason this will have no significant effect is 
that the asymptotic slowing down number density is inversely 
proportional to the relaxation rate which is directly proportional to 
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the target ion density. In combination, the target density and the 
slowing down number density essentially negate any effect of changing 
the number density. Increasing the energy of the incoming particle 
to increase the velocity will not help either since the fusion cross 
section will decrease at energies above the injected energy used here. 
Another problem with increasing the injection energy is the cost of 
injection which would be effected by a likely decreased efficiency of 
the injection system. Additionally, bremsstrahlung losses by the 
injected electrons may become significant. Increasing the injection 
rate to increase the number density would violate the pencil beam 
assumption and a thermonuclear reactor, which has been shown to be 
feasible at high plasma temperatures (7), would appear to be a better 
replacement. 
Now the question seems to be, can changes be made in the 
operating conditions to favorably change the energy balance results? 
It has already been shown that using a deuteron target plasma in place 
of a helium^3 plasma is a favorable change since the reduction in 
bremsstrahlung losses overshadowed the decrease in reaction rate. 
However, the net effect was insufficient. Beaman (40) proposed 
increasing the reactor operating time, t^^. This appears to be of 
little value since it merely reduces the contribution of the initial 
plasma energy which was found to be relatively small in the first 
place. Since the slowing down times of the fast particles were, in 
general, much smaller than the operating times it can be concluded 
that no additional energy can be wrung from slowing down collisions. 
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Equations 2.51 and 2.53 gave very poor results compared to the numerical 
integration of the unified theory relaxation rates- The most reasonable 
change in operating conditions to enhance the energy balance would be 
to lower the electron temperature. This does not seem to be physically 
possible (23). Even if this could be possible, examination of the 
energy balance results in the previous chapter shows no reduction in 
T^ would be sufficient and the cost of injection, up to 70% of the 
injection energy, to be greater than the energy recovered from the 
fusion products suggesting that the only solution to this problem 
involves the enhancement of the reaction rate. 
Two possible ways to enhance the reaction rate are to include the 
buildup of the injected particles and modification of the target 
reactor concept. Including reactions between thermalized injected 
particles and fast particles is unlikely to be of much benefit 
considering the low number densities required to remain within the 
limits of the pencil beam assumption. A better alternative may be to 
combine the injection of fast particles with a thermonuclear reactor 
to lower the breakeven temperature and at the same time provide a 
source of energy to heat the plasma to breakeven temperatures. This 
reactor configuration was shown to be better than the thermonuclear 
design for D—T by Furth and Jassby (11) . Future suggested work would 
be to combine fast particle injection with a thermonuclear reactor to 
determine the merits of expending injection energies to lower 
breakeven temperatures. 
There was one interesting result from the energy balance study. 
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A high temperature D->- He target reactor will not work because the 
bremsstrahlung losses became too large for any possible reaction rate 
to overcome. The high temperature plasmas showed a decreasing reaction 
rate with plasma temperature. Elevating the plasma temperature from 
50 keV to 100 keV resulted in a loss in reaction rate. 
Previous energy balance calculations (8,9,11-17) for two 
component target reactors have shown encouraging results. Why then 
did this study show discouraging results? These previous energy 
balance studies, briefly discussed in Appendix B, were not as detailed 
as this one. This was the reason Seaman (40) chose to derive his own 
energy balance. Some of these studies chose to ignore bremsstrahlung 
radiation losses (8,9,12-14,17) and assumed they could be compensated 
by some other means. As can be seen from this study, the energy lost 
due to the thermal conversion of bremsstrahlung radiation is the 
largest component of the recovered energies. These studies simply 
chose to equate the beam produced fusion energies to those energies 
lost when recovering the beam energy. Furth and Jassby (11) included 
thermonuclear reactions in their study. Husseiny and Sabri (15) and 
Hasseiny and Forsen (16) chose to calculate their reaction rate based 
upon the injection energy only and the total number of injected ions; 
they did not include any slowing down effects or Doppler broadening. 
Stated in other words, the study by Beaman (40) and this study are 
the only studies to accurately look at the two component target 
reactor without the benefit of thermonuclear reactions. 
Additional future work is suggested by the loose ends of this 
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study. The ELS has yet to be examined for finite geometries. OSMAC 
has yet to be experimentally operated to determine which leakage rate 
theory it "obeys." Actual plasma parameters of an operating OSMAC 
well should be determined. 
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VIII. APPENDIX A: PROPULSION 
Long distance interplanetary travel has always been impossible 
for current chemical high thrust rocket engines. The problem has been 
very low specific impulse. Other so called type one systems, solid 
and gas core nuclear fission systems and nuclear pulse systems, have 
the same problem. Research efforts resulted in a second type of 
engine system which is limited by specific mass. Minimum specific 
mass values reviewed by Moeckel (139) demonstrated the near order of 
magnitude improvement of thermonuclear fusion systems over nuclear 
fission and solar electric. In addition to the specific mass problem 
of fusion propulsion systems, is the problem of optimizing the jet 
exhaust" velocity to the specific interplanetary mission. Optimum 
exhaust velocities are expected to range from tens of kilometers per 
second to hundreds of kilometers per second (140), In spite of these 
two problems, fusion propulsion seems to promise better performance 
over high thrust systems which are not competitive for long distance 
travel and over solar and fission electric systems due to the 
necessary large photovoltaic arrays and thermal radiators. The popular 
3 
D- He reactor system will result in large weight savings due to the 
low neutron flux. 
Two possible approaches to fusion propulsion systems are a 
fusion-electric system and a direct fusion rocket (140), In the 
electric system the charged particles are converted to electricity as 
would be done for ground based power plants. The resulting high 
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voltage power would be used to accelerate a propellant to the optimum 
velocity. A direct fusion rocket accelerates propellant through 
collisions between the cold propellant and the hot plasma leaking 
from the reactor. The heated propellant is then expanded in a magnetic 
nozzle to produce thrust. A study of the ionization occurring in the 
first concept was done by Miller and Miley (141) for a D-T mirror 
reactor. Their results showed approximately 1% ionization. Englert 
(142), Hilton (143), Hilton, Luce and Thompson (144) and Englert (145) 
performed studies on direct fusion rocket systems using mirror 
geometries. These studies found it possible to develop 150 lb of 
thrust with a specific impulse of 5000 s when adding "cold" hydrogen 
propellent. In addition to the mirror reactor, the bumpy torus reactor 
has been proposed with preferential leakage between two coils. The 
possibility of lower diffusion losses makes this design appear 
attractive over the mirror. 
Roth, Rayle and Reinmann (140) found mirror confinement geometries 
to have unacceptably large specific mass values. They also objected 
to pulsed reactors because of the large energy storage required for 
triggering the fusion reaction. They proposed that only self-
sustaining systems are viable, discounting the viability of those 
systems requiring steady injection of energetic fuel into the plasma. 
Fusion propulsion systems will be required to perform in such a 
manner as to provide jet power on the order of 50 to 1000 Mw (140). 
To provide this power cyclotron radiation will have to be reflected 
and reabsorbed in the plasma. Efficient systems for removing high 
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energy charged particles and for forming them into a unidirectional 
beam must be found. Also, an efficient means of transferring energy 
from the hot charged particles to the propellant is a must. Englert 
(145) found a maximum overall efficiency of 0.25 for energy transfer 
and acceleration of the propellant. 
In his first study, Englert (142) examined the possibility of 
using a mirror confinement reactor with either deuterium and tritium 
as fuel or deuterium and helium-3. He assumed a cylindrical plasma 
wherein the bremsstrahlung losses were recovered thermally in the 
hydrogen propellant. Additionally, T^. For 6 > 0.1 the 
bremsstrahlung and cyclotron loses prevented a self-sustaining 
reaction for the D-T plasma except at 6 = 1. Reactors of the size 
studied here for 6=1 will reabsorb 95% of the cyclotron radiation 
and this was the deciding factor. With cyclotron radiation reabsorbed, 
3 
all D- He configurations, S = 0.1 to 1, were self-sustaining, although 
bremsstrahlung was a problem for the magnetic coils. He introduced 
shielding with hydrogen propellant cooling. Englert (142) concluded 
that a D-T system had no advantage over a fission electric engine but 
3 
a D— He plasma showed substantial gain. The primary shield, for 
neutrons, could not be cooled by hydrogen propellant but a secondary 
3 
shield could. A reasonably sized radiator was possible for the D- He 
3 
reactor. The D— He concept offered the possibility of a thrust to 
— 3 4 
weight ratio greater than 10 for a specific impulse of 10 s. 
Hilton (143) performed a crude optimization for a 25 Mw exhaust 
jet which was proposed by Hilton, Luce and Thompson (144). A mirror 
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confined D- He plasma reactor was used. The plasma was assumed 
confined long enough to be thermalized. An energy balance was 
written with the net power available for energy transfer to the 
hydrogen propellant equal to the difference between the total power 
released in the reacting volume and the losses due to bremsstrahlung 
and cyclotron radiation. An ambipolar potential was assumed strong 
enough to equate ion and electron exhaust velocities. Results from 
a Boltzmann approach for a Maxwellian plasma (127) showed the average 
energy of an ion escaping out a cusp to be T/2 instead of 3T/2, also 
contrary to Kaye (103) at 5T/2. Unequal electron and ion temperatures 
were assumed since all major plasma energy loss mechanisms removed 
energy from only the electrons. The ambipolar potential was believed 
to result in preferential escape for fast electrons and slow ions 
giving a I\/T^ ratio greater than unity. The electron temperature 
was found by equating bremsstrahlung and cyclotron losses to the rate 
of energy transfer from ions to electrons. Specific motor weights 
were near or below 1 Ib/kw for S = 1. Without the addition of 
4 5 
hydrogen propellant specific impulses ranged from 8x10 s to 4.7x10 s. 
By adding hydrogen propellant the specific impulse reduced to 5000 s 
and the thrust increased to 150 lb. 
Steady state operating parameters were calculated by Reinmann and 
3 
Rayle (44) for a D- He reactor. Geometrical effects of a cylindrical 
plasma were included. The energy balances for this study are 
described in Section II. Any effects that reaction products may have 
on plasma pressure and radiative losses were ignored. D—D reactions 
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were ignored since preliminary work had shown that D—D reaction energy 
3 
accounted for less the 5% of the D- He reaction energy. In cases of 
energetic ion injection, the D-D reaction was ignored because for the 
low plasma temperatures involved, less than 20 keV, fusion power 
became insignificant compared to injection power. A 50-50% mixture of 
deuterium and helium-3 was assumed. Energy relaxation rates are 
discussed in Section II. 
Of primary importance was the distribution of energy among the 
various loss mechanisms, i.e., bremsstrahlung radiation, cyclotron 
radiation, escaping electrons and escaping ions. Since the effect of 
any ambipolar potential was neglected, the results of the study showed 
escaping electrons with a disproportionate share of the fusion energy. 
The authors suggested that should 40% of the electron energy be 
transferred to the escaping ions due to the ambipolar potential, a 
3 
D- He reactor without fast ion injection must operate between 40 and 
70 keV. When the authors enhanced the fast ion heating rate of the 
plasma ions by three orders of magnitude, they found 47% of the 
energy lost was with the escaping ions. 
Energetic ion injection was found to be noncompetitive in the 
steady state thermonuclear regime because of the required increase in 
system mass. Injection results did show operating points at high nx 
and low ion temperature and at low nr and high ion temperature. At 
reactor temperatures and plasma densities involved cyclotron 
radiation was assumed to have been completely absorbed. Bremsstrahlung 
radiation was found to distort the electron energy distribution by 
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reducing the number of high energy electrons. 
Englert (145) presented the results of an analytical study of 
the transfer of energy from a high energy beam of light ions to a 
hydrogen propellant. The ions were conceived to flow through the 
3 
weaker magnetic field of a D- He mirror reactor (142) and emerge as 
a monoenergetic unidirectional beam. Hydrogen propellant was initially 
heated in a high temperature first wall. The flow of hydrogen 
propellant was assumed choked at the point of injection. The hydrogen 
was confined to a slender region bounded by an axisymmetric tube of 
magnetic field lines about the axis of the magnetic field coil. A 
physical wall matching magnetic field lines was introduced just aft 
of the point of propellant injection to contain neutrals until 
sufficient energy transfer had occurred for adiabatic expansion to 
develop thrust. 
A parametric study was performed over a range of magnet sizes and 
field strengths, energy and cross sectional areas of the beam, and 
hydrogen propellant flow rates. This one dimensional analysis assumed 
uniform flow properties across any surface normal to the flow direction. 
Beam flow was initially along the magnetic field lines. Due to the 
ease with which can pick up an electron, the beam from the 
reactor was assumed composed of singly charged and neutral particles, 
each species remaining unidirectional and acting as an average particle 
without any spread in the energy distribution as the beam slowed down. 
Charge exchange losses were neglected. 
During the slowing down of reactor charged particles in the much 
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denser hydrogen propellent, the ambipolar potential was assumed 
sufficient to fully couple plasma ions and electrons. The rate of 
relaxation for the beam ions was that of Gryzinski (146), classical 
binary collision theory. Ionization was to be driven by beam ions 
and free electrons. Beam energy was transferred to free electrons. 
Energy was then transferred to propellent ions and neutrals through 
changes in momentum caused by frictional forces between propellant 
species and by the electrostatic potential. Charge exchange effects 
were neglected even though this phenomenon could aid in the 
acceleration of neutrals. 
Conservation equations for each species were derived. The 
electrostatic potential between the propellant charged species and 
the frictional force between propellant ions and neutrals were 
assumed effective to the point where all propellant species moved at 
the same velocity. Prior to its use, preliminary results showed this 
to be a valid assumption. Diffusion across the magnetic field lines 
was neglected so that the axial magnetic field strength was inversely 
proportional to the magnetic flux tube flow area. All fusion reaction 
products were assumed to have lost their energies to the fuel particles 
and because of small densities were then ignored. 
A major assumption used in the momentum equation for the free 
electrons was the use of the total scattering cross section for the 
momentum transfer cross section. This was a result of the use of a 
"hard sphere" (145) model for neutrals. A constant value was used for 
the cross section. This value was read from a curve in Figure 1.5 of 
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Brown (147). The curve in the figure, however, is only valid for the 
range of energies from 9 to 49 eV. Englert (145) assumed the average 
value of the curve valid in the keV range even though the figure, and 
text, describes a decreasing function of energy. 
Ionization and energy transfer was found to be most rapid near 
the injection point of the propellant due to high propellant density 
and large energy differences between beam and propellant species. 
Beyond a distance of one magnet diameter downstream of the injection 
point very little energy transfer occurred and the fractional ionization 
remained essentially constant. Acceleration occurred for two more 
magnet diameters due to the expanding magnetic field lines and the 
energy of the propellant electrons. 
An increase in the radius of the magnet resulted in greater energy 
transfer from the beam ions since the magnetic field strength decreased 
at a slower rate thereby causing a slower decrease in the hydrogen 
density. Another result was less acceleration near the injection 
point but a much longer acceleration distance. The net result was a 
gain in propellant velocity at large distances from the injection 
point. 
Thrust and specific impulse were found to vary directly with 
magnet diameter and to vary directly (thrust) and inversely (specific 
impulse) with hydrogen flow rate. The maximum overall efficiency of 
the energy transfer and acceleration process was calculated to be 0.25. 
At low hydrogen flow rates, small energy transfer occurred and at high 
flow rates energy was lost due to the ionization of the propellant. 
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IX. APPENDIX B: PREVIOUS ENERGY BALANCE REVIEW 
The Culham Laboratory group, reference 3 of Beaman (40), energy 
balance was 
3  n .  T , + P t  =  n  E  ( y n , ^  < a v >  E  t  +  3  n .  T ,  
1 1  b o p  4 i  f a  o p  1 1  
+ P^ t ) (9.1) 
b op 
This plasma energy balance allowed heating by injecting fuel at 
energy 3n^T^ and by makeup energy for bremsstrahlung radiation losses, 
^b^op* plasma species were of the same temperature and the ions 
of the same density. The only slowing down was of alpha particles from 
the fusion reactions of the D-T mixture. Cyclotron losses were 
ignored as would be the case for a g = 1 plasma. As will be the case 
in subsequent energy balances, the ions were assumed to be in thermal 
Maxwellian equilibrium despite the monoenergetic injection of fuel. 
All fusion reactions were to occur at thermal energies and the 
probability was represented by the Maxwellian averaged fusion reaction 
rate; E^ representing the alpha particle energy per fusion. Energy 
was recovered at an efficiency n with the fraction £ recycled for 
injection. All injected neutral atoms were assumed completely ionized 
and captured. This equation was not for steady state conditions but 
represented the total energy flow for a pulsed operation. 
A more detailed energy balance for a pulsed operation of an 
infinite reactor was formulated by Husseiny and Sabri, reference 10 of 
Beaman (40). The formulation was 
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i "h "h + 2?:' + *6 =d + ^  ' op 
3 _  ,  m  \  r  _  n  ,  _  _  _  _ d  
in] op = ^dc 2 "h (^h + + *d Gd + '^dc Go *d *h * ^ 
+ '"^th ^b %p (9-2) 
This balance was for deuterium ions injected into a helium-3 target 
plasma. The authors found the lawson criterion can be relaxed due to 
the fusion reactions occurring as the fast ions completely thermalized. 
The number density of the injected beam represented the total quantity 
of deuterium ions injected during the operation time t^^ and may be 
viewed as an impulse of injected ions at the beginning of the operation 
time with instantaneous thermalization. This is obvious from the term 
containing ovt^^. An overestimation of alpha particle heating occurs 
due to such rapid thermalization and the use of the injection velocity 
v^^j for the time dependent relative velocity. 
They included fusion during the slowing down of the injected ions, 
represented by the beam multiplication factor F^. The energy 
multiplication factor has been defined as the ratio of the fusion 
energy released to the initial beam energy. They have also accounted 
for the possibility of alternative energy conversion systems by the 
use of two separate recovery efficiencies. Note also the use of 
separate ion and electron temperatures. 
Target reactors as beam amplification systems were conceived with 
the hopes of relaxing the Lawson criterion since relative velocities 
are increased and possibly, the necessary particle confinement time 
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would be less than for thermal reactions. Examples of this approach 
were found in papers by Bathke, Towner and Miley (8); Dawson, Furth 
and Tenney (9); and Furth and Jassby (11). The condition for net 
electrical power generation established by Dawson, Furth and Tenney 
(9) was 
^f ^ fp ^ ^ inj ~ ^ inj) (9-3) 
If the recovered fusion energy is greater than the cost of 
injection, there will be a net production of electricity. 
For simplicity, Dawson, Furth and Tenney (9) neglected thermal 
fusion reactions, the favorable effects of fusion product energy 
deposition within the plasma, and energetic ion losses. Radiation 
losses were indirectly recovered through the recovery of the plasma 
energy. Injection efficiency was assumed to be very high. As in all 
previous balances, ionization was complete. Thermalization was 
complete with negligible losses due to absorption. The fusion 
probability, P^, was found from a time integrated ratio of fusion and 
total cross section curves. 
In their D-T example with toroidal confinement, Dawson, Furth and 
Tenney (9) found they needed separate Lawson criteria for beam and 
target ions, both less than the standard thermonuclear Lawson criterion 
(up to two or three orders of magnitude less for the injected species). 
The electron temperature was assumed to be much greater than the ion 
temperature. 
Bathke, Towner and Miley (8) carried the analysis by Dawson, 
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Furth and Tenney (9) further by including the recovery of neutrons and 
the efficiency of injection. Their equation was 
P E- > E. . (9.4) 
f fp inj 
"^f ~ (n + n.) ~ V 
n r 
The authors found that a reactor with a deuterium beam injected into 
a helium-3 target plasma would reach breakeven provided a highly 
efficient (90% or greater) direct conversion system was used. 
The balance used by Furth and Jassby (11) was 
^ PT (^d ^ t 2 T ^ ^b ^  Ë + E ^beam 
beam \ n a 
(9.5) 
where 
3 % 
4- P — E n, n <av>, 
T b a d t f 
^eam = — i (*.6) 
^ Ë + E 
n a 
Fg was the energy multiplication factor of the beam. represented 
the ratio of the electric power out to the injected beam power. 
Breakeven occurs when Qg = 1. Note this balance was for a total 
reactor not just the plasma. 
Furth and Jassby (11) assumed an equal mixture of deuterium and 
tritium with temperatures equal. A global energy confinement time 
was assumed and impurities were neglected. The favorable effects of 
alpha particle heating were included at 100% efficiency. The energy 
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multiplication factor was computed from the ratio of mean energy 
released to injected energy. As opposed to Dawson, Furth and Tenney 
(9), Furth and Jassby (11) computed P^(E^+E^) assuming the fast ion 
confinement time was equal to the plasma energy confinement time, not 
the slowing down time. In both reports, the fusion probability 
factor was calculated using the binary collision approximation with 
truncation of the Coulomb forces to avoid mathematical divergence. 
Plasma heating other than by the reacting beam was ignored. 
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X. APPENDIX C: STELLAR DYNAMICS OF A STAR PASSING 
THROUGH A STAR CLUSTER 
Chandrasekhar (48,49) described the interaction between two stars 
as a conservative stochastic process. He borrowed the concept of 
dynamic friction from the physical theories of Brownian motion. He 
introduced a probability function such that a Fokker-Planck type 
equation resulted after expansion of the function in a Taylor series 
as a function of time and velocity. He required the solution to his 
equation to reduce to a Maxwellian distribution as time approached 
infinity. The inverse of the dynamic friction coefficient was taken 
to be a measure of the time of relaxation of the system. 
To evaluate the time of relaxation, Chandrasekhar (48,49) chose 
to analyze a stellar encounter as a two body problem. From this 
collisional point of view, he generated equations for the velocity 
increments incurred by an impinging star in directions parallel and 
perpendicular to the original direction of motion. The deflection 
angle between the original relative velocity vector and the deflected 
vector was tt - 2k:. 
Once he defined the velocity relaxation time as the ratio of the 
total of the velocity increments to the initial velocity multiplied by 
the total encounter time, he summed all parallel and perpendicular 
velocity increments. The result for the parallel velocity is shown 
in Equation 10.1. A similar equation resulted for Avj^. Because of 
symmetry arguments, for a large number of encounters the perpendicular 
summation equaled zero. The average distance between stars, |d|. was 
< 
mul djr^ - r I 'J  F  -IFVL' I ' * )  1^2 -  ^LL AV| |J  
( 1 0 . 1 )  
where 
-v -> 
I = angle between and 
(f> = azimuthal angle 
00 
w 
0 = angle between the orbital plane and the fundamental plane containing and 
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chosen as the maximum impact parameter since integration to infinity 
would cause logarithmic divergence. After a change of variable, 
1?^ - . " '"i * dK (10.2) 
V COS < 
p 
divergence occurred when < approached n/2, hence, the introduction 
of a cutoff angle. A spherical star cluster distribution which was 
a function of velocity and orientation to the fundamental plane was 
selected. 
Integration of Equation 10.1 over the variables j), [r^-r^j, and 
I was simple due to the aforementioned constraints and variable 
change. Integration over the angle between initial velocity vectors, 
1, was a problem and necessitated an order of magnitude argument. 
Using a change of variable, 
V dv = V V sin \ di (10.3) 
P P i z 
Chandrasekhar (48,49) was left with the unpleasant integral 
(Vg + 
1^1 - Vgl 
ln(l + Y V ) 
- 41 d(v ) (10.4) 
IVi - v^l 
where 
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^ - G(mj'Î m^) 
The second term in Equation 10.4 is part of the "nondominant" terms of 
Chandrasekhar (48,49). This term was neglected in favor of the first 
term. 
Further simplification led to 
ln{l +Y^(v^ + V2)^} = 2 ln{l + t(v^ + (10.6) 
ln{l +Y^(V2 - v^)^} = 2 ln{l + - v^)^} (10.7) 
2 
due to the probable orders of magnitude of the terms + v^) and 
yCvg - v^)^, 10^-10^. He then argued that even though divergence 
would occur when v^ = v^, the terms involving these logarithmic 
approximations were of the form |v^ - v^| ln{Y^(v^ - v^)^} and. 
would predict the correct limiting values. Three expressions for I 
resulted. 
8v^ ln{y(v2^ - v^^)} , v^ < Vg 
I = { 4v^ ln(4 Y v^^) - 8v^ ' ^1 ~ ^ 2 ^0.8) 
8v^ ln{(v^ + - V )} - lôv^, v^ > v^ 
Retaining only the dominant term for star "2" slowing down in the 
star cluster. Equation 10.4 reduced to 
I = 8v^ ln{y(v2^ - v^^)} (,10.9) 
Equation 10.1 was now integrated over |v^{ with a Maxwellian 
velocity distribution for the cluster stars. The result was 
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2 
y^vii = - 4 5^ (m^ + ln{y(v^^ - Vg^)} At {$(Xq) 
^2 
%0 * (*0^^ (10.10) 
where 5^ was defined by a Maxwellian distribution and Xq = being 
a parameter which measured the dispersion of the velocities in the 
system. The coefficient of dynamical friction, 23 Av|| /v^At, was 
equated with the Fokker-Planck coefficient <Av|| > in subsequent work 
by Spitzer (47), 
In his discussion of the effect of stellar encounters on the 
dynamics of a star cluster, Chandrasekhar (48,49) developed equations 
2 2 for Av|| and Avj^ . These quantities when summed and divided by v^At 
became the Fokker-Planck coefficients <AvAv>. The net result was 
2 2 
accomplished by summation of the Avj| and Avj^ changes by a process 
similar to that used previously for Av 
I I  '  
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XI. APPENDIX D: RUTHERFORD CROSS SECTION 
The Rutherford cross section is 
2 
= 1 1  
Z e 
2 Vf Vp 
m 
m + m. 
[4 Singes/2)] 
;2 ' * ^  *D 
( 1 1 . 1 )  
( 1 1 . 2 )  
I V = V - V, 
P f 
In the center of mass system 
(11.3) 
Ô = cos -1 V ' V 
-v 
V  •  V  J  
(11.4) 
where v" represents the velocity of the test particle after collision. 
Equation 11.1 is valid for impacts where the scattering angle, 6, is 
greater than the angle, 6^, corresponding to an impact parameter of 
the order of the Debye screening length, the "classical" cutoff 
angle. 
Kammash and Galbraith (51) derived an approximate expression for 
the entire relative velocity spectrum to include the known asymptotic 
representations 
v2 
Gg(Vp,6) = 
Z  Z _  e  
i2 y v • V 
P P 
sin^(6/2) + 
" S 
(11.5) 
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for Z Zg e^/h jv^j << 1, and Equation 11.1 for Z Z^ e^/h |v^| >> 1. 
A rough approximation to these equations was 
. 2  
sin (6/2) + "Sq (Vp) 
(11.5) 
where 
*O(3P) =  
h/y |VpI , |Vp| » Z Zg e^/h (11.7) 
2 Z Zg e^/u |Vpl « Z Z^ e^/h (11.8) 
Equation 11.7 represented the quantum mechanical cutoff and Equation 
11.8 the classical cutoff. Even though Equations 11.1 and 11.5 are 
different since Equation 11.1 is not valid for 6 < 6^, Kammash and 
Galbraith (51) argued them to be identical to the first order after 
integration over the scattering angle for cases of interest. The 
function ôg(Vp) was chosen to provide the proper form for the limiting 
impact parameters. These two then assumed that the variation of angle 
of the limiting impact parameter went smoothly from one extreme to 
the other. They proposed a linear combination of the two limiting 
forms. 
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Instead, they chose to simply extend the validity of the two limiting 
forms to meet when 
, 2 Z Zf 2 = 
V = (11.10) 
P h 
V 
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XII. APPENDIX E: COMMENTS ON RELAXATION THEORIES 
As can be seen from the previous discussion on the rate of 
relaxation of a test particle, there were two schools of thought 
concerning the appropriate kinetic equation describing the physics of 
relaxation. These two schools have expounded the virtues of the 
Fokker-Planck equation and the Boltzmann collision integral. 
The Boltzmann collision approximation was derived for a 
nonionized gas. Collision effects were assumed to be equivalent to 
those due to strong short range forces. Implicit in this assumption 
was the physical concept that the individual particle spent most of its 
life between interactions where it may be acted upon by external forces 
only. Interactions were assumed extremely short in time and of such 
violence that any influences of external forces were negligible and 
therefore, ignorable in the collision term. This represented a pure 
binary collision theory since density was assumed low to make multiple 
encounters rare and ignorable. The process of binary collision was 
further assumed to be Markovian molecular chaos (57). Interaction 
between an ionized test particle and a neutral target particle can be 
described by the Boltzmann collision term since the effective 
interaction range is short. 
On the other hand, the Fokker—Planck equation, in a generalized 
form, represents a Taylor series expansion in small deflections in 
velocity space. This equation was derived with the assumption that 
small deflections in velocity space were very important; hence, the 
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collision expression is a function of small velocity changes. The 
Fokker-Planck equation was also based on particle interactions of a 
Markovian nature but did not assume only binary collisions. Higher 
order terms, e.g., <AvAvAv>, were ignored by assuming that a shielding 
effect occurs at the Debye radius of a target ion caused by a large 
number of charged particles, > 100 (57), which is, in general, true 
of thermal fusion plasmas thereby making short range effects 
insignificant. 
The most familiar form of the Fokker-Planck equation does not 
include the correlation effects of multiple interactions. This is 
due to the nature of the RMJ (52) approximations for the averaged 
quantities <Av> and <AvAv> and the use of an inverse square force 
between particles, the Rutherford scattering cross section, such as 
Spitzer (47) and Butler and Buckingham (50)- In the derivation of 
their expressions for <Av> and <AvAv>, RMJ (52) used the binary 
collision concept to describe particle interaction. This led 
subsequent researchers to introduce an artificial cutoff angle to 
avoid the divergence of integrals found in the expressions for the 
Fokker-Planck coefficients. Allis and Buchsbaum (63) have argued 
the use of the Rutherford cross section causes the increased accuracy 
gained by the Fokker-Planck formulation to be lost and the proper 
equation to be used is the Boltzmann collision integral. The trouble 
lies in the range of the Coulomb potential, 1/r. Since this range is 
so large, only a very small fraction of the encounters may be 
classified as binary. The net result is the divergence of the 
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collision frequency. It was further argued by Allis and Buchsbaum (63) 
that the binary nature of the Boltzmann equation makes it more 
accurate in this case, 
Allis and Buchsbaum (63) have reported that, to first order, 
interactions between charged particles are distant encounters. Nearby 
ions and electrons intervene in the process and create an effective 
screen about a scattering ion at a distance of the order of the Debye 
length such as found for space—charge sheaths. The Rutherford cross 
section does not include this screening effect but requires the use of 
a cutoff generally chosen as the Debye length to avoid divergence. 
Use of the screened Coulomb potential in the Schroedinger equation 
yields the proper form of the scattering cross section. However, a 
useable exact form has not been found due to the complex nature of the 
result. The commonly used approximation to this complex form is the 
Born approximation. The first Bom approximation then attempts to 
properly describe the collective and binary aspects of the interaction 
between particles with shielded Coulomb potentials. 
Husseiny et al. (55-67,59) have argued that the use of the 
Rutherford cross section in the Fokker-Planck coefficients is invalid 
and justifies the use of the Boltzmann equation because of its 
emphasis on binary collisions. However, the Rutherford cross section 
was inappropriate for binary collisions because of its extremely long 
effective range. The use of the first Born approximation with a 
quantum mechanical cutoff of the deflection angle remedied this 
problem. This approximation changed the nature of the charged particle 
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interaction to one of a charged test particle encountering a neutral 
Debye sphere of radius . Husseiny (70) argued that this description 
of a binary collision is rigorous within the framework of the model 
in which large angle scattering between the particles was neglected. 
The model was said to justify the use of the Boltzmann equation since 
the scattering is highly anisotropic for an encounter between a 
charged particle and a collection of neutral Debye spheres, 
Boltzmann's collision term, which is valid for short range encounters 
with large deflections, was assumed valid for relatively nonshort 
range interactions between a charged particle and an artificial 
neutral particle. 
As stated by Shkarofsky, Johnston and Bachynski (57), the Debye 
length is so much greater than the nearest impact distance that 
virtually all deflections will be small. Additionally, due to the 
relatively large Debye distance being much greater than the 
interparticle distance there must be multiple interactions occurring 
simultaneously. They argued that the binary nature of the Boltzmann 
collision term is thus not retained. This same argument can be used 
against the early work in which Chandrasekhar's (48) stellar dynamics 
results were converted to describe the encounters of charged particles 
(47). Chandrasekhar (48) modeled stellar encounters to consist of a 
single star reacting to two separate forces. One force consisted of 
that from the smoothed out distribution of matter in the stellar 
system. This force was used to determine the unperturbed orbit of the 
star against a single background gravitational potential. The second 
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force was due to chance encounters with completely independent 
individual system stars. Conversion of Chandrasekhar's (48,49) 
results to charged particle applications neglected the strong 
correlative effects between ions because of the use of the binary 
collision cross section. 
Shkarofsky, Johnston and Bachynski (57) surmised that the use of 
the Boltzmann collision term results in the same answer for momentum 
transfer as the Fokker-Planck treatment due to the small perturbational 
nature of the handling of the problem by the two methods of solution. 
Like most perturbations, they can be simply added together as though 
they were a series of random encounters of small deflection in velocity. 
All impact theories have assumed that Av is much smaller than v. This 
assumption led to the truncation of the Fokker-Planck equation. 
The theoretical problems caused by the use of the Rutherford cross 
section in the Fokker-Planck collision terms appeared to be solved by 
the combination of impact theory and wave theory by Hubbard (75) and 
Kihara and Aono (76), Kihara et al. (77) and Kihara (79) with the 
evolution of a fully convergent kinetic equation by Honda (81), May 
(86) and Perkins (87). First efforts at a unified theory (76,77) 
involved the Rutherford cross section. As previously discussed, this 
was found to be an improper model for the interaction between high 
energy charged particles. Kihara (79) found the use of the more 
appropriate screened Coulomb potential led to a very interesting 
result. The screened potential modeled high energy binary collision 
interactions and wave theory collective effects. Quantum mechanical 
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theory yielded the Bom approximation for the scattering cross section 
of a screened Coulomb potential. Kihara and Aono (148) observed that 
using the screened potential in both impact and wave theories yielded 
identical results except for the inclusion of orbital curvature 
effects in the impact theory results. The net result was the conclusion 
the Born approximation included both orbital curvature and collective 
effects when used in place of the classical Rutherford formula. 
Honda (80) noted that the moments 
<Av> <AvAv> 
At ' At ' • • • 
could be expressed in terms of the Born approximation and a correction 
to account for the invalidity of the Born approximation at close 
encounters, low energies, where the planar wave of Born would 
experience significant local distortion. Honda (80) found the close 
encounter radius to be considerably smaller than the screening sphere. 
Because of this, the correction to the Born approximation was found 
by use of the classical Rutherford cross section in impact theory. 
Honda (81) further derived a transition probability function from a 
fully quantum mechanical approach and found his assumption of close 
encounter corrections (80) to be valid. 
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XIII. APPENDIX F: RELAXATION RATES USED PREVIOUSLY 
Husseiny and Forsen (60) and Husseiny and Sabri (61) defined the 
mean energy loss per encounter as the ratio of the second to first 
moments of the elastic scattering kernel. The vth moment of the 
elastic scattering kernel was given by 
n 
" X  
(E - E')^ a (E ^  E") dE-
s ( 1 3 .  1 )  
1 / 2  
With the number of encounters equal to n^cr^(E) (2E/m) , the rates of 
mean energy transfer for energy transfer to plasma electrons when 
mT. < E < mT /m were 
e e 
dE 
dt 
4 n / 2 TT m 
e I e 
3 m I T 
.1/2 
.  2f J L _  3  
e (E, 2 InA^^ - 4 
with 
(13.2) 
™e ^ 
m T 
1 / 2  
< 1 (13.3) 
where 
m T 
4 E  =  1 + ^  (13.4)  
= Z e 
e 4 TT e. (13.5) 
and for energy transfer to plasma ions and electrons when 
mT /m < E < œ 
e e 
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where 
dE 
dt i.e "l.. \ : / -• 
(13.6) 
with 
^m. E 
m T. i.e 
1/2 
> 1 (13.7) 
*2i,e 
m. X (2 m E) 
_ i.e iJ 
(m + m. ) h 
i.e 
1 / 2  
(13.8) 
Ç, 
Z Z. e i.e 
i,e 4 IT e (13.9) 
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XIV. APPENDIX G: PARTICLE TRAPPING 
Prior to the work by Morse (99,100), sheath models did not allow 
any particle trapping. As a result the momentum equations did not 
have any dissipative terms, Haines (19) found that any form of the 
pressure balance equation could yield a nonunique solution. A 
definitive particle distribution in the magnetic field lines would 
determine the particular solution. He chose to consider a planar 
sheath in which the magnetic and electric fields and the particle 
distribution were functions of position across the sheath. There 
existed the possibility of particle orbits which do not return the 
particle to the field free region. This sheath model assumed the 
plasma to exist in a field free region at x = -» and no plasma to 
exist at x = where the magnetic field strength was a maximum. The 
magnetic field was z-dependent only. 
Two constants of motion, the Hamiltonian and the y component of 
the canonical momentum, were used to find the component of particle 
velocity perpendicular to the sheath thickness, v^. Use of this model 
led to the possibility of trapped and untrapped ions and electrons. 
The possibility of trapping was governed by the second term on the 
right hand side in the equation for lateral velocity in the sheath. 
FLÏ -
dt 4x 
M(x) and A^(x) were assumed to increase monitonically with x. As long 
as the term in brackets did not have a maximum for any realizable x 
Ze M(x) + 
2m - ^ A  c -v 
(x) (14.1)  
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there existed the possibility of trapping, (dv^/dt) changing sign. 
2 
should ZePy > 0 and H < p^ /2M. 
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XV. APPENDIX H: RADIO FREQUENCY PLUGGING 
The principal advantage of radio frequency plugging is the 
selectivity of the method, allowing impurities to escape without 
hindrance- Plugging occurs when an electric field at a frequency 
equal to that of the electrostatic ion cyclotron frequency is applied 
perpendicular to the magnetic field. A quasi—potential is built up 
and this provides the plugging action. Small distances between 
electrodes are required to generate a strong r.f, field which can 
bvercome screening effects and penetrate into the plasma. 
The greatest average retarding force in a ring cusp was found to 
occur at a frequency of 1,4 times the ion cyclotron frequency (19), 
Experimental evidence (116) for a helium plasma resulted in a maximum 
reduction in the line cusp flow rate of 90% for a 10 eV plasma. In 
addition to this reduction in losses, plasma heating occurred at the 
electric field frequency attaining ion temperature up to 10 to 15 
times greater than those prior to plugging. Hiroe et al. (115) 
developed expressions for the ion r.f. plugging effectiveness. 0^ ^  . 
0-878 
0^ ^  = 1 - exp ( - 2.17 
-0.449 
(15. 1) 
This result included shielding effects, the space charge potential 
along magnetic force lines from charge neutrality constraints, and 
ion heating effects. 
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XVI. APPENDIX I: THERMAL CONDUCTION 
Haines (19) introduced his review of plasmas in cusp shaped 
magnetic fields by stating that electron thermal conduction may be 
more important than the loss rate of particles along the magnetic 
lines of force. Conduction in this discussion was in reality the 
effusion of electrons back and forth through the cusps. A form of 
temperature gradient was introduced in terms of the temperature 
difference between the wall and the field free plasma. Thermal 
conduction may be important since energy losses out cusps have been 
confined to ions, thus ignoring the contribution of leaking electrons. 
Collisionless theory without a parallel electric field to provide 
charge neutrality in the sheath allowed for different ion and electron 
effusion rates due to thé two cusp half-widths for ions and electrons. 
With the introduction of the electric field the ion flow rate was 
slightly increased and the electron flow rate was greatly reduced. 
Under these conditions plasma electrons may escape and strike the 
first wall causing the emission of cold electrons which accelerate 
into the plasma. At the wall, a Langmuir sheath may develop to form 
a negative potential acting as a thermal insulator by slowing down the 
hot plasma electrons. All of this has been lumped together and called 
"thermal conduction." 
Electron thermal conduction energy flux was defined as the 
product of free electron thermal effusion and a thermal transmission 
factor to reduce the effusion value to account for reduced ion losses. 
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retardation of electron flow due to the parallel electric field, and 
wall sputtering. In the absence of a fully developed sheath, 
extensive magnetic field penetration, and in the collisional limit 
the thermal conduction coefficient of Braginskii (149,150) may be 
used (18). 
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XVII. APPENDIX J: BREMSSTRAHLUNG RADIATION 
The appropriate expression for bremsstrahl'ung radiation in the 
high temperature limit where the de Broglie wavelength, is much 
greater than the 90° impact parameter, b^, 
(%) 
is, per unit volimie, 
1/2 
n. n Z. / 2 V /2 TT T 1 e X / ± 
for ion—electron interactions. Seaman (AO) included an expression for 
electron-electron collisions. It was 
^ (Î I  0.00208 "  
ee \ e / 
+ 0.0009 T ), keV/cm^-s (17.3) 
e 
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XVIII. APPENDIX K: ENERGY BALANCE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
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IMPLICIT REALMS(A-H,K-Z), INTEGER(I,J) 
COMMON MX,MI,ME,TI,TE,ZI,ZX,EO,MFP1,MFP2,ECPl,ECP2,ZFP1,ZFF2,NI 
1,ESQRD,PI,HEAR,KV2JL,VE,BARNS,JPRINT 
COMMON /AC0M1/CSIGF(50,3),EBC(50),SIGF(50),JL,JSIMP 
COMMON /AC0M2/CREPSI(55,3),DIGAM(55),REPSI(55),IDIGAM 
COMMON /AC0M3/ALEXIS,PICT0N,SHIMON,SPY,GADI,BECKER,ANTON,SALIM, 
lYANUKA 
DIMENSION DRATE (300),E1(300),E2(300),EXTRA1(300),EXTRA2(3aO) 
C 
C 
C 
C THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES THE ENERGY BALANCE FOR A PULSE OPERATED 
C INFINITE GEOMETRY TARGET REACTOR. THE EQUATION IT SOLVES IS 
C EQUATION 3. OF THIS DISSERTATION. ONLY ONE TARGET PLASMA ION 
C SPECIES IS ALLOWED. INPUT FOR THIS PROGRAM ARE THE FOLLOWING: 
C (UNITS ARE MKS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED) 
C 
C ELM = LITERALS USED TO INPUT A 40 CHARACTER 
C MESSAGE DESCRIBING THE CASE TO BE SOLVED 
C 
C ANAMEI,BNAMEI = LITERALS USED TO INPUT AN 8 CHARACTER NAME 
C OF THE TARGET ION SPECIES 
C 
C MI = MASS OF THE TARGET PARTICLE (AMU) 
C 
C TI = TEMPERATURE OF THE TARGET PLASMA ION SPECIES 
C (KEV) 
C 
C ZI = CHARGE ON FULLY IONIZED TARGET PLASMA SPECIES 
C 
C NI = NUMBER DENSITY OF TARGET PLASMA SPECIES 
C 
C ANAMEX,BNAMEX = LITERALS USED TO INPUT AN 8 CHARACTER NAME 
C OF THE INJECTED PARTICLE 
C 
C MX = MASS OF THE INJECTED PARTICLE (AMU) 
C 
C EO = INJECTION ENERGY (KEV) 
C 
C ZX = CHARGE ON THE INJECTED PARTICLE 
C 
C THETA = INJECTION RATE PER M**3 
C 
C ANAME1,BNAME1 = LITERALS USED TO INPUT AN 8 CHARACTER NAME 
C OF FUSION PRODUCT SPECIES NUMBER ONE (CANNOT 
C BE A NEUTRAL PARTICLE) 
C MFPl = MASS OF FUSION PRODUCT SPECIES NUMBER ONE 
C (AMU) 
C 
C ECPl = ENERGY OF FUSION PRODUCT SPECIES NUMBER ONE 
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C AT BIRTH (KEV) 
C 
C ZFPl = CHARGE ON FUSION PRODUCT SPECIES NUMBER ONE 
C 
C ANAME2,BNAME2 = LITERALS USED TO INPUT AN 8 CHARACTER NAME OF 
C FUSION PRODUCT SPECIES NUMBER TWO 
C 
C MFP2 = MASS OF FUSION PRODUCT SPECIES NUMBER TWO 
C (AMU) 
C 
C ECP2 = ENERGY OF FUSION PRODUCT SPECIES NUMBER TWO 
C AT BIRTH (KEV) 
C 
C ZFP2 = CHARGE ON FUSION PRODUCT SPECIES NUMBER TWO 
C 
C TE = TARGET PLASMA ELECTRON TEMPERATURE (KEV) 
C 
C ECTOFF = FAST PARTICLE LOWER ENERGY LIMIT ON 
C INTEGRATION OF RELAXATION RATE (KEV) 
C 
C TAU = REACTOR OPERATING PULSE TIME 
C 
C NINJ = INJECTION EFFICIENCY 
C 
C NDC = DIRECT ENERGY CONVERSION EFFICIENCY 
C 
C NTH = THERMAL ENERGY CONVERSION EFFICIENCY 
C 
C DELTAV = INJECTED PARTICLE VELOCITY INCREMENT FOR 
C FUSION REACTION RATE NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
C 
C DELTAT = TIME INCREMENT FOR INJECTED PARTICLE ENERGY 
C RELAXATION RATE NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
C 
C TINCl = TIME INCREMENT FOR FUSION PRODUCT SPECIES 
C NUMBER ONE ENERGY RELAXATION RATE NUMERICAL 
C INTEGRATION 
C 
C TINC2 = TIME INCREMENT FOR FUSION PRODUCT SPECIES 
C NUMBER TWO ENERGY RELAXATION RATE NUMERICAL 
C INTEGRATION 
C 
C JPRINT = DIAGNOSTICS PRINTOUT PARAMETER, INCREASING 
C VALUE MEANS INCREASING VOLUME OF OUTPUT WITH 
C 0 (ZERO) MEANING NO PRINTOUT 
C 
C JDATA = NUMBER OF FUSION CROSS SECTIONS TO BE READ IN 
C 
C EBC = ARRAY CONTAINING ENERGIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE 
C FUSION CROSS SECTIONS (KEV) 
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C 
C SIGF = ARRAY CONTAINING FUSION CROSS SECTIONS 
C (BARNS) 
C 
C JDIGAM = NUMBER OF VALUES OF THE REAL PART OF THE , 
C COMPLEX DIGAMMA (PSI) FUNCTION TO BE READ IN 
C 
C DIGAM = ARRAY CONTAINING THE ARGUMENTS OF THE 
C DIGAMMA (PSI) FUNCTION 
C 
C REPSI = ARRAY CONTAINING THE REAL PART OF THE 
C COMPLEX DIGAMMA (PSI) FUNCTION (TABLE 6.8 
C OF HANDBOOK OF MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS 
C BY ABRAMOWTTZ AND STEGUN, NBS APPLIED MATH. 
C SERIES 55, P. 288, 1964) 
C 
C JSIMP = NUMBER OF SIMPSON RULE INTEGRATION POINTS 
C FOR FUSION ESCAPE PROBABILITY NUMERICAL 
C INTEGRATION 
C 
C JFEP = 0, INCLUDE CALCULATION OF FUSION ESCAPE 
C PROBABILITY 
C  = 1 ,  E X C L U D E  C A L C U L A T I O N  O F  F U S I O N  E S C A P E  
C PROBABILITY 
C 
C 
ME=0.54862D-03 
ZE=1.0D00 
ESQRD=2.30686D-28 
PI=3.1415926D00 
KV2JL=1.6021D-16 
AMU2KG=1.660438D-27 
BARNS=1.OD-28 
C=3.OD+08 
HBAR=1.0545D-34 
READ(5,1) ELMO1,ELM02,ELMOS,ELM04,ELMOS,ELM06,ELM07,ELM08,ELM09, 
lELMlO 
READ(5,2) ANAMEI,BNAMEI,MI,TI,ZI,NI 
2 FORMAT(2A4,2X,3F10.0,D10-3) 
READ(5,2) ANAMEX,BNAMEX,MX,EO,ZX,THETA 
READ(5,2) ANAME1,BNAME1,MFP1,ECP1,ZFP1 
READ(5,2) ANAME2,BNAME2,MFP2,ECP2,ZFP2 
READ(5,4) TE,ECTOFF,TAU 
READ(5,4) NINJ,NDC,NTH 
READ(5,3) DELTAV,DELTAT,TINC1,TINC2 
1 FORMAT(10(2A4)) 
4 FORMAT(8F10.0) 
3 FORMAT(5D15.5) 
100 FORMAT(2I10) 
READ (5,100) JPRINT 
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READ (5,100) JDATA 
JL=JDATA-1 
PRINT 8 
8 FORMAT(IHO/ DOPPLER BROADENED FUSION CROSS SECTIONS',//,5X, 
I'ENERGY',8X,'XSECTION',/,5X,'(KEV)',9X,'(BARNS)',/) 
DO 5 1=1,JDATA 
READ(5,3) EBC(I),SIGF(I) 
5 PRINT 3,EBC(I),SIGF(I) 
CALL ICSCCU(EBC,SIGF,JDATA,CSIGF,50,1ER) 
READ(5,100) JDIGAM 
IDIGAM=JDIGAM-1 
PRINT 9 
9 FORMAT(IHO,' REAL PART OF THE COMPLEX DIGAMMA FUNCTION',//,4X, 
1'ARGUMENT',7X,'RE(PSI)',/) 
DO 6 1=1,JDIGAM 
READ(5,7) DIGAM(I),REPSI(I) 
6 PRINT 7,DIGAM(I),REPSI(I) 
7 FORMAT(2F15.10) 
CALL ICSCCU(DIGAM,REPSI,JDIGAM,CREPSI,55,1ER) 
READ(5,100) JSIMP 
READ(5,100) JFEP 
JZFP2=ZFP2 
NE=ZI-'-NI 
PRINT 9300 
9300 FORMAT(IHl) 
PRINT 1,ELMO1,ELM02,ELM03,ELM04,ELMOS,ELM06 ,ELM07,ELMOS,ELM09, 
lELMlO 
PRINT 9301 
9301 FORMAT(IHO,' ************** SYSTEM INPUT PARAMETERS ****** 
PRINT 9302 
9302 FORMAT(IHO,IX,' PARTICLE',12X,' MASS',4X,' INITIAL',7X,' Z',5X, 
1' NO. DENSITY',/,32X,'ENERGY',/,23X,' (AMU)',4X,' (KEV)',15X, 
2' (PER M**3)',//,2X,' TARGET') 
PRINT 9303,ANAMEI,BNAMEI,MI,TI,ZI,NI,ME,TE,NE 
9303 FORMAT(IH ,'3X,2A4,5X,F10. 3,3X,F10 .1, 7X,F3 .1,5X,D10 .3,/ ,4X, 
1'ELECTRON',9X,D10.3,3X,F6.1,6X,' l.O',5X,D10.3,/) 
PRINT 9304 
9304 FORMAT(IH ,IX,' BEAM') 
PRINT 9305,ANAMEX,BNAMEX,MX,E0,ZX,THETA 
9305 FORMAT(IH ,3X,2A4,5X,F10.3,3X,F10.1,7X,F3.1,5X,D10.3) 
PRINT 9306 
PRINT 9307 
9307 FORMAT(IHO,IX,' FUSION PRODUCTS') 
PRINT 9305,ANAME1,BNAME1,MFP1,ECP1,ZFP1 
PRINT 9305,ANAME2,BNAME2,MFP2,ECP2,ZFP2 
9306 FORMAT(IH ,54X,' (PER SEC)') 
PRINT 9308,NINJ,NDC,NTH 
9308 FORMAT(IHO,IX,' EFFICIENCIES',/,3X,' INJECTION SYSTEM',F9.3,/,3X, 
1' DIRECT CONVERSION',F8.3,/,3X,* THERMAL RECOVERY',F9.3) 
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PRINT 9314,DELTAV 
9314 FORMAT(1HO,1X,' VELOCITY INCREMENT (M/SEC)',3X,D10.3) 
PRINT 9309,DELTAT,TINC1,TINC2 
9309 FORMAT(IHO,IX,' TIME INCREMENTS3X,' INJECTION ENERGY DEPOSITIO 
IN RATES INTEGRATION (SEC)',3X,D10.3,/,3X,' F. P. ONE ENERGY DEPOSI 
2TI0N RATES INTEGRATION (SEC)',3X,D10.3,/,3X,' F. P. TWO ENERGY DEP 
30SITI0N RATES INTEGRATION (SEC)',3X,D10.3,/) 
PRINT 9310,TAU,ECTOFF 
9310 FORMAT(1HO,1X,' SYSTEM OPERATING TIME (SEC)',3X,F9.2,/,2X,' SLOWIN 
IG DOWN CUTOFF ENERGY (KEV)',F7.2) 
PRINT 9311,JPRINT 
9311 FORMAT(1HO,1X,' DIAGNOSTICS PARAMETER',111) 
PRINT 9315,JFEP 
9315 FORMATdH , IX, ' FUSION ESCAPE PARAMETER' ,19) 
PRINT 9312,JSIMP 
9312 F0RMAT(1H0,1X,' NUMBER OF SIMPSON POINTS ',17) 
PRINT 9313 
9313 FORMAT( IHO , ' ******************************^^ 
' , / / ) 
C 
C LEFT HAND SIDE TERMS: TERMl, TERM2 
C 
TERM1=THETA''^E0''-TAU/NINJ 
TERM2=1.5D00*(NI*TI+NE*TE) 
MI=MI-'-AMU2KG 
MX=MX*AMU2KG 
ME=ME-'-AMU2KG 
MFP1=MFP1*AMU2KG 
MFP2=MFP2*AMU2KG 
C 
C BREMSSTRAHLUNG LOSSES: PBREMT 
C 
SMILEY=DLOG(TE) 
GFF=1.23D00-0.055D0O*SMILEY+O.00754DOO*SMILEY*SMILEY 
1-0.000273D00*SMILEY*SMILEY*SMILEY 
GB0RN=2.0D00*DSQRT(3.ODOO)/PI 
IF(GFF.LT.GBORN) GFF=GBORN 
BREMI=(16.ODOO/3.0D00)*DSQRT(2.ODOO*PI/3.ODOO/ME)*ZI*ZI*ZI*NI*NI 
l*ESqRD*ESQRD*DSQRT(TE*KV2JL)/(C*C*C*HBAR*ME)*ESQRD*GFF/KV2JL 
PBREMT=BREMI*(1.ODOO+0.00624DOO*TE)/(1.ODOO+O.00208D00*TE)*(1.ODOO 
1+O.00O9D00--TE) 
TI=TI*KV2JL 
TE=TE"KV2JL 
EL0W=ECT0FF*KV2JL 
E0=E0"KV2JL 
SUMV=0.0D00 
J0SEPH=0 
V=DSQRT(2.0D00*E0/MX) 
VE=DSQRT(2. ODOO-^/ME) 
EF=0.0D00 
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ACTME2=0.D00 
EF1=O.ODOO 
EF2=0.ODQO 
EN1=0.0D00 
EN2=0.ODOO 
EXCES1=0.ODOO 
EXCES2=O.ODOO 
T0TFP2=0.ODOO 
PF=1.ODOO 
CALL COEFS 
IF(JPRINT.GT.2) PRINT 9219,BREMI,PBREMT,V 
9219 F0RMAT(1H0,1X,' BREMI, PBREMT, VX0',3D12.3) 
9225 CONTINUE 
C 
C SUMMATION OF LEFT HAND SIDE TERMS: LEFTS 
C 
LEFTS=TERM 1+TERM2+PBREMT''-TAU 
IF(JPRINT.GT.O) PRINT 9226,MI,MX,MFP1,MFP2,NE,TERM1,TERM2,LEFTS 
9226 FORMATC1H1,10X,' MI=',D12.3,lOX,' MX=',D12.3,10X,' MFP1=',D12.3,// 
1,10X,' MFP2=',D12.3,10X,' NE=',D12.3,10X,' TERM1=',D12.3,//,10X, 
2' TERM2=',D12.3,10X,' LEFTS=',D12.3) 
C 
C SLOWING DOWN TIME FOR INJECTED ION: ACTIME 
C 
EX=EO 
1=1 
112 DEDT=RELAX(EX,MX,ZX) 
EDEPFI=DEDT''-DELTAT 
EX=EX-EDEPFI 
IF((I*DELTAT)-TAU) 115,10,10 
115 CONTINUE 
IF(ELOW-EX) 110,10,10 
110 1=1+1 
GO TO 112 
10 ACTIME=(I-1)*DELTAT 
C 
C FIRST TERM ON RIGHT HAND SIDE: TERMIR 
C 
EX=EX+EDEPFI 
EF=EO-EX 
TERMlR=THETA-'-EF-'=TAU/KV2JL 
EXCE S I=THETA''-EX/KV2 JL 
C 
C SLOWING DOWN TIME FOR FUSION PRODUCT ONE: ACTMEl 
C 
EXCP 1=ECP 1 ••KV2 JL 
11=1 
123 DEDT1=RELAX(EXCP1,MFP1,ZFP1) 
EDEPP1=DEDT1*TINC1 
EXCP1=EXCP1-EDEPP1 
211 
IFC(I1*TINC1)-TAU) 215,220,220 
215 CONTINUE 
IFCELOW-EXCPl) 210,220,220 
210 11=11+1 
GO TO 123 
220 ACTME1=(I1-1)*TINC1 
IF(JZFP2.EQ.O) GO TO 17 
C 
C SLOWING DOWN TIME FOR FUSION PRODUCT TWO: ACTME2 
C 
EXCP2=ECP2-'-KV2JL 
12=1 
124 DEDT2=RELAX(EXCP2,MFP2,ZFP2) 
EDEPP2=DEDT2"TINC2 
EXCP2=EXCP2-EDEPP2 
IF((I2*TINC2)-TAU) 216,230,230 
216 CONTINUE 
IF(EL0W-EXCP2) 211,230,230 
211 12=12+1 
GO TO 124 
230 ACTME2=(I2-1)"TINC2 
C 
C T1 
C 
17 EXF5=V*V*MX/2.ODOO 
J0SEPH=J0SEPH+1 
EX=EO 
1=1 
13 DEDT=RELAX(EX,MX,ZX) 
EDEPFI=DEDT^-DELTAT 
EX=EX-EDEPFI 
IF(EXF5-EX) 14,15,15 
14 1=1+1 
GO TO 13 
15 T1=(I-1)*DELTAT 
EF5=EXF5/KV2JL 
SIGMAF=PCUBIC(EF5) 
IF(JFEP.GT.O) GO TO 11 
PF=FEP(EXF5) 
11 SIGMAV=SIGMAF*BARNS 
SLODWN=RELAX(EXF5,MX,ZX) 
NOFV=THETA*PF/SLODWN*V*MX 
DRATE (JOSEPH ) =NOFV*NI*SI GMAV-'-V^DELTAV 
C 
C DRATE IS THE REACTION RATE PER INTERVAL DELTAV 
C 
IF(JPRINT.GT.l) PRINT 9214,N0FV,SIGMAV,V,EX,EXF5,SLODVN,DRATE(JOSE 
IPH),JOSEPH 
9214 FORMAT(IH ,1X,' NOFV',7D16.4,I5) 
C 
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C FUSION PRODUCT ONE ENERGY TRANSFER TO PLASMA, BLANKET: ESI, EXTRA1 
C 
22 B1=ACTME1+T1 
ES1=0.ODOO 
EXCP1=0.D00 
IF(Bl.LT.TAU) GO TO 251 
B1=TAU-T1 
IF(Bl.LT.O.DOO) GO TO 252 
EXCP1=ECP1-'>KV2JL 
PRHAPS=EXCP1-EL0W 
11=1 
23 DEDT1=RELAX(EXCP1,MFP1,ZFP1) 
EDEPPl=DEDTl-'-TINCl 
ES1=ES1+EDEPP1 
IF(ESl.GT.PRHAPS) GO TO 25 
IF((I1*TINC1)-B1) 24,25,25 
24 11=11+1 
GO TO 23 
25 ES1=ES1-EDEPP1 
EXCP1=ECP1*KV2JL-ES1 
GO TO 252 
251 ESl=(ECPl-ECT0FF)-'-KV2JL 
EXCP1=EL0W 
252 E1CJ0SEPH)=DRATE(J0SEPH)"ES1/KV2JL 
EXTRAl(J0SEPH)=DRATE(J0SEPH)*EXCP1/KV2JL 
PRHAPS=EXCP1/KV2JL 
EX1=ES1/KV2JL 
IFCJPRINT.GT.l) PRINT 9216,B1,EX1,PRHAPS 
9216 FORMAT(IH ,1X,' Bl',4D16.4) 
IF(JZFP2.EQ.O) GO TO 34 
C 
C CHARGED FUSION PRODUCT TWO ENERGY TRANSFER TO PLASMA, BLANKET: ES2, 
C EXTRA2 
C 
B2=ACTME2+T1 
ES2=0.0D00 
EXCP2=0.D00 
IF(B2.LT.TAU) GO TO 321 
B2=TAU-T1 
IF(B2.LT.O.ODOO) GO TO 322 
EXCP2=ECP2-'-KV2JL 
PRHAPS=EXCP2-ELOW 
12=1 
30 DEDT2=RELAX(EXCP2,MFP2,ZFP2) 
EDEPP2=DEDT2*TINC2 
ES2=ES2+EDEPP2 
IF(ES2.GT.PRHAPS) GO TO 32 
IF((I2*TINC2)-B2) 31,32,32 
31 12=12+1 
GO TO 30 
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32 ES2=ES2-EDEPP2 
EXCP2=ECP2*KV2JL-ES2 
GO TO 322 
321 ES2=(ECP2-ECT0FF)*KV2JL 
EXCP2=EL0W 
322 E2(JOSEPH)=DRATE(J0SEPH)*ES2/KV2JL 
EXTRA2 ( JOSEPH )=DRATE ( J0SEPH)''-EXCP2/KV2 JL 
PRHAPS=EXCP2/KV2JL 
EX2=ES2/KV2JL 
IF(JPRINT.GT.l) PRINT 9217,B2,EX2,PRHAPS 
9217 FORMATCIH ,1X,' B2',4D16.4) 
IF(JPRINT.GT.l) PRINT 9215,T1 
9215 FORMATCIH ,IX,' T1=',D16.4) 
34 CONTINUE 
IF(TAU-ACTIME) 35,35,38 
35 EFINAL=EO-EF 
C 
C CHECKING INJECTED PARTICLE VELOCITY AGAINST LOWER REACTION RATE 
C NUMERICAL INTEGRATION LIMIT 
C 
VXF=DSQRT (2. ODOO-'ŒFINAL/MX) 
IF(V-VXF) 40,40,39 
38 VI=DSQRT(2.0DOO''-ELOW/MX) 
IF(V-VI) 40,40,39 
39 V=V-DELTAV 
IF(V.LT.O.ODOO) GO TO 40 
GO TO 17 
C 
C SUMMATION OF RIGHT HAND SIDE TERMS 
C 
40 J0SEPH=J0SEPH-2 
DO 41 1=1,JOSEPH,2 
SUMV=SUMV+DRATE ( I ) +4. ODOO*DRATE ( I+l ) +DRATE ( 1+2 ) 
ENl=ENl+El(I)+4.0D00'-ElCI+l)+El(I+2) 
41 EXCES1=EXCES1+EXTRA1 (I)+4. ODOO^'-EXTRAl (I+1)+EXTRA1 (1+2) 
SUMV=SUMV/3.ODOO 
EN1=EN1/3.0D00 
EXCES1=EXCES1/3.ODOO 
T0TFP1=EN1 
IF(JZFP2.EQ.O) GO TO 43 
DO 46 1=1,JOSEPH,2 
EXCES2=EXCES2+EXTRA2(ID+4.0D00*EXTRA2(I+l)+EXTRA2(I+2) 
46 EN2=EN2+E2(I)+4.ODOO*E2(I+l)+E2(1+2) 
EN2=EN2/3.0D00 
EXCES2=EXCES2/3.0D00 
T0TFP2=EN2 
DIRECT=NDC* (TERM1R+TERM2+ (TOTFP1+T0TFP2 ) -••TAU) 
RSIDE=DIRECT+NTH*TAU''-(PBREMT+EXCESI+EXCES1+EXCES2) 
GO TO 45 
43 SUMNEU=SUMV-'-ECP2 
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C 
C SUMNEU IS THE NEUTRAL FUSION PRODUCT ENERGY TRANSFERRED TO 
C THE BLANKET 
C 
DIRECT=NDC*(TERM1R+TERM2+T0TFP1-''TAU) 
RSIDE=DIRECT+NTH*TAU*(SUMNEU+PBREMT+EXCESI+EXCES1) 
45 CONTINUE 
C 
C OUTPUT 
C 
J0SEPH=J0SEPH+1 
EFNL=(E0-EF)/KV2JL 
VXF=DSQRT(2. ODOO-'-(EO-EF) /MX) 
NINTAU=THETA"TAU 
NITAU=NI*TAU 
PT=PBREMT^'-TAU 
FP1T2P=T0TFP1-TAU 
FP2T2P=T0TFP2"TAU 
FPT2P=FP1T2P+FP2T2P 
NEUT2B=SUMNEU-'-TAU 
FP 1T2B=EXCES l-'-TAU 
FP 2T2B=EXCE S 2-TAU 
FPT1=FP1T2P+FP1T2B 
FPT2=FP2T2P4-FP2T2B 
FPT2B=FP1T2B+FP2T2B 
FAST2B=EXCESI*TAU 
FAST=TERM1R+FAST2B 
FPT=FPT2P+FPT2B 
IFCJZFP2.EQ.0) EF2=NEUT2B 
PRINT 9200 
9200 FORMATClHl,' SYSTEM OUTPUT PARAMETERS 
PRINT 9201 
9201 FORMAT(1H0,4X,' LEFT*,5X, ' BREMSSTRAHLUNG',5X, ' FAST',9X,' CHARGED 
l',7X,' NEUTRON',7X,' RIGHT') 
PRINT 9202 
9202 FORMAT(IH ,4X, ' HAND' ,7X, ' CKEV/M—S) ' ,5X, ' PARTICLE',7X, ' FUSION' 
1,8X,' ENERGY',8X,' HAND') 
PRINT 9203 
9203 FORMAT(IH ,4X,' SIDE',24X,' ENERGY',8X,' PRODUCT',6X,' DEPOSITED' 
1,6X,' SIDE') 
PRINT 9204 
9204 FORMAT(IH ,IX,' (KEV/M**3)',20X,' DEPOSITED',5X,' DEPOSITED' 
1,5X,'  (KEV/M**3)',3X,'  (KEV/M**3)')  
PRINT 9205 
9205 FORMAT(IH ,31X,' (KEV/M**3)',4X,' (KEV/M**3)')  
PRINT 9206,LEFTS,PT,FAST,FPT,NEUT2B,RSIDE 
9206 F0RMAT(1H0,1X,D11.3,5X,3(D10.3,5X),D10.3,5X,D10.3,/) 
PRINT 9207,TERM1,TERM2,PT 
9207 F0RMAT(1H0,1X,' LEFT HAND SIDE TERMS',/,5X,' INJECTION POWER REQUI 
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IREMENTS (KEV/M**3)',5X,D10.3,/ ,5X,'  PLASMA TEMPERATURE REQUIREMENT 
2S (KEV/M**3)',2X,D10.3,/ ,5X,'  BREMSSTRAHLUNG LOSS MAKEUP (KEV/M**3 
3)' ,7X,D10.3,/)  
PRINT 9208 
9208 FORMAT(IHO,IX,' CHARGED PARTICLE DEPOSITION',//,27X,' PLASMA', 
16X,' BLANKET',6X,' TOTAL',/,25X, '  (KEV/M**3)',3X,'  (KEV/M**3)',2X, 
2' (KEV/M**3)')  
PRINT 9209,TERMIR,FAST2B,FAST,FP1T2P,FP1T2B,FPT1,FP2T2P,FP2T2B 
1,FPT2 
9209 FORMAT(IHO,4X,' FAST I0N',12X,D10.3,3X,D10.3,3X,D10.3,/ ,5X,'  FUSIO 
IN PRODUCT 1',4X,D10.3,3X,D10.3,3X,D10.3,/,5X,' FUSION PRODUCT 2',4 
2X,D10.3,3X,D10.3,3X,D10.3,/)  
ARCTIC=RSIDE-DIRECT 
PRINT 9210,DIRECT,ARCTIC 
9210 F0RMAT(1H0,1X,' ENERGY RECOVERED DIRECTLY (KEV/M**3)',6X,D10.3,//, 
12X,' ENERGY RECOVERED THERMALLY (KEV/M**3)',5X,D10.3,/) 
RRATE=SUMV/THETA 
PRINT 9211,EFNL,VXF,JOSEPH,SUMV,RRATE 
9211 F0RMAT(1H0,1X,' LOWEST FAST ION ENERGY (KEV)',9X,F9.3,//,2X,' LOWE 
1ST FAST ION VELOCITY (M/SEC)',4X,D10.3,//,2X,' NUMBER OF VELOCITY 
2INTERVALS',12X,I6,//,2X,' REACTION RATE (1/M**3/SEC)',10X,D10.3,/ /  
3,2X,' FUSION EVENTS PER FAST ION',10X,D10.3,/) 
PRINT 9212,ANAMEX,BNAMEX,ACTIME,ANAME1,BNAME1,ACTME1,ANAME2,BNAME2 
1,ACTME2 
9212 F0RMAT(1H0,1X,' SLOWING DOWN TIME (SEC)',/,6X,2A4,4X 
1,D10.3,/,6X,2A4,4X,D10.3,/,6X,2A4,4X,D10.3) 
PRINT 9227 
9227 FORMAT(IHl) 
STOP 
END 
C 
C 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FEP(EB) 
IMPLICIT REAL-'-8(A-H,K-Z) , INTEGER(I,J) 
COMMON MX,MI,ME,TI,TE,2I,ZX,E0,MFP1,MFP2,ECP1,ECP2,2FP1,ZFP2,NI 
1,ESQRD,PT,HEAR,KV2JL,VE,BARNS,JPRINT 
COMMON /AC0M1/CSIGF(50,3),EBC(50),SIGF(50),JL,JSIMP 
COMMON /AC0M2/CREPSI(55,3),DIGAM(55),REPSI(55),IDIGAM 
COMMON /AC0M3/ALEXIS,PICTON,SHIMON,SPY,GADI,BECKER,ANTON,SALIM, 
lYANUKA 
DIMENSION DFEP(200) 
C 
C THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE FUSION ESCAPE PROBABILITY USING 
C SIMPSON RULE INTEGRATION. THE ENERGY INTERVAL FROM THE 
C INJECTION ENERGY TO THE ENERGY IN QUESTION, EB, IS DIVIDED BY 
C THE NUMBER OF SIMPSON INTERVALS. A CUBIC SPLINE INTERPOLATION 
C ROUTINE IS USED TO CALCULATE THE FUSION CROSS SECTION. 
C 
AN=O.ODOO 
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DE=(E0-EB)/CJSIMP-1) 
DO 1 1=1,200 
1 DFEP(I)=O.ODOO 
E=EB 
GAVR0N=2.ODOO/MX 
DO 2 I=1,JSIMP 
EL=E/KV2JL 
REL=RELAX(E,MX,ZX) 
V=DSQRT(GAVRON''-E) 
SIGMAF=PCUBIC(EL) 
DFEP ( I) =S IGMAF-W/ REL 
E=E+DE 
IF(E.LT.O.ODOO) GO TO 5 
2 CONTINUE 
5 IDI0T=JSIMP-2 
DO 3 1=1,IDIOT,2 
3 AN=AN+DFEP ( I )+4. ODOO*DFEP ( I+l )4-DFEP ( 1+2) 
AN=AN-'-DE/3. ODOO 
FEP=1.ÛDOO/DEXP(AN*NI*BARNS) 
E=EB/KV2JL 
IFCJPRINT.GT.I) PRINT 4,E,FEP 
4 FORMAT(IHO,' THE FUSION ESCAPE PROBABILITY FOR ' ,F8.3,'  KEV IS 
1D15.8) 
RETURN 
END 
C 
C 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION RELAX(E,AMASS,Z) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,K-Z), INTEGER(I,J) 
COMMON MX,MI,ME,TI,TE,ZI,ZX,E0,MFP1,MFP2,ECP1,ECP2,ZFP1,ZFP2,NI 
1,ESQRD,PI,HBAR,KV2JL,VE,BARNS,JPRINT 
COMMON /AC0M2/CREPSI(55,3),DIGAM(55),REPSI(55),IDIGAM 
COMMON /AC0M3/ALEXIS,PICTON,SHIMON,SPY,GADI,BECKER,ANTON,SALIM, 
lYANUKA 
C 
C THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE RATES OF RELAXATION FOR THE 
C INJECTED PARTICLE AND THE FUSION PRODUCTS. THE FORMULATION 
C COMES FROM HONDA ( ). THIS FUNCTION USES A CUBIC SPLINE 
C INTERPOLATION METHOD TO CALCULATE THE REAL PART OF THE 
C COMPLEX DIGAMMA (PSI) FUNCTION. 
C 
GAVR0N=2.ODOO*E/AMASS 
X=ALEXIS---Z/DSQRT(GAVRON) 
DIG=DCUBIC(X) 
AMUJE=ME*AMASS/(ME+AMASS) 
AMUJI=MI*AMASS/(AMASS+MI) 
RI=DL0G(1.ODOO+3.17221D00*X*X)-1.15443D00+2.ODOO*DIG 
BRAClI=(PICTON-'-Z/AMUJI/ (GAVRON)*^'-1. 5D00)**2. ODOO 
BRAC2I=(BECKER*BECKER/E/AMUJI/E/AMUJI-': AMASS* AMASS) 
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RELAXI=SALIM^Z''-Z/DSQRT(GAVR0N)''-(DL0G(1. ODOO/ (BRAC1I+BRAC2I) ) 
1+RI) 
V=DSQRT(GAVRON) 
IF(V.GT.VE) GO TO 2 
RELAXE=(E/(1.5D00*TE)-1.ODOO)*Z*Z*YANUKA/AMASS*(DLOG(ANTON/Z)-0.5 
IDOO) 
GO TO 3 
2 BRAC1E=CGADI''-Z/AMUJE/ (GAVRON)**!.5D00)**2. ODOO 
BRAC2E=BRAC2I-'- (AMUJI/AMUJE )''• (AMUJI/AMUJE ) 
X=X/ZI 
DIG=DCUBIC(X) 
RE=DL0G(1.ODOO+3.17221D00*X*X)-1.15443D00+2.ODOO-DIG 
RELAXE=SHIMON'--Z"Z/DSQRT(GAVRON)'-(DLOG(1.0D00/(BRAClE+BRAC2E)) 
1+RE) 
3 RELAX=RELAXE+RELAXI 
IF(JPRINT.LT.3) RETURN 
A1=RELAX/KV2JL 
A2=RELAXE/KV2JL 
A3=RELAXI/KV2JL 
A4=E/KV2JL 
PRINT 1,A4,A3,A2,A1 
1 F0RMAT(1H0,' THE RELAXATION METHOD BY HONDA RESULTED IN',//,3X, 
I'FAST',7X,'ENERGY',8X,'ENERGY',8X,'TOTAL',/,2XPARTICLE' ,7X, 
2'TO',12X,'TO',12X,'TO',/,3X,'ENERGY',7X,'ION',9X,'ELECTRON',7X, 
3'PLASMA',/,4X,'(KV)',7X,'(KV/S)',8X,'(KV/S)',8X,'(KV/S)',/,1X,F8.1 
4,3X,D11.4,3X,D11-4,3X,D11.4) 
RETURN 
END 
C 
C 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION PCUBIC(A) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8CA-H,K-Z), INTEGERCI,J) 
COMMON /ACOM1/CSIGF(50,3),EBC(50),SIGF(50),JL,JSIMP 
C 
C THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY FUNCTION FEP TO INTERPOLATE 
C FUSION CROSS SECTIONS USING ONE-DIMENSIONAL CUBIC SPLINE 
C COEFFICIENTS GENERATED BY THE IMSL SUBROUTINE ICSCCU USED 
C IN THE MAIN PROGRAM. 
C 
1=1 
D=A-EBC(I) 
IF(D) 10,30,20 
10 IF(I.EQ.l) GO TO 30 
1=1-1 
D=A-EBC(I) 
IF(D) 10,30,30 
19 1=1+1 
D—DD 
20 IF(I.EQ.JL) GO TO 30 
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DD=A-EBC(I+1) 
IF(DD) 30,19,19 
30 PCUBIC=SIGF(I)+D^(CSIGF(I.1)+D^-(CSIGF(I,2)+D''-CSIGF(I,3))) 
RETURN 
END 
C 
C 
c 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DCUBIC(X) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,K-Z), INTEGER(I,J) 
COMMON /AC0M2/CPvEPSI(55,3) ,DIGAM(55) ,REPSI (55) , IDIGAM 
C 
C THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY FUNCTION RELAX TO INTERPOLATE 
C THE REAL PART OF THE COMPLEX DIGAMMA (PSI) FUNCTION USING 
C ONE-DIMENSIONAL CUBIC SPLINE COEFFICIENTS GENERATED BY THE 
C IMSL SUBROUTINE ICSCCU USED IN THE MAIN PROGRAM. 
C 
1=1 
D=X-DIGAM(I) 
IF(D) 10,30,20 
10 IF(I.EQ.l) GO TO 30 
1=1-1 
D=X-DIGAM(I) 
IF(D) 10,30,30 
19 1=1+1 
D=DD 
20 IF(I.EQ.IDIGAM) GO TO 30 
DD=X-DIGAM(I+1) 
IF(DD) 30,19,19 
30 DCUBIC=REPSI(I)+D*(CREPSI(I,1)+D*(CREPSI(I,2)+D*CREPSI(I,3))) 
RETURN 
END 
C 
'C 
C 
SUBROUTINE COEFS 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,K-Z), INTEGER(I,J) 
COMMON MX,MI,ME,TI,TE,ZI,ZX,E0,MFP1,MFP2,ECP1,ECP2,ZFP1,ZFP2,NI 
1,ESQRD,PI,HBAR,KV2JL,VE,BARNS,JPRINT 
COMMON /ÂC0M3/ALEXIS,PICTON,SHIMON,SPY,GADI,BECKER,ANTON,SALIM, 
lYANUKA 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS CALLED BY THE MAIN PROGRAM TO CALCULATE 
C THE CONSTANT TERMS USED IN THE RELAXATION RATE EQUATIONS 
C FOUND IN THE FUNCTION RELAX. 
C 
SPY=2.ODOO/DSQRT(PI) 
SALIM=2.ODOO*ESQRD*ESQRD*PI*ZI*ZI*NI/MI 
YANUKA=2. 0D00*SALIM-'-MI/ZI"DSQRT(2. ODOO-ME/ (PI*TE)  
ALEXIS=ESQRD/HBAR*ZI 
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SHIMON=SALIM*MI/ZI/ME 
ANTON=0.630475D00''-TE*DSQRT(TE)/ESQRD/DSQRT(ESQRD*PI*ZI*NI) 
WP2I=4. ODOO"ESQRD"PI-'-ZI---ZI--NI/MI 
WP2E=WP2I/ME"MI/ZI 
WP2=WP2E+WP2I 
WP=DSQRT(WP2) 
GADI=0.89054D00*ESQRD*WP 
PICTON=GADI*ZI 
BECKER=0.5DOO*HBAR*WP/2.0DOO 
RETURN 
END 
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XIX. APPENDIX L: DOPPLER CROSS SECTION COMPUTER PROGRAM 
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SUBROUTINE DXSECT(E,XSIG) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z), INTEGER(I-N) 
DIMENSION WP(400),RUAN1(400),RUAN2(400),SIGMB(200) 
COMMON TM,BM,ETAR,NSPLYN,M,K5,K6 
COMMON /AC0M4/RUAN(400),SI(200),S(200),AMAX,KL,INTEL 
DATA AK,ECONV,AMU2KG/1.381D-16,1.6021D-09,1.6599D-24/ 
DATA PI/3.14159D00/ 
DATA K/2/,KR2/0/ 
DATA RUANl/400-0.ODOO/,RUAN2/400*0.0D00/,VVP/400*0.ODOO/, 
1SIGHB/200*0.0D00/ 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES DOPPLER BROADENED CROSS SECTIONS. 
C IT USES SIMPSON RULE INTEGRATION OVER TARGET PARTICLE 
C VELOCITIES PARALLEL AND PERPENDICULAR TO THE IMPINGING 
C PARTICLE VELOCITY. TO SHORTEN COMPUTATION TIME, A CUBIC SPLINE 
C INTERPOLATION METHOD IS INCORPORATED TO FIND INTEGRAND VALUES FOR 
C INTEGRATION OVER THE PARALLEL VELOCITY. THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES 
C ARE PASSED THROUGH THE CALLING STATEMENT. 
C 
C E IMPINGING PARTICLE ENERGY (KEV), INPUT 
C 
C XSIG = DOPPLER BROADENED CROSS SECTION (BARNS), OUTPUT 
C 
C THE FOLLOWING VARIALBES MUST BE PLACED IN A COMMON STATEMENT . 
C IN THE CALLING PROGRAM. 
C 
C TM MASS OF TARGET PARTICLE (KG) 
C 
C BM MASS OF IMPINGING PARTICLE (KG) 
C 
C ETAR = TEMPERATURE OF TARGET PLASMA (KEV) 
C 
C NSPLYN = NUMBER OF CUBIC SPLINE POINTS (EQUALS 
C NUMBER OF SIMPSON POINTS FOR INTEGRATION 
C OVER THE PARALLEL VELOCITY DIRECTION 
C SHOULD ONE CHOOSE NOT TO USE THE CUBIC 
C SPLINE INTERPOLATION OPTION) 
C 
C M NUMBER OF SIMPSON RULE INTEGRATION POINTS 
C 
C K5 =1, CUBIC SPLINE INTERPOLATION USING NON-
C DIMENSIONALIZED VARIABLES 
C 2, CUBIC SPLINE INTERPOLATION USING 
C LOGARITHMS OF THE VARIABLES 
C 3, NO CUBIC SPLINE INTERPOLATION 
C 
C K6 = DIAGNOSTICS PRINT PARAMETER 
C = 0, NO PRINTOUT 
C  > 0 ,  P R I N T  T A R G E T  P A R T I C L E  P A R A L L E L  V E L O C I T Y  
C AND BOTH INTEGRAND VALUES 
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C  > 1 ,  
C 
C 
c 
c 
DO 2 1=1,200 
S(I)=O.ODOO 
2 SI(I)=O.ODOO 
KL=0 
MN=M-1 
VZ=DSQRT(10.ODOO*ETAR*ECONV/TN) 
DV2=VZ/((NSPLYN-1)/2) 
RB=E-'-ECONV 
ET=ETAR-'-ECONV 
MM=2*M 
A2=TM/(2.0D00"ET) 
VB=DSQRT(2.0D00*RB/BM) 
AMAX=O.ODOO 
BMAX=O.ODOO 
1 VR1=CVB-VZ)**2 
VZ2=VZ"VZ 
VP=0.ODOO 
DVP= ( 1. ODOO/MN)*DSQRT( 10. 0D00*(2 . ODOO-'-ET/TM) -VZ2) 
104 DO 28 J=1,K 
VVP(J)=O.ODOO 
RUAN1(J)=O.ODOO 
28 RUAN2(J)=O.ODOO 
J=0 
RMAX=O.ODOO 
C 
C CALCULATION OF INTEGRANDS FOR INTEGRATION OVER TARGET PARTICLE 
C VELOCITY PERPENDICULAR TO THE DIRECTION OF THE VELOCITY OF THE 
C IMPINGING PARTICLE 
C 
DO 4 1=1,MM 
VP2=VP*VP 
VR=DSQRT(VR1+VP2) 
IF(VR.LE.O.ODOO) GO TO 100 
El=BM*VR*VR/2.ODOO/ECONV 
CALL 0BIWAN(E1,SIG,N0SIG) 
IF(NOSIG.GT.O) GO TO 27 
J=J+1 
VVP(J)=VP 
E2=-A2*(VZ2+VP2) 
RJ1=DEXP(E2) 
RUANl (J)=RJ1''^VR*VP^'SIG 
RUAN2(J)=RJ1*VR*VP 
IF(RUANlCJ).GT.RMAX) RMAX=RUAN1(J) 
27 VP=VP+DVP/2.0D00 
4 CONTINUE 
PRINT ABOVE PLUS CUBIC SPLINE COEFFICIENTS 
FOUND IN SUBROUTINE SHEPAN, NUMBER OF 
SIMPSON DIVISIONS, AND RESULTING SIMPSON 
SPACING 
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C 
C CHECK INTEGRAND VALUES AND CORRECT INTEGRATION LIMITS TO AVOID 
C INTEGRATION OF INSIGNIFICANT INTEGRAND VALUES 
C 
100 R2=RMAX/10000.ODOO 
1=0 
K=J 
IF(KR2.GT.0) GO TO 101 
DO 110 LMF=1,J 
IF(RUAN1(LMF).GT.R2) GO TO 111 
GO TO 110 
111 1=1+1 
WP(I)=VVP(LMF) 
RUAN1(1)=RUAN1(LMF) 
110 CONTINUE 
KR2=1 
IF(I.LT.4) GO TO 105 
KRAP=I/2-l 
KLEM=M-2 
IFCKRAP.LT.KLEM) GO TO 112 
GO TO 101 
112 DVP=CVVPCI)-VVP(1))/MN 
VP=0.0D00 
GO TO 104 
105 IF(I-EQ.O) GO TO 106 
VP=VVP(1) 
DVP= CWP ( I ) - WP ( 1 ) ) /MN 
GO TO 104 
106 EV=RB/ECONV 
WRITE(6,107) EV,VZ 
107 FORMATCIH NO INTEGRAND VALUE FOR BEAM ENERGY',D20.10,' AND FOR 
ITARGET VELOCITY IN THE Z DIRECTION',D20.10) 
GO TO 16 
101 K=1 
C 
C INTEGRATION OVER TARGET PARTICLE VELOCITY PERPENDICULAR TO THE 
C DIRECTION OF THE IMPINGING PARTICLE 
C 
KR2=0 
EA=0.ODOO 
EA2=O.ODOO 
DO 5 1=1,MN 
EHUR=RUAN1 (K)+4. ODOO-'-RUANl (K+1)+RUAN1 (K+2) 
EHUT=RUAN2(K)+4.ODOO*RUAN2(K+1)+RUAN2(K+2) 
EA=EA+EHUR 
EA2=EA2+EHUT 
5 K=K+2 
MN=M-1 
KL=KL+1 
S(KL)=VZ 
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SI(KL)=EA 
SIGMB(KL)=EA2 
IF(EA.GT.AMAX) AMAX=EA 
IF(EA2.GT.BMAX) BMAX=EA2 
IF(K6.LT.l) GO TO 16 
WRITE(6,3) KL 
WRITE(6,7) SCKL),SI(KL),SIGMB(KL) 
16 VZ=VZ-DVZ 
IF(KL.EQ.NSPLYN) GO TO 15 
GO TO 1 
15 IF(K5.GT.2) GO TO 24 
C 
C INTEGRATION OVER TARGET PARTICLE VELOCITY PARALLEL TO THE 
C DIRECTION OF THE IMPINGING PARTICLE 
C 
CALL SHEPAN 
24 AN=O.ODOO 
IF(K5.LT.3) GO TO 43 
INTEL=KL-2 
DO 34 1=1,KL 
34 RUANCI)=SI(I) 
43 DO 25 1=1,INTEL,2 
AB=RUAN(I)+4.ODOO*RUAN(1+1)+RUAN(1+2) 
25 AN=AN+AB 
DO 20 1=1,KL 
20 SI(I)=SIGMB(I) 
IF(K5.GT.2) GO TO 17 
AMAX=BMAX 
CALL SHEPAN 
17 DEN=O.ODOO 
IFCK5.LT.3) GO TO 39 
DO 33 1=1,KL 
33 RUANCI)=SIGMB(I) 
39 DO 26 1=1,INTEL,2 
AB=RUAN(I)+4.ODOO*RUAN(I+l)+RUAN(1+2) 
26 DEN=DEN+AB 
XSIG=AN/DEN 
RETURN 
3 FORMAT(2I10,F10.0,I5) 
7 FORMAT(lOD12.4) 
END 
C 
C 
c 
SUBROUTINE OBIWAN(E,SIG,NOSIG) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z), INTEGER(I-N) 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE MUST CONTAIN A USER SUPPLIED FUNCTION/FUNCTIONS 
C TO GENERATE ROOM TEMPERATURE CROSS SECTIONS. THE ENERGY 
C ASSOCIATED WITH THE CROSS SECTION IS TRANSFERRED THROUGH THE 
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C CALLING STATEMENT IN UNITS OF KEV. THE CROSS SECTION IS 
C CALCULATED IN UNITS OF BARNS. THE NOSIG PARAMETER ALLOWS 
C ONE THE OPTION TO EXCLUDE CALCULATIONS IN ENERGY RANGES SHOULD 
C ONE CHOOSE. 
C 
RETURN 
END 
C 
C 
c 
SUBROUTINE SHEPAN 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z), INTEGER(I-N) 
DIMENSION 2(200) 
COMMON TM,BM,ETAR,NSPLYN,M,K5,K6 
COMMON /ACOM3/C(200,3),X(200),Y(200) 
COMMON /AC0M4/RUAN(400),SI(200),S(200),AMAX,KL,INTEL 
DATA IER/0/ 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES DATA POINTS FOR SIMPSON RULE INTEGRATION 
C OVER THE TARGET PARTICLE VELOCITY COMPONENT ALIGNED WITH THE 
C IMPINGING PARTICLE VELOCITY IN DXSECT. A LIMITED NUMBER OF 
C CROSS SECTIONS ARE PASSED INTO SHEPAN AND CUBIC SPLINE 
C INTERPOLATION IS USED TO GENERATE THE REQUIRED SIMPSON RULE 
C POINTS SPECIFIED BY THE USER. ALL DATA REQUIRED COME THROUGH 
C COMMON STATEMENTS USED IN DXSECT. 
C 
DO 5 1=1,200 
X(I)=O.ODOO 
Y(I)=O.ODOO 
C(I,1)=O.ODOO 
C(I,2)=O.ODOO 
C(I,3)=0.0D00 
Z(I)=0.0D00 
RUAN(I)=0.0D00 
5 RUAN(I+200)=O.ODOO 
MM=2*M 
GO TO (44,47),K5 
C 
C NON-DIMENSIONALIZATION OF ENERGIES AND CROSS SECTIONS 
C 
44 VZ=S(1) 
IF(K6.NE.3) GO TO 1 
WRITE(6,58) AMAX 
58 FORMATCIHO,' AMAX=',D12.4) 
1 STEN=2.0D00*S(KL) 
IF(S(KL).GT.O.ODOO) STEN=0.0D00 
RVZ=DABS(VZ-STEN) 
DO 46 1=1,KL 
Z(I)=(S(I)-STEN)/RVZ 
46 SI(I)=SI(I)/AMAX 
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GO TO 48 
C 
C LOGARITHMS OF ENERGIES AND CROSS SECTIONS 
C 
47 STEN=2.0D00''-S(KL) 
IF(S(KL).GT.O.ODOO) STEN=O.ODOO 
DO-35 1=1,KL 
DUNCAN=S(I)-STEN 
S1(I)=DL0G(SI(I)) 
35 Z(I)=DLOG(DUNCAN) 
48 CONTINUE 
INTEL=MM-1 
C 
C CALCULATION OF CUBIC SPLINE COEFFICIENTS 
C 
DO 15 1=1,KL 
X(I)=Z(KL-I+1) 
15 Y(I)=SI(KL-I+1) 
CALL ICSCCU(X,Y,KL,C,200,IER) 
KZL=KL-1 
IF(K6.NE.3) GO TO 2 
WRITE(6,14) 1ER 
WRITE(6,7) (Y(I),C(I,1),C(I,2),C(I,3),I=1,KZL) 
2 TSIMRI=(Z(1)-Z(KL))/MM 
XBAR=XC1) 
IF(K6.NE.3) GO TO 4 
WRITE(6,3) INTEL,TSIMRI 
4 GO TO (49,50),K5 
C 
C CONVERSION BACK TO NORMAL UNITS AND GENERATION OF SIMPSON 
C POINTS 
C 
50 DO 36 1=1,MM 
GALEY=PCUBIC(XBAR,KZL) 
RUAN(I)=DEXP(GALEY) 
36 XBAR=XBAR+TSIMRI 
GO TO 43 
49 DO 51 1=1,MM 
GALEY=PCUBIC(XBAR,KZL) 
RUAN(I)=GALEY*AMAX 
51 XBAR=XBAR+TSIMRI 
43 CONTINUE 
3 FORMAT(I10,D10.3) 
7 FORMAT(4D12.4) 
14 FORMATCIHO,' 1ER = ',15) 
RETURN 
END 
C 
C 
C 
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DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION PCUBIC(XBAR,N) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z), INTEGER(I-N) 
COMMON /AC0M3/C(200,3),X(200),Y(200) 
C 
C THIS FUNCTION IS CALLED BY SUBROUTINE SHEPAN TO INTERPOLATE 
C DOPPLER BROADENED CROSS SECTIONS USING ONE-DIMENSIONAL CUBIC 
C SPLINE COEFFICIENTS GENERATED BY THE IMSL SUBROUTINE ICSCCU 
C USED IN SHEPAN. ALL DATA REQUIRED BY THIS FUNCTION ARE 
C GENERATED BY SHEPAN. 
C 
1=1 
DX=XBAR-X(I) 
IF(DX) 10,30,20 
10 IF(I.EQ.l) GO TO 30 
1=1-1 
DX=XBAR-X(I) 
IF(DX) 10,30,30 
19 1=1+1 
DX=DDX 
20 IFCI.EQ.N) GO TO 30 
DDX=XBAR-X(I+1) 
IF(DDX) 30,19,19 
30 PCUBIC=Y(I) +DX-'- (C (1,1 ) +DX" (C (1,2) +DX*C(1,3))) 
RETURN 
END 
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XX. APPENDIX M: FRACTIONAL IONIZATION 
A review of methods to ascertain the degree of ionization can be 
found in Miller (133)- Work by Colchin (151) was based upon a 
calculational model describing a spherical magnetic well containing a 
hydrogen target plasma. A neutral hydrogen beam intersected the target 
plasma through the center of the constant density and temperature ion 
plasma. Ionization was accomplished by impact on cold target ions and 
energetic electrons and charge exchange with the cold target ions. 
No time dependent processes were considered and it was taken for granted 
that the fast ion and target plasmas did not adversely affect one 
another. The electrons were assumed Maxwellian with density dependent 
upon radial position. Parameters for the case under study were rather 
unrealistic at ICQ keV electrons, 5 eV target ions and 20 keV beam 
neutrals. 
At the same time. Riviere (134) was investigating the case of a 
deuterium, or tritium, beam with energies between 50 keV and 2 MeV 
entering a target plasma consisting of fully ionized deuterons, tritons 
and alpha particles and electrons. Cross sections were assumed 
dependent on relative velocity only. Maxwellian and mirror (152) ion 
distributions were assumed for the target ions. Simple cylindrical 
geometry cases without alpha particles showed that beam ionization 
could be accomplished to within one percent when the parameter 
n. r <ov> 
( 2 0 . 1 )  
itij 
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was equal to 2.5. 
Analytical models were developed by Hunt, cited in Hovingb and 
Moir (153) and Hovingh (154), and expanded by Miller and Miley (155) 
and Carlson and Hamilton (156). As reported by Miller (133), neutral 
beam injection into a spherical target plasma model was restricted by 
the following assumptions. 
a. The radial plasma density profile is uniform. 
b. The neutral beam injection energy coincides with the 
characteristic plasma energy. 
c. The neutral beam diameter is much smaller than the size 
of the target plasma. 
d. The injection path is through the center of the plasma. 
e. One generation of charge transfer neutral particles is 
considered. 
f. All charge transfer neutrals are born at the center of 
the plasma, are directed isotropically outward, and have the same 
energy as the injected particles. 
Conservation of particles required 
The formula for the nonionized fraction of the neutral beam was 
Miller and Miley (155) eliminated assumption "e" so that the fraction 
that charge exchanges and escapes became 
( 2 0 . 2 )  
f^ = exp(- 2 u^) (20.3) 
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<av> ] ex 1 - exp(- u^) exp(- u^) <av>, T L 
f (20.4) 
<av> 
1 cx 1 - exp(-
<av>, 
T 
Carlson and Hamilton (156) developed an alternate approach which Miller 
(133) found to agree closely with Hunt, cited in Hovingh and Moir (15 3) 
and Hovingh (154), and Miller and Miley (155). 
Miller (133) performed a Monte Carlo simulation for a mirror 
reactor configuration using the cross sections for ionization of 
Riviere (134). More recent formulae for these cross section have been 
presented by Janev and Presnyakcv (157) and Nardi and Zinamoii (158) 
without comparison. Kulsrud, Furth, Valeo and Goldhaber (129) report 
reaction rate enhancement by particle polarization in the same 
direction using a magnetic field for certain scattering, ionization 
and fusion cross sections. 
An important point to note at this time is assumption "b" 
originally made by Hunt, cited in Hovingh and Moir (153) and Hovingh 
(154). For a target plasma reactor wherein fusion is important only 
during slowing in, this assumption will be violated. This model was 
personally communicated, leaving no published explanation concerning 
the need for this assumption. Walking blindly past this problem, one 
can see that both f^ and f" approach zero as becomes very large due 
to large injection velocity. 
The reaction rate coefficient was defined by 
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<av> = ^  ^ f^(y) f^(v^) |v - v^l aC.|v - | ) dv dv^ 
V V. 
(20.5) 
Assuming that |v| >> |v\| and f^(y^) can be a monoenergetic, 
unidirectional distribution. Equation 20.5 reduces to 
<av> - I f V a(v) dv. (20.6) 
V. 
1 
Since v and a(v) are independent of v^, the net result was 
•<av> = cj(v) V (20.7) 
In this manner 
<crv> a (v) 
cx cx 
<av>^ CT(V)^ (20 .8)  
From Riviere (134) for a deuteron impinging on a relatively cold 
helium-3 plasma 
.  (E) .  lof- 14-7* -  1-33(4.5 -  logi„2E)2} (29,9) 
cx 
= 5.95 X 10~^° (20.10) 
a^^(E) = 2.9 X 10"^^ log^ (0.0833E)/E (20.11) 
and from Miller (133) 
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<0V> 
a ^(E) = — (20,12) 
ed V 
= 2.37 = 10-1:/T 0-347 RO-S 
e 
where E was the deuteron energy in eV, the plasma electron 
temperature in eV, and all other units cgs. For a D—T interaction 
OitCE) = 7.2 X 10~^^ log^ (0.0833E)/E (20.13) 
0.6937 X 10~^^r 1 - 0.155 lo2_.(E/2)l 
fcx(E) = ^ rî4 fs (20-14) 
1 + 0.1112 x 10 CE/2) 
